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Preface

The UCLA Tone Project is a continuation of the work of the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory on linguistic phonetics. The goals of this project are to investigate 1) the phonological and phonetic aspects of tonal phenomena, and 2) respiratory and laryngeal control of speech, particularly as related to phonology (both 'segmental' and 'suprasegmental'). The project is funded by the National Science Foundation through NSF grant GS 37235X. This grant has supported work by the two principal investigators, Victoria A. Fromkin and Peter Ladefoged, by research linguist Ian Maddieson and by Jack Gandour, Laura Meyers and Joy Chuck during the year 1973/4. We have also welcomed Baruch Elimelech, Carl LaVelle, William Welmers, Karen Courtenay, Diana Van Lancker, Dauda Bagari, Roger Remington, Richard Harshman, Louis Goldstein and other co-workers at our weekly meetings and have had the support of the Department of Linguistics, and the advice and assistance of Willie Martin, Ron Carlson and Lloyd Rice in the laboratory. The papers in this volume represent some of the product of this collaboration. As always, appearance in Working Papers in Phonetics is in the nature of a record for our internal use, a report to funding agencies and a preliminary public account of work in progress. Work is continuing on aspects of the phonology and phonetics of tone and on the larynx, and further contributions from the Tone Project to Working Papers are anticipated.
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On the Phonological Representation of Tone

Victoria A. Fromkin

(Paper presented at the 11th Congress of West African Languages — Yaoundé, Cameroons, April 1-5, 1974)

A major goal for linguistic theory is to define the notion 'possible human language'. No matter what our theoretical bent, we will probably all agree that a particular language is in a general sense a system which relates sounds and meanings. In a formal sense this system may be regarded as the grammar of the language. We are therefore aiming at a theory of possible grammars. Clearly such a theory must define in a formal and substantive fashion that part of the grammar which concerns the sounds and sound patterns of human language. There is no a priori way of deciding what such sound systems will be. There is, for example, no logical reason why we should find that in most of the languages of the world pitch differences can distinguish meanings. But in fact we know that this is the case. In fact, there is no language in which pitch plays no role. This led Beach to conclude that all languages are tone languages since he believed that any language which uses pitch contrastively in any manner is a tone language.

But such a definition of a tone language does not constrain the theory of grammars sufficiently — it makes no predictions as to how pitch can function grammatically. It is similar to a definition of language which

The paper was written for oral presentation at the conference. Phrasing more appropriate to spoken delivery has been allowed to stand in this version. Any ideas of merit in this paper are as the result of the discussions, research, and insights provided by the 'tone group' at UCLA: Peter Ladefoged, Ian Maddieson, Jack Gandour, Laura Meyers, Joy Chuck, Carl LaVelle, and Baruch Elimelech. I would also like to thank Larry Hyman for his invaluable contributions to my understanding. My acknowledgement to their help does not imply that they agree with my ideas, nor that they are responsible for any weaknesses or errors in this paper. The research on this paper was supported by the NSF Grant#GS 37235X and the NIH Grant#UHPES NS 9780.
states that all languages utilize sounds produced by the upper respiratory tract. It fails to make explicit the extent to which the sound systems of languages may differ, and the kinds of differences which are 'permissible'.

Since all languages use pitch contrastively, one method of distinguishing between languages classified languages into tone languages and non-tone languages. But what are the criteria by which such classification can be made? One criterion suggested by Pike (1948) depends on whether the pitch on individual syllables makes for lexical contrast. Thus he states:

"...there may exist languages which one desires to call tonal because, although they do not have contrastive pitch on each syllable, they do have lexically significant contrastive pitch spread over entire words or morphemes. In this book, however, the syllabic type of toneme must be present for a language to be labelled tonal." (p. 5)

Such languages in which lexical contrasts exist due to distinctive pitch on different syllables, or the vowels of these syllables, present no problem in anyone's classification. Many African languages, Amerindian languages, and Sino-Tibetan languages are, by this definition tone languages, as may be illustrated by the following:

1. Igbo (Welmers 1970) (two contrastive pitches or tones)
   - Low-Low [àkwá] 'bed'
   - Low-High [àkwá] 'egg'
   - High-Low [ákwá] 'cloth'
   - High-High [ákwá] 'crying'

2. Nupe (George 1970) (three contrastive tones)
   - Low [bà] 'to count'
   - Mid [bā] 'to cut'
   - High [bá] 'to be sour'
(3) Fe?Fe? -Bamileke (Hyman 1972) (four contrastive tones)

- Low [pəa] 'bag'
- Raised-Low [pɪə] 'bend over'
- Mid [pʊə] 'go crazy'
- High [pũa] 'two'

(4) Mandarin Chinese (four contrastive tones)

- High má 'mother'
- Rise mā 'hemp'
- Rise-fall-rise mā 'horse'
- Fall mâ 'scold'

(5) Thai (five contrastive tones)

- Mid nāa 'rice paddy'
- High nāa 'younger maternal aunt or uncle'
- Low nāa 'Naa, a nickname'
- Falling nāa 'face'
- Rise nāa 'thick'

It is also equally clear that there are languages in which the pitch of syllables does not contrast meaning. French may be cited as an example of a language which is clearly not a tone language.

There are linguists who believe that Pike's definition would still fail to sufficiently distinguish languages in terms of the function of pitch. For example, in Etung (Edmondson and Bendor-Samuel 1966), in the Southern and Western Kyūshū dialects of Japanese (McCawley 1964), and in Mende (Leben 1973), among others, there is lexical pitch or tone but it is suggested that such tone is a feature on morphemes rather than a feature on segments or syllables. One argument suggested by Leben (1973) to support this claim is that in Mende morphemes can have a Low High Low tonal contour but may not have High Low High. He cites the following examples:
(6) mbá LHL 'companion'
    nyáhá LHL 'woman'
    nákílí LHL 'grounut'

Furthermore, this restriction applies to words of any number of syllables. This being the case, it appears to be 'ad hoc' to suggest that the domain of tone in this language is the segmental vowel. Rather, it appears that the 'word' is more properly the tone bearing unit.

If these languages are classified as tone languages, then Pike's criterion is clearly too narrow. But McCawley (1964, 1970) believes rather that this criterion is too broad since it would include languages like Japanese and Serbo-Croation which he calls accent or pitch-accent languages. In Serbo-Croation, he points out, once the accented syllable is determined, the pitch contour of the word is predictable. The syllable immediately before the accented one gets a rising phonetic pitch; if that accented syllable is the first one it receives a falling pitch, as shown in (7).

(7) (The asterisk under the vowel signifies accent)
    godina → gôdina ; venčâvati → venčâvati
    *'rebel'    *'lighthouse keeper'

The rules for accent assignment need not concern us here. McCawley's view is that such languages are typologically different from tone languages. He distinguishes, then, between tone languages in which each syllable must be marked in the lexicon for tone, and accent languages which he considers to be non-tonal. The latter category he divided into three classes: (a) bound accent languages in which the accent or stress (and therefore the pitch contour) is fully predictable. He classifies English as such a language, although others might disagree with him about the predictability of lexical stress; (b) partially free accent languages, like Serbo-Croation and (c) free accent languages like Japanese.

Woo (1969) also distinguishes between tone and non-tone languages but includes under her classification of tone languages those which McCawley calls pitch accent. Her criteria are as follows: tone languages are those in which distinctive tone must be marked on at least one vowel in each lexical item. In this class there is a two way division: (a) lexical tone languages in which the tone must be marked on each vowel such as Igbo, Nupe, Mandarin, Thai etc., and (b) tone harmony languages in which there is a tonal diacritic associated with each lexical form, such as Japanese, Mende, Serbo-Croation. A non-tone language is defined by Woo as one in which the lexicon contains no prosodic features associated with the lexical formatives.
Whether one calls the second category tonal or pitch accent it is clear that languages in the world do fall into one of these three classes. A mere classification of languages, however, does not help to define in specific terms how the grammars of these languages are to be constrained. Can one, for example, expect the same kind of phonological rules to occur in all of these languages? Clearly, in French one does not expect any phonological rules to have to refer to tonal features or pitch phenomena. Nor would one expect in a language like English that a stress rule will have to include in its environment segmental feature information. That is, no language has been found in which stress is assigned, for example, on the initial syllable unless the first consonant is voiced (See Hyman 1973).

In Kpelle, where words are restricted to a sequence of high tones or low tones, or high tones followed by low tones (Welmers 1962), one would not expect to find a rule which lowers a high tone before another high. Or, in a language like Kinga (Schadeberg 1972) where tones are restricted such that only one high tone can occur in a word, one would not expect a tonal rule which violates this constraint.

Thus, while a classification for its own sake may not be important, given the correct classification we may be able to constrain our theory of phonology such that the classes of possible grammars are narrowed.

Representation of Tone: Segmental, Suprasegmental or both?

The only reason that I have presented this overly simple and well known typological summary is because it has important influence on the kinds of restrictions we place on grammars of tone languages.

Historically, tone like other 'prosodic' phenomena has been considered 'suprasegmental' but formally treated segmentally, as a feature on vowels. How tone should be represented is not merely a matter of taste; there should be different consequences dependent on the different representations.

Woo's (1969, 1970) proposal, then, that grammars should be constrained so that tone features are to be specified segmentally is a claim about the identity of all phonological features. Furthermore, the hypothesis predicts that there should be no language where such a treatment would obscure important generalizations. Leben (1973) has challenged this claim in suggesting that "tone is a suprasegmental phenomenon in some languages". At the 10th Congress of the West African Linguistic Society in Legon, I
presented a paper in support of Woo and in opposition to Leben. I am pleased to be here at this Congress so that I can make a public retraction. Leben's evidence is very convincing. One argument centers around languages such as Mende where there are morphemic restrictions on tonal contours, i.e. where distinctive tones cannot occur freely. He shows that such constraints can be accounted for very awkwardly and in a non-intuitive fashion if tone is a feature assigned to either segments or syllables. Consider, for example, a language with two contrastive tones, High and Low. If tone is a segmental feature one might expect any combination of tones to occur: In monosyllables -- HIGH (H), LOW (L); in disyllables -- HH, HL, LL, LH; in trisyllables -- HHH, HHL, HLL, LHH, LHL, LLH, LLL; etc. In Mende, however, the sequences HL and HHL are prohibited. He argues that this constraint appears ad hoc if tones are features on segments in Mende. If, rather, tones are features are morphemes the possible phonological tone patterns may be restricted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morpheme Features</th>
<th>1 syl</th>
<th>2 syl</th>
<th>3 syl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H H H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L L</td>
<td>L L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>L H</td>
<td>L H H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>H L</td>
<td>H L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>LHHL</td>
<td>L LH</td>
<td>L H L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He suggests that these are the only tone contours permitted. The tonal sequences assigned to morphemes under A. would then be mapped onto segments by two mapping rules to derive the necessary phonetic representation:

(a) "If the number of level tones in the pattern is equal to or less than the number of vowels in the word...put the first tone on the first vowel, the second on the second, and so on.

(b) If the number of level tones in the pattern is greater than the number of vowels in the word...put the first tone on the first vowel, the second on the second and so on; the remaining tones are expressed on the last vowel available.

This proposal therefore predicts that in two syllable words the only contour tone which can occur is a falling tone on the second syllable, (i.e. no *LH L for example) and that no contour tones will occur in three syllable
words. It further predicts the nonoccurrence of a LLH sequence in a three syllable word or a HLH sequence. This is a strong hypothesis, and these restricted occurrences of tones lends strong support for representing tone in Mende by a suprasegmental matrix assigned to each lexical entry.*

Notice the formal consequences of such empirical data. If tone is a non-segmental feature i.e. a feature of morphemes, then in a formal grammar there must be some way of representing it other than as part of the segmental matrix. This requires then an additional matrix for each lexical item. In addition, at some point the tones must be integrated into the phonological or phonetic representation of the formative which therefore necessitates some formal mapping rules.

If, as in Southern and Western Kyushu (McCawley 1964), one need not specify tonal contours differently for monosyllabic words or disyllabic words, this fact is also "captured automatically if all morphemes in the language are specified with a feature describing the tonal contour" (Leben 1973).

Leben also argues for suprasegmental matrices of morphemes with evidence showing that tonal phenomena behave differently from segmental phenomena. He suggests that the kinds of restrictions on tonal sequences do not pertain to segmental features. That is, a restriction like the one in Mende permitting LHL but no HLH is, he argues, a consequence of the unique characteristics of the suprasegmental nature of tone. He posits that one would not expect to find a phonotactic constraint which permitted [-nasal] [+nasal] [-nasal] but did not permit [+nasal] [-nasal] [+nasal]. This is an interesting point but is negated by examples of sequential constraints on other features such as 'rounding' or 'backness' as observed in vowel harmony languages. In Terena (Bendor-Samuel 1970) nasalization also appears to be a feature assigned to a word rather than a segment. Leben's conclusion is that there may be other features which are best assigned to morphemes rather than segments. But one cannot argue for the suprasegmental nature of tone on the grounds that tones can be restricted in ways in which segmental features can not, and then on finding other such 'segmental features' conclude that these too must therefore be possible suprasegmental features.

It might indeed be found that any 'independently controllable' phonetic (phonological) feature is a candidate for suprasegmental status. This, to some extent, is implicit in the British prosodic analysis theory.

* Following the presentation of this paper, Jan Voorhoeve argued convincingly that Leben's constraints on tone sequences in Mende are not valid and therefore this language does not support a suprasegmental matrix for tones. This does not mean that there are no languages that support the suprasegmental theory, but the cases cited so far are not persuasive. See Voorhoeve (1974), and also Maddieson (1974).
But finding this non-unique status of tone leads us to look for additional differences between tonal phenomena and other phonetic features.

Looking beyond grammatical requirements we do find some interesting data to support this special status. It has long been observed, for example, in studies of child language acquisition that children imitate and respond to intonation patterns very early in life, even before the babbling period (Ervin-Tripp 1966). This has been shown to be true of children learning intonation (non-tonal) languages and tone languages. In one study, children learning Chinese, for example, could be distinguished by their tonal contours from other children.

Aphasic studies have also shown the separation of tonal phenomena from segmental phenomena. Tonal contours may be retained when other phonological features are lost. Lyman reports on a study conducted in Peiping that Chinese aphasics often retain tonal contours despite the loss of segmental information of words. It is also the case that loss of intonation is rare in aphasia.

Evidence from word games presented by Hombert (1973) and by Gandour (personal communication) further reveals that in many languages the tonal contour of a word remains even if syllables are moved.

In Thai, there is a language game Khamphuan [KP] (kham 'word,' phuan 'to switch') which provides some interesting evidence. In this game, one finds a reversal of the syllable-final vowel(s) plus consonant with either a reversal of the tone or with no reversal of tone. The following examples taken from Surintramont (1973) are given by Gandour to illustrate this game:

(9)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular Form</th>
<th>KP1 Form</th>
<th>KP2 Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>klúay hôm</td>
<td>klôm húay</td>
<td>klôm húy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'see movie'</td>
<td>duu náň</td>
<td>dâň nůu</td>
<td>dâň nůú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dance'</td>
<td>têň ram</td>
<td>tam rén</td>
<td>tâm ren</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In KP1, there is a shift of the syllable vowel(s) and final consonant plus the tone, and in KP2, the reversal occurs without a tone shift.

Such 'games' do not provide evidence for representing tone suprasegmentally in a particular language but certainly lend support for the characteristics of tone which makes tone a candidate for special treatment in phonology.
Evidence from such sources makes plausible the hypothesis that in certain languages tone is a feature on units larger than a segment, i.e. should be represented suprasegmentally.

To conclude that in some languages suprasegmental representation of tone is necessary does not mean that tone should always be represented in a separate matrix. It is also clear that where there is an interaction between tonal and segmental features, tone features must have already been mapped onto the segmental matrices. This mapping must occur at some point for all languages so that the final phonetic output will contain both segmental and tonal information. When we sing we can produce melodic contours without segmental information -- but when we speak the pitch is not separated from other properties of the speech signal.

Leben correctly, I believe, points out that the mapping of suprasegmental tone onto the segmental matrix will vary from one language to another. One possible criterion which can be used to determine whether tone is to be represented suprasegmentally at all is whether the phonotactic constraints on morphemes are dependent on tonal and segmental contexts. That is, if there are contextual constraints on tonal sequences or tone features, and if these constraints must be stated in reference to segmental features we may conclude that in such a language tone is segmental grammatically.

Thai seems to be such a language. Gandour (1973) presents some data showing the tonal constraints on Thai morphemes. There are five contrastive tones in Thai: HIGH (H), LOW (L), MID (M), FALLING (F) and RISING (R). H and R do not occur when preceded by /p b t d c k ?/ except in non-Indic loanwords, onomatopoeic words, and 'particles'.

Within polysyllabic morphemes, CV syllables that begin in a sonorant segment /m n ɳ l r w y/ always carry a high tone, and CV syllables that begin in a voiceless unaspirated stop /p t c k ?/ always carry low tone. The seemingly counterintuitive restrictions will not be discussed here, but what is clear is that one cannot state these restrictions without reference to segmental features. If tone were represented as a suprasegmental matrix assigned to the morpheme there would be no way to reveal these generalizations.

Two criteria have thus been suggested, namely, (1) where tone is a feature on units larger than a segment, tone is to be represented suprasegmentally, and (2) where phonotactic constraints need to refer to both tonal and non-tonal features, tone is to be represented segmentally. We have yet to see whether these are contradictory criteria.
Another criterion is suggested by Leben, namely, that where contour tones which fall on single vowels must be analyzed as sequences of level tones, these sequences will occur suprasegmentally, thereby excluding the need for contour features, at least in these cases. There are clearly cases in which phonetic contours should be derived from underlying sequences. I will not discuss these arguments in detail since they have been presented amply in the literature but will merely cite a few examples.

Some phonetic contour tones are clearly the result of what Hyman and Schuh (1973) call tone spreading; if they are not analyzed as deriving from underlying level tones generalizations will be obscured. Thus in Yoruba one finds a sequence of LOW-HIGH realized phonetically as LOW-RISING. Spreading the low tone onto the high tone vowel reveals the assimilatory character of this process:

(10) H → LH/ L ___

A rule written using a contour tone feature obscures this:

(11) H → RISING / L ___

Similarly, there are cases where downdrift rules operate such that a High tone is lowered when preceded by a Low tone. In many languages this downstepped high also occurs after a falling tone. The rule is a simple one where a falling tone is represented as a sequence of HIGH-LOW.

Hyman (1973) presents further evidence from Mandarin to show that the use of contour features would obscure the assimilatory nature of tonal rules. He refers to two rules cited by Mohr (1973). Mohr uses the following features to designate the pertinent tones usually given by Sinologists in numerical terms:

\[35 = \begin{array}{l}
+\text{High} \\
+\text{Rising}
\end{array}\]

\[55 = \begin{array}{l}
+\text{High}
\end{array}\]

\[53 = \begin{array}{l}
+\text{High} \\
+\text{Falling}
\end{array}\]
The rules in Mandarin and Cantonese are as follows:

(12) Mandarin: \[+\text{High}\] \rightarrow \text{[-Rising]} / \text{[+High]} \rightarrow \text{[+Neutral]} \rightarrow \text{[-Falling]}

i.e. \[35 \rightarrow 55 / 55, 35 \rightarrow T\] (where \(T\) = any tone except neutral)

(13) Cantonese: \[+\text{High} \rightarrow \text{[-Falling]} / \text{[+High]} \rightarrow \text{[+Rising]}

i.e. \[53 \rightarrow 55 / 55, 53, 5\]

Hyman points out that although these two rules "represent the same assimilatory process, the rules do not reveal this identity".

In both rules 3 → 5/ 5 → 5.

If these tones were represented as sequences of level tones the assimilatory nature of the process would be revealed:

\[
(3 = \begin{bmatrix} \text{[+High]} \\ \text{[+Low]} \end{bmatrix}, \quad 5 = \begin{bmatrix} \text{[Low]} \end{bmatrix})
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \text{[Low]} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \text{[+High]} / \text{[+High]} \end{bmatrix}
\]

Can we then conclude that all phonetic contour tones should be represented as sequences of level tones? If one finds cases where a contour tone cannot be decomposed into level tones, if, for example, tone rules which apply after high tones do not apply after a Rising contour, or if rules which apply after low tones do not apply after a falling contour it would be apparent that such tones cannot be represented as sequences. Elimelech (1973) presents evidence that Kru is such a language. Kru is a language in which Downdrift occurs, and which has a High, a Low, a Rising, and a Falling tone. If the Rising tone is derived from a sequence of [Low] [High] one would expect the following:

(14) 'The rice is on the table'

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\text{kọ} & \text{nả} & \text{nế} & \text{ụ} & \text{téblé} & \text{kpụ} \\
\text{L} & \text{L} & \text{H} & \text{H} & \text{L} & \text{H} & \text{H} & \text{L} & \text{H}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \end{bmatrix}
\]
Downstep
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
L & LH & H & LH & HH & LH \\
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\end{array}
\]

Gliding rule
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\end{array}
\]

This, however, is not what occurs. Rather as shown by Elimelech we get the following pitch contour.

(15) kò nà nè ŋ téblé kpù
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\end{array}
\]

Furthermore, in a sequence of rising tones, each subsequent rise begins on a pitch identical to the ending pitch of the preceding tone. Such sequences may be simplified in normal tempo by a rule which changes a rising tone to a high before another rise, but in deliberate speech a sequence of rises is realized as (16a) not as (16b).

(16) jù nà jě nǐ nà
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\end{array}
\]

child the saw water the

'a.
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\end{array}
\]

b.
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ & \_ \\
\end{array}
\]
Elimelech presents additional evidence from the constraints on tonal contours of monosyllables and disyllabic words to show that in Kru important generalizations would be lost were these contours to be represented as level tone sequences.

There is also evidence for contour features in Lue, a Tai dialect spoken in the southern part of the Yunnan province of China. Gandour (1974) discusses a problem of a tonal alternation in this dialect using data from Li (1964) showing that contour features not only provide for a simpler solution but a more insightful one. According to Li there are 6 phonemic tones, one of which has two alternate phonetic realizations: Low (11) or Low-Rising (13). The low tone occurs before the Mid-Rising tone (35) or before the Falling tone (31); the Low-Rising tone occurs elsewhere, i.e. before a High (55), a Mid (33), a Lowered-Mid (or raised low) (22) and before phrase boundary as illustrated in (17).

(17) \( x^a \text{ }^{13} \) \# 'to kill'
    \( x^a \text{ }^{13} \text{pet} \text{ }^{55} \) 'to kill a duck'
    \( x^a \text{ }^{13} \text{nok} \text{ }^{33} \) 'to kill a bird'
    \( x^a \text{ }^{11} \text{kun} \text{ }^{31} \) 'to kill a person'
    \( x^a \text{ }^{11} \text{kay} \text{ }^{35} \) 'to kill a chicken'

Since the Low-Rising tone occurs in more environments, no matter what feature solution is decided on, the rule will be stated more simply if it is this tone which is lexically specified with the level low tone derivative.

If the contour tones are represented as sequences of level tones, the seven phonetic tones can be specified as in (18).

(18)

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
H & (55) & M & (33) & L-M & (22) & H-Rise & (35) & M-Fall & (31) & L-Rise & (13) & L & (11) \\
\end{array}
\]

The rule to derive the Low tone from the Low-Rise can then be stated as in (19)

(19) \([+\text{Mid}] \rightarrow \emptyset / [+\text{Low}] \quad [\alpha\text{Tone}] \quad [-\alpha\text{Tone}]\)
Clearly, the real complexity of this rule is obscured by using the
cover symbols 'aTone' and '-aTone.'

If contour features are used, one possible specification is as given
in (20):

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
55 & 33 & 22 & 35 & 31 & 13 & 11 \\
\text{HIGH} & + & - & - & + & - & - & - \\
\text{MID} & - & + & - & - & + & - & - \\
\text{LOW} & - & - & - & - & - & + & + \\
\text{RISING} & - & - & - & + & - & + & - \\
\text{CONTOUR} & - & - & - & + & + & + & - \\
\end{array}
\]

The tone sandhi rule can then be stated as (21):

\[
(+\text{Low}) \Rightarrow (+\text{Rising}) / \text{[+Contour]} \Rightarrow (-\text{Contour})
\]

I am not claiming that these are the only features or feature specifica-
tions which one could use. I do believe, however, that whatever tonal
features are used, the sandhi rule required if contour features are not used
would have to be unduly complex and would obscure the simple tonal dis-
similation which is revealed by rule (21). I think, therefore, that Gandour's
claim is a correct one.

Clearly, then, any feature system must permit a way of representing
contours in such languages as distinct from level tone sequences. We
clearly need features such as [Rising] and [Falling]. These phonological
features also make it possible to represent the phonetic glides required on
the phonetic level for those languages that have phonetic contours derived
from sequences.

It is not yet clear what features are generally needed to represent
tone either suprasegmentally or segmentally. There seem to be problems
with every feature set yet proposed.
To discuss the features which have been proposed, their strengths and shortcomings, would require another paper. I think that such a discussion would be premature. Research is now going on in many places concerned with the physiology and perception of tone, the historical development of tone, and synchronic tonal phenomena which will hopefully soon resolve some of the current problems. Any viable feature set must at least account for the following: (1) contrasts between at least 4 level tones (2) indissoluble contour tones (3) the relation between phonation types and tones (4) assimilatory (and also dissimilatory) tonological rules, (5) the natural tone classes required (6) tonal development and tonal change, including tonogenesis. Furthermore the physiological or perceptual correlates of whatever features are used should agree with known physiological and acoustic facts. Perhaps at the 12th Congress someone will present a paper which will provide us with such a set.

The opinions I have expressed here today are still very tentative. We have much to learn about tonal phenomena. The work reported on by many linguists however seems to show that tone languages may be of two types: those in which underlying representation of formatives require suprasegmental matrices and those which require segmental representation of tone. Furthermore, there seems to be further classification required in that in some languages tonal rules never need to refer to segmental features and in others, even in those where there is evidence for suprasegmental tone, rules must refer to segments. In addition, phonetic contours may be derived from sequences of level tones in some languages, whereas in others, the phonological and phonetic representations may both require contour features. A viable theory of language will have to include among the class of possible languages these different types.
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A note on tone and consonants

Ian Maddieson

[Department of Linguistics, University of California, Los Angeles]

Hyman and Schuh (1974) claim that "consonants affect tone, but tone does not affect consonants". This claim has been made several times in recent literature (Hyman 1973a: 171, Hyman 1974, Pike 1974: 173). There are a number of cases which show that it is false.

In the first place, the pitch of voiced consonants is frequently determined by the tone of neighbouring tone-bearing segments. In their phonology of Akan, Schachter and Fromkin (1968: 115) propose to capture this fact by means of a tone-spreading rule which "copies the tone of a vowel onto adjoining voiced non-vowels in the same syllable". Trutenau (1972) objects that this rule is too broadly defined but the only data given in his paper suggest that an essentially similar rule would adequately describe the pitch of voiced non-tone-bearing consonants in Gã.

Some historical cases of tone-splitting or tongenesis show that higher tone reflexes follow (originally) voiceless consonants and lower tone reflexes follow voiced consonants. Similarly, studies on natural and synthesized speech in English and Russian show that in these languages pitch is briefly raised after voiceless obstruents and lowered during and after voiced obstruents. These are among the well-known consonant effects on the pitch of following vowels, but we can also find both historical and synchronic rules which show that tonal distinctions can determine voice onset time in adjacent consonants. In the Ògbu dialekt of Igbo, Dunstan and Igwe (1966:74) report that the 'glottal fricatives' which they symbolize as /h, ȟ, h̔j, h̔g/ appear to be partially voiced before low tones. This is a synchronic rule in which low tone determines an earlier voice onset time for preceding consonants. In Jingpho, words with low tone vowels and final voiceless stops voice the final stops in a process of

*The research on this paper was supported by the NSF Grant #GS 37235.
gemination when certain particles (such as an affirmative, possessive or imperative marker) follow. The alternation seen between yâk 'diffi-
cult' and yâggâi 'it is difficult' is precisely a case of the allegedly non-occurring type of rule that Hyman and Schuh represent as:

\[ \text{p} \rightarrow \text{b} / \quad \text{\`V} \quad \text{---} \quad \text{\`V} \]

where intervocalic voicing occurs only when surrounding vowels are low tone. Note that for cât 'tight', câttai 'it is tight' there is no alternation of voicing. Maran (1971, 1973) prefers to regard Jingpho as a language with-
out underlying tonal contrasts. He takes a form with a voiced final consonants as underlying in these alternating forms and predicts the preceding low tone from the voiced consonant and then devotes the con-
sonant in final position. Because of the assumptions about glides that are required, this seems a less natural account of the facts than granting that Jingpho has underlying tonal contrasts.

If, however, this alternative solution to the Jingpho problem is preferred (despite the problems raised by an essentially diacritic use of the symbols \( h \) and \( b \)) and the underlying form for the word meaning 'difficult' is yâg, then there must be a historical change in the direc-
tion of voicing those consonants that followed low tones and a reanalysis of the voicing as the distinctive cue. The comparative evidence does not support a reconstruction of original final voiced consonants in those cases that show the alternation in modern Jingpho between voiceless and geminated voiced consonants. Proto-Lolo-Burmese, parent language of both the Loloish languages and the Burmese languages, including Jingpho, cannot be shown to have had any voiced final stops (Burling 1967, Matisoff 1972) and the oldest written records of any Lolo-Burmese language (Old Burmese) do not show them either. A few representative cases are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>P-Lolo-Burmese (Matisoff 1972)</th>
<th>Jingpho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'spirit'</td>
<td>nat (low tone group)</td>
<td>nát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'run'</td>
<td>kyat (high tone group)</td>
<td>gát (with voiced geminate form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'kill'</td>
<td>C-sat (low tone group)</td>
<td>sát (with voiced geminate form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C = voiced prefix)

Unless all other trace of the original voicing of final stops has been lost not only in the Burmese languages but also in the Loloish languages, then the voiced alternating forms in Jingpho, whether underlying or not, must be innovations which depended on a pre-existing tonal distinction.
Voicing and lowering of pitch do not go together in all languages in synchronic or diachronic processes (see Li 1965:152, Maddieson 1974). In the Tai family there are rather more cases where the tone reflexes are higher when originally voiced stops preceded than when voiceless ones preceded (Brown 1965, Sarawit 1963). We might therefore expect also to find languages in which the occurrence of high tones conditions an earlier onset of voicing in adjacent consonants. In Siamese, stops in the voiceless aspirated series have two possible pronunciations; one with delayed voice onset time and one with an onset of voicing which almost coincides with the release of the stop. The second type, which may be described as breathy voiced, generally occurs when a high pitch follows. The normal voiceless aspirated type generally occurs when a low pitch follows. Either type may occur when a mid tone follows (for details see Gandour 1974). This is an example of a rule by which an earlier onset of voicing is conditioned by occurrence of high pitch.

Other cases where historical changes among consonants have been determined by differing tonal environments are known from the Sinitic and Miao-Yao families, from Kam-Sui and from the Puyi dialects in the Tai family. In several Miao dialects, Yung-sui et al. (1972) found that there were different reflexes of prenasalised voiced obstruents depending on the following tone. It is well known that similar differences concerning aspiration can be found in modern reflexes of earlier voiced obstruents in many Chinese dialects. Since Chinese linguistic history is documented with more precision than most other language families these examples are particularly persuasive. The rhyme tables and spellers of the Middle Chinese period give us phonological statements and phonetic descriptions with which later varieties of Chinese can be compared. The comparison shows that Middle Chinese voiced stops and affricates have voiceless aspirated reflexes preceding original level tone and voiceless unaspirated reflexes preceding original contour tones in Mandarin, Cantonese, Taishan and other varieties (see Cheng 1973 for an accessible account). The Middle Chinese descriptions require interpretation, but the disagreement about whether the original series involved should be reconstructed as plain or 'aspirated' voiced obstruents does not affect the demonstration of the point that it is the tones which have conditioned the different consonant reflexes.

Tonal differences have also affected the distinction between fricative and affricate in Chinese. Pulleyblank (1970) shows that Mandarin has aspirated palatal affricates preceding original level tone and unaspirated palatal fricatives preceding original contour tones as reflexes of earlier palatal and retroflex fricatives and affricates; for example:
The original fricatives and affricates merged together before a new distribution of fricative and affricate realisations emerged conditioned by the tones (Pulleyblank 1974).

In many Scandinavian dialects, two tonal accents contrast words which are otherwise identical. Originally monosyllabic words have Accent 1, originally bisyllabic or polysyllabic words have Accent 2. Due to compounding and epenthesis some Accent 1 words now have more than one syllable, and due to contraction some Accent 2 words are now monosyllabic. In Oslo Norwegian, for example, *bunden* 'the floor' has Accent 1 (a rising pitch pattern) but *bunden* 'bound (participle)' has Accent 2 (a falling-rising pitch pattern) (Kock 1901). In standard Danish, however, the accent difference is not realised as a tonal difference. Instead the words with Accent 1 have a glottal stop (stød) at the end of the accented syllable. Larsen (1890) also reports that there is little accentual difference in some of the southernmost Norwegian dialects and a glottal stop characterises Accent 1. Most scholars accept that the Danish situation represents an innovation resulting from tonal differences in the parent language of all the continental Scandinavian dialects. This process represents another instance where tone historically affected neighbouring consonants; in this case introducing a new consonantal articulation to the inventory.

These cases show that tonal effects on consonants are fairly widespread. Further research will surely bring to light many more cases than those reviewed here or already reported elsewhere in the literature. The generalisation that "consonants affect tone, but tone does not affect consonants" is therefore hasty. If the belief that tones do not affect consonants is repeated sufficiently often, researchers will not be on the lookout for such phenomena and the myth will become further entrenched. This is a particularly regrettable possibility because there does not seem to be any reason to expect the purported generalisation to be true.

Although they say they are giving an inventory of natural rules in their article, Hyman and Schuh do not explain why they think it is natural that "consonants affect tone but tone does not affect consonants". However,
the most readily accepted 'natural' process is assimilation, and consonantal influence on tone has often been viewed as an essentially assimilatory process. An extreme statement of this view is the suggestion by Halle and Stevens (1971) that voiceless obstruents and high tone vowels on the one hand share the same laryngeal adjustment, namely, stiff vocal cords; and voiced obstruents and low tone vowels also share the same adjustment, namely, slack vocal cords. One theory of assimilation, proposed by Schachter (1969), is that marked feature values determine assimilation. If we imagine a language with two tone levels in which low tone could be regarded as unmarked and we assume that voicelessness for intervocalic consonants is marked, then the prediction is that a [+stiff] consonant will not be affected by surrounding [-stiff] vowels, but that it will cause the tones to be raised on the vowels. This conforms with what Hyman and Schuh claim about the direction of assimilation between consonants and tones. However, in the syllable-initial position voiceless obstruents are probably the unmarked category and hence there is no prediction of tone-raising. Yet the Chinese split into yin and yang tonal registers resulted from differences among initial consonants.

Hyman and Schuh, following Lukas (1969), discuss one model in which there is no need to posit assimilatory influence of consonants on tones. They suggest that the nature of an intervening consonant may act to block or permit tonal assimilations between two vowels. For example, in the sequence VC\V with a voiced intervocalic consonant the rising pitch of the second vowel can be seen as perseveration of low pitch into an underlying high tone vowel in the second syllable which is permitted by the voiced nature of the intervening consonant (cf. also Hyman 1973). In such cases the most obvious interpretation is that the tone of the first syllable has affected the consonant which follows, in the way suggested by Schachter and Fromkin's tone-spreading rule. The pitch of the consonant then determines the pitch level at which the next vowel begins. In this case it seems proper to talk of assimilation, but it is the consonant which assimilates to the preceding vowel before in turn assimilating the second vowel.

In other cases the process by which consonants affect tone is not an assimilatory process in the way that these are usually conceived. No property of the consonant that is pertinent to its classification as a consonant is transferred to the vowel. And, as noted above, consonants with the same classification have different effects on the pitch of the following vowels. Any theoretical model that predicts a single correlation of consonant types and tone is false. This is one of several serious problems with Halle and Stevens' proposal. Similarly, a suggestion such as Hyman
and Schuh's "phonetic hierarchy from those consonants that have the greatest tone lowering effect to those consonants that have the greatest tone raising effect" makes no allowance for diversity. An adequate theory must be able to account for various consonant effects on pitch and also for the effects of tone on consonants. Phonetically it is useful to distinguish transitions from assimilation. For example, there are inevitable acoustic transitions of vowel formants determined by the place of articulation of adjacent consonants. These acoustic effects are the result of the articulatory transition from the position for one segment towards the position for the next. Assimilation occurs when the articulatory position for a segment is adapted in some way in order to ease the transition to or from an adjacent segment. The significance of acoustic transitions as perceptual cues for, say, the place of articulation of postvocalic stops is well known. The studies showing that small pitch distinctions are clues to perception of phonation type (Chisto-vitch 1969, Haggard et al. 1970) demonstrate that these are analogous to the formant transitions, not that they are assimilatory in nature. The transitions in vowel formants arise because the changing shape of the oral cavity as the speaker moves from one segment to the next changes its acoustic filtering properties. Similarly, a change in the muscular setting of the larynx or the aerodynamic conditions surrounding the glottis would produce the possibility of a transitional fundamental frequency effect. Most occasions when passing from consonant to vowel or from vowel to consonant will present this possibility because the segments do not share the same vocal cord tension and rate of air-flow through the glottis, these being the two primary variables determining rate of vocal cord vibration. But, because there are a number of factors involved in determining the rate of vocal cord vibration, it does not seem possible to make simple predictions about unique correlations or the direction of effect. For example, a downward movement of the larynx may slacken the vocal cords (which lowers the frequency of vibration) but would tend to increase air-flow through the glottis (which raises the frequency of vibration). The balance of these two factors may vary even in repetitions of the same utterances (depending on other variables such as the stage in the respiratory cycle, etc.).

Consonants with different widths of glottal opening can be expected to show differing pitch transitions to the following segment resulting from differing rates of air-flow through the glottis. Such transitions, if consistent, may be useful perceptual cues and finally develop into distinctive differences of pitch. Equally the linguistic use of pitch (mainly achieved by varying vocal cord tension and by permitting or resisting variation in subglottal air pressure dependent on respiration)
may be useful perceptual cues and finally develop into distinctive differences of pitch. Equally the linguistic use of pitch (mainly achieved by varying vocal cord tension and by permitting or resisting variation in subglottal air pressure dependent on respiration) may be expected to produce transitional effects to and from adjacent segments, which could develop from sub-distinctive to distinctive status. For example, Kock, following Sievers, suggests that the Danish glottal stop  

"... must have arisen in the following way; in the course of the tensing of the vocal cords required to produce the rapidly rising pitch contour of the stem syllable of words with Accent 1 the tensing was over-articulated so that the vocal cords momentarily closed"*

It seems probable that an adequate theory of the interaction of tone and consonants must consist of two parts. The first is a dynamic model able to relate, at least, the factors affecting

1) sub-glottal pressure, and

2) supraglottal pressure (the difference between these two being one factor in determining rate of air-flow),

3) width of glottal opening (also a determinant of air-flow, and determinant of the presence of fundamental frequency),

4) vocal cord tension (itself dependent on tension of the crico-thyroid and other laryngeal muscles).

This model would include the distinctive values along these parameters and would enable the transitions that will occur to be predicted. The second part must be a psychological model which explains the process by which non-distinctive differences assume a distinctive function.

* In the original "Der stoss dürfte in der weise enstanden sein, dass beim spannen der stimmänder, um das rasch steigende portament auf der wurzelsilbe von wörtern mit der accent l zu bewirken, dieses spannen so übertrieben wurde, dass die stimmänder sich momentan schlossen." (Kock 1901:124).
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A possible new cause of tone-splitting - evidence
from Cama, Yoruba and other languages

Ian Maddieson
[Department of Linguistics, University of
California, Los Angeles]

1. Introduction

This paper will review the evidence that Proto-Niger-Congo was a tone
language with only two level tones and seek to find the evidence that will
explain how some of the descendant languages have more than two tones.
In particular it will show how synchronic tone rules in Cama and consonant
correspondences between Cama and Yoruba suggest a new factor in historical
tone splitting - the difference between fortis and lenis articulation -
may have been discovered.

2. Tone in Niger-Congo

A large majority of the present-day Niger-Congo languages have typo-
logically similar two-level tone systems, some have more complex tone
systems and a few are non-tonal. Comparative studies show that not only
may consonant types and vowel qualities be reconstructed but also that cross-
language correspondences of tone can be demonstrated. Niger-Congo histori-
cal studies first reached maturity in the Narrow Bantu field. Although
Meinhof (1899) and Bourquin (1923) did not reconstruct tonal distinctions
in their 'Urbantu' word stems, Nekes (1911a) maintained, on the basis of
correspondences between Yaunde and Shanbala, that Proto-Bantu had a two-
level tone system, and he extended his evidence to more languages in later
papers (1911b, 1928). Other scholars\(^2\) have confirmed Nekes' conclusion.
Comparative studies of other Niger-Congo subgroups also generally in-
dicate a prior two-level system\(^3\), and wider comparisons show that the two
levels correspond across the groups. The 'Proto-West-Sudanic' forms of
Westermann (1927) sometimes marked high or low tone, as do the reconstruc-
tions in Armstrong (1964) and the Benue-Congo Comparative Wordlist (William-
son and Shimizu 1968, Williamson 1973b). Similarly Voorhoeve's Ekoid-
Bamileke-Bantu 'pseudoreconstructions' (1967) and Cook's extension of these to Efik (1968), as well as de Wolf's phonological sketch of Proto-Benue-Congo (1971:51) agree on an earlier two-level tone system. Stewart (1970), in some of the most careful work on comparative reconstruction in West Africa, shows that a two-level tone system must have existed in a construct that he calls 'Proto-Volta-Bantu', which is the latest common ancestor of:

1. the Potou Lagoon languages Cama (Ebrie) and Mbato (cf Dumestre 1971:311),
2. the Volta-Comoe languages (Stewart 1966), and
3. the Narrow Bantu languages, as represented by Guthrie's Common Bantu starred forms (1967 ff).

Stewart only compared these three language groups, but their latest common ancestor should also be the ancestor of a large number of Niger-Congo languages at present usually grouped under the labels Kwa and Benue-Congo (Greenberg 1963) but which I would prefer to label jointly Southern Niger-Congo as I share the doubts of many other scholars on the correctness of the division established between the supposed Kwa and Benue-Congo families.

3. Models for tone change

If Proto-Niger-Congo had only two tone levels, then the languages which currently have tone systems with more levels must have developed these from the earlier two-level system. We need to explain how a typological change could take place to alter the two-level system into one of three levels (as in Yoruba, Igala, Birum, Jukun etc) or of four levels (as in Igede, Toura, Ndoro or the Nikki dialect of Bariba) or even of five levels (as in the Mmemb languages Ashuku and Kpobo). Processes which result in the multiplication of the number of tones in a language are known as 'tone-splitting' processes. Three models have been put forward for this kind of change. They may for convenience be labelled the *downdrift*, *sandhi* and *phonation type* models. I will examine these to seek the one that will explain why Yoruba has three tones.

i) the downdrift model

The 'downdrift model' suggests that differing pitch exponents for the same underlying tone level which arise as a result of the superimposition of intonational patterns, such as downdrift, can develop into new contrastive tone levels. In the course of the long debate over downstep (Stewart 1965,
Armstrong 1968, Williamson 1970 etc) it has often been suggested that languages like Akan provide a possible model for tone-splitting. Akan has downdrift, and synchronic rules that produce a high-downstepped high sequence of tones when a low tone segment is deleted between two high tones (which differ in pitch because of downdrift). It also has a rare lexical downstepped high tone which probably arose historically from the loss of a low tone intervening between two high tones. A further spread of this phenomenon could yield a third tone of much wider distribution than the present (non-automatic) downstep tone in Akan. This third tone would presumably continue to show that it had arisen in positions following high tone only by showing a skewed distribution, so this model does not explain the derivation of a true mid tone, such as there is in Yoruba, that is not subject to such restrictions on its distribution. Dwyer (1973:248-250) has suggested that Southwestern Mande did develop a third contrastive tone when the complementary distribution of mid and low phonetic levels in disyllabic nouns was 'spoiled' by the borrowing of low-low nouns from Northern Mande, and the distribution of the three tones does still largely reflect the earlier complementarity.

ii) the sandhi model

In many languages the same underlying has variant phonetic forms according to the tones which precede or follow. Tone sandhi rules are particularly well known from numerous Chinese dialects (for some examples see Wang 1967). In many of the Chinese cases the phonetic motivation for the rule is obscure but we can imagine how a language with two basic tone levels but with a tendency for high tones to be somewhat lowered when a low tone follows and for low tones to be somewhat raised when a high tone follows could develop into a language with four levels if the conditioning environment was lost or absorbed. This is essentially the kind of process that is sketched for Fe\#Fe\# by Hyman (1972) and for D\#chang by Tadadjeu (1974). A merger of the raised low and lowered high tones into a mid tone could result in a three-level system evolving from an earlier two-level one. In Yoruba, however, there is evidence that the third tone arose because the original low tone split into low and mid variants, while the high tone was unperturbed. In Niger-Congo two-level languages the general pattern is for the high tone to dominate over the low (see Maddieson 1972, and Schachter 1969, Williamson 1972). Because Yoruba high tone dominated over both low and mid tones we may assume that the original high is preserved as Yoruba high. Stahlke (1972) has presented other evidence from internal reconstruction, including the relative frequency of tones on
monosyllabic verbs, that confirm the original identity of low and mid tones. While I think it is probable that some of the mid tones derive from earlier high-low or low-high sequences, there does not seem to be the comparative or internal evidence to sustain this explanation for them all.

iii) the 'phonation type' model

In many languages there are contextual modifications of pitch which depend on the manner of articulation of surrounding consonants, often the glottal state or phonation type being the crucial factor. Such contextual modification can become the basis for the restructuring of a tone system - as was already known to philologists in the time of the T'ang dynasty in China. Traditional Chinese philology distinguishes yin and yang descendants of tones from an earlier simpler tonal system. The split into a higher(yin) and lower (yang) variety depended on the initial consonant. Recently the question of consonant influence on tone has attracted sufficient interest for a conference to be devoted specifically to the subject (Hyman 1973). Various contrasts of phonation types or manners of articulation have been claimed or demonstrated to have a historical splitting effect on tones or to introduce tonal contrasts to a language that previously lacked them. The most widely discussed is the distinction between voicing and voicelessness, especially in obstruents. Lea (1972, 1973) and others (e.g. Chistovitch 1969, Haggard, Ambler and Callow 1970) have shown that nondistinctive pitch differences in vowels occur in languages like English and Russian following voiceless obstruents, voiced obstruents, and sonorants and these can be important perceptual clues to the recognition of the nature of the preceding consonant. Where lower pitch at the beginning of the vowel or a lower tone reflex occurs following (originally) voiced obstruents as in present-day English and in the historical development of some Chinese dialects (e.g. Cantonese, Taishan - Cheng 1973), southwestern Tai dialects (Brown 1965), in ten of thirteen Loloish languages (Matisoff 1972) and Cham in the Malayan-Indonesian group of languages (Haudricourt 1972:61, Blood 1964:516 fn 5) to mention only a few, it may be that the supraglottal obstruction causes a reduction in transglottal pressure and airflow through the glottis is slowed, consequently the rate of vocal cord vibration is reduced (cf Lea 1973). Ladefoged (1972:74) remarks that "the rate of flow of air depends in part on the subglottal pressure .... But it is also partially dependant on the position of the vocal cords themselves. When the glottis is spread open there is obviously a potentially higher rate of flow than when it is narrowed." These complementary explanations suggest why voiceless sounds may be followed by higher pitch and why voiced obstruents may be followed
by a depressed pitch, with perhaps voiced sonorants forming a third intermediate class (cf the situation in Ewe, Ansre 1961). However about an equal number of cases of the reverse historical correlation can be found, of voicing with higher pitch and voicelessness with lower pitch— for example in Sui (Haudricourt 1972:68–9), the central branch of the Tai family (Brown 1965, Sarawit 1973) many of the Northern Tai languages, Nasu and Lu-Ch'uan among the Loloish languages, Chaochow and Shaowu among the Min Chinese dialects (Norman 1973) etc. There are also many individual languages that show both of these developments, giving both correlations in differing environments (e.g. the Po-Pei dialect of Chinese which has the first with tone A or C but the second with tone B). We will return to this reverse correlation of tone with voicing later, after considering the earlier history of Southern Niger-Congo consonantism.

4. **Fortis/lenis contrast in Southern Niger-Congo**

In Yoruba, unlike standard Ewe (Ansre 1961, Stahlke 1971), there are few if any clues in a present-day correlation of classes of consonants and different tones to help in the reconstruction of earlier tonal facts. All consonants precede or follow all tones. If there is a connection between tone and consonant type in Yoruba, it must lie in some feature which has lost its distinctive value (through merger, shift etc) in the course of the evolution of the language. The consonant system of modern 'standard' or 'Common' Yoruba is a fairly simple one (if one ignores recent 'educated' loans) and some degree of simplification looks inherently probable. It contains only 17 consonants and no clusters are permitted. The consonants are as follows:

- **voiceless stops** t č k kp
- **voiced stops** b d j g gb
- **vl continuants** f s j h
- **vd continuants** m, w 1 y w

Yoruba lacks the distinction between 'fortis' and 'lenis' articulations which is probably to be reconstructed for the latest common ancestor of Southern Niger-Congo. Evidence of a widespread distinction between fortis and lenis consonants can be found in the Potou Lagoon languages ('Western Kwa'), in languages of Edo group ('Eastern Kwa'—see Laver 1967, Elugbe 1973, Ladefoged 1974 etc) and in the Cross River 3 languages (these are the Upper Cross group of the Delta-Cross Division of Cross River according to Cook's classification and include Mbembe, Ufia and Agbo—Bendor-Samuel and Spreda 1969, KoHumono—Cook 1969, and Kukule: Less clearly visible traces remain in the Lower Niger group in Ekpeye (Clark 1971, Williamson 1973:14–5),
in Ijọ and elsewhere. Cama is one of the languages which has a four-way contrast among stops at the same place of articulation; voiced fortis, voiced lenis, voiceless fortis and voiceless lenis. Stewart (1970:3) remarks that "the articulatory nature of the lenis feature has not been precisely determined by instrumental means, but it appears to consist in the absence of the heightened oral cavity pressure which, in other languages, commonly occurs as a redundant feature of obstruents". Among the voiceless stops the lenis set lack aspiration (cf. Kim 1965). The voiced lenis stops have been characterised as 'implosive' but they are not truly so, rather they are more like nasals which typically lack a build-up of pressure in the oral cavity because of the nasal escape. They seem easily to pass into nasals and to be perceptually close to them - compare the description of similar voiced stops in East London speech in Beaken (1971). Williamson describes the so-called 'implosives' of Ekpeye as 'semi-sonorants' and the conception of these sounds as intermediate between the normal stops (fortis) and sonorants seems appropriate. Elugbe has data on similar sounds from Okpumhere which show that the lenis stops are shorter in duration than corresponding fortis ones and that in, for example, an alveolar place of articulation the area of contact of the articulators during the closure is smaller. This difference between fortis and lenis stops is constant for both the voiced and voiceless sets.

 Obviously one might describe the differences between the stops in Cama in terms of four distinct types rather than insisting on two paired oppositions, voiced/voiceless and fortis/lenis. Stewart protests that this would "obscure ... the situation in the language as a whole" but he does not give any examples of how this is true. However there are a number of cases in the history of the languages which share this distinction which require that the lenis voiced stops (the 'implosives') and the unaspirated voiceless stops be classed together as members of the same natural class. For example, in Mbato it is these two sets which have merged in the process of reduction of the four-way contrast to a three-way contrast.

 In Cama the fortis feature is involved in the tone rules. Final low tone glides downwards. In disyllabic nouns (which invariably have a high tone prefix) the second tone is raised if it is an underlying low but it retains the downglide, which becomes superficially distinctive. This raising occurs regardless of the nature of the intervening consonant (except for the qualification below). Then, either a high or low is lowered after a fortis voiced consonant. Thus a four-way superficial distinction of pitch is produced. The following examples from Stewart illustrate his analysis:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>I. Underlying</th>
<th>II. Down-glide</th>
<th>III. Low Raising</th>
<th>IV. Lowering</th>
<th>V. Phonetic Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;grass&quot;</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>[ábì] [--]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;drum&quot;</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>ábì</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>[ábì] [--]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;water&quot;</td>
<td>ádú</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ádú</td>
<td>[ádú] [--]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;tongue&quot;</td>
<td>ádé</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>[álé] [--]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Naturally one could take the view that the lowering of tones after fortis voiced consonants only affected high tones and that the consonant acted to inhibit the raising of low shown in III rather than having this low tone be just raised and then lowered. In either case the mechanism whereby a tone-split could emerge can be seen, lower varieties of both high (level) and low (falling) tones occurring after the voiced fortis stops. A rule of tonal depressing following fortis consonants has also been reported for Kukele (Fajen 1970). Explanations and conjectures about why fortiness should depress tone will be deferred until the final section of the paper.

5. Cama-Yoruba Correspondences

The Cama data suggests that the fortis/lenis distinction may have contributed to the splitting of the Yoruba low tone before loss or merger of consonants resulted in the reduced Yoruba consonant inventory. I searched for regular phonetic correspondences in an attempt to confirm this hypothesis. Unfortunately few items are available in published or other form in those languages which have a thorough-going fortis/lenis distinction. Much of what is available does not carry tone marks or has an imperfectly worked-out tone system. Cama items can be found in Vogler (1968), Dumestre (1970, 1971), and Stewart (1970), but although other lists can help to establish the correspondences between consonants, only Stewart's fully tone-marked list and, with some reservations, a list supplied by Stewart at an early stage in his analysis to Ladefoged in 1962 can testify to tonal correspondences. However, we can observe the distribution of tones in Yoruba in relation to the consonants for which correspondences can be found. Yoruba items have mostly been sought in the dictionaries of Abraham (1958) and Delano (1969) and in Fresco's dialect study (1970).
1) **Cama lenis voiced stops**

Following Stewart, subdotted letters will be used for the lenis stops in phonological transcriptions. The lenis voiced bilabial stop /b/ has a nasal variant, [m], in a nasal environment, but elsewhere is [b]. A reasonable number of good correspondences suggest that Cama /b/ corresponds with a Yoruba /w/ except before a Yoruba nasal vowel when the correspondence is /b/ : /m/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cama item</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
<th>Yoruba</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḥụ</td>
<td>&quot;arm&quot;</td>
<td>[mбо]</td>
<td>ọwọ</td>
<td>&quot;hand&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓá</td>
<td>&quot;come&quot;</td>
<td>[ɓá]</td>
<td>wá</td>
<td>&quot;come&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓọ</td>
<td>&quot;take&quot;</td>
<td>[ɓọ]</td>
<td>mü</td>
<td>&quot;take, grasp, etc.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓu</td>
<td>&quot;cut down&quot;</td>
<td>[ɓu]</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td>&quot;collapse, demolish, fall&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>本事</td>
<td>&quot;excrement&quot;</td>
<td>[аби]</td>
<td>imi*</td>
<td>&quot;faeces&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓи</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ɓи]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In Ondo, Okitipupa, and Oba dialects this is [iwi]*

One possible correspondence suggests /b/ : /f/ :

| ɓọ | "break" | [ɓọ] | fọ | "break into pieces" |

This would appear to be homophonous in Cama with the word meaning "take", but it has a different reflex in Yoruba. Perhaps there was some additional distinction in the antecedants of these two words. For Stewart the lenis voiced alveolar stop /d/ is a "purely theoretical base form" as, in the dialect he investigated, "it is replaced with [n] if it is before or after a [+nasal] vowel, and with [l] otherwise". Dumestre (1970, 1971) shows that there are dialects in which a [d] pronunciation actually occurs in non-nasal environments. The /d/ in Cama corresponds most frequently to a Yoruba /l/ but sometimes corresponds with /r/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cama item</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
<th>Yoruba</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɗá ɗá</td>
<td>&quot;sleep&quot;</td>
<td>[lá ɗá]</td>
<td>lá</td>
<td>&quot;dream&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗá</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ala]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗọ</td>
<td>&quot;go&quot;</td>
<td>[lọ]</td>
<td>lọ</td>
<td>&quot;go&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗù</td>
<td>&quot;repair, sew&quot;</td>
<td>[lù]</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>&quot;pierce&quot; used with aberé &quot;needle&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cama item</td>
<td>gloss</td>
<td>phonetic</td>
<td>Yoruba</td>
<td>gloss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ãdu</td>
<td>&quot;mushroom&quot;</td>
<td>[n̥n̥u]</td>
<td>òlù</td>
<td>&quot;any mushroom or fungus&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ãdu-du</td>
<td>&quot;dust&quot;</td>
<td>[n̥n̥u-fu]</td>
<td>èèrú</td>
<td>&quot;dust, ash&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ãdu</td>
<td>&quot;palm oil&quot;</td>
<td>[n̥n̥o]</td>
<td>èrù</td>
<td>&quot;palm oil&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ãdá</td>
<td>&quot;animal&quot;</td>
<td>[n̥n̥á]</td>
<td>ẹran</td>
<td>&quot;animal, meat&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before a high front oral vowel the correspondence is /d/: /j/:

| dí     | "eat"    | [Iʃ]  | je     | "eat"            |

Note that no *Iʃ* *lɪ* or *lɪ* exists in Yoruba. The vowel correspondence here suggests the possibility that the Yoruba form had a suffix which merged with the stem vowel; viz jìà > je. One aberrant correspondence is the following:

| ãdè    | "tongue" | [álə] | èdè    | "language"       |

If these are truly corresponding forms then an unusual shift of lenis to fortis must have occurred in the Yoruba form.

**Cama voiced fortis stops**

Cama /b/ seemed difficult to match as words which were cognate could not easily be found. It seems probable that /b/ corresponds with Yoruba /b/ if the following are in fact good cognates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cama item</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
<th>Yoruba</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bɔ</td>
<td>&quot;be rotten&quot;</td>
<td>[bɔ]</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>&quot;go mouldy&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be</td>
<td>&quot;belch&quot;</td>
<td>[bɛ]</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>&quot;vomit&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly Cama /d/ seems to correspond to Yoruba /d/:

| ãdù      | "water" | [ńdù]    | òdò    | "river"     |
| a-dubɛ    | "river"  | [adu-bɛ] |        |             |
| ada       | "bat"    | [ada]    | àdọ̀n  | "fruitbat"  |
| ɗi        | "arrive, come out, come down" | [ɗi] | ɗé    | "arrive"    |
| dɗë       | "resound" | [ɗɗë]   | ɗùn    | "sound"     |
Perhaps a second series of correspondences is suggested by

\[
\begin{align*}
&du & "\text{snake}" & [du] & ejọ & "\text{snake}" \\
adudu & "\text{rainy season}" & [adudu] & ọjọ & "\text{rain}" \\
\end{align*}
\]

The \(/d/ : /j/\) correspondence here might be restricted to cases where a high back vowel had originally followed */d/. If so, it is not clear why Cama ndu~ adu corresponds with ọjọ; perhaps it should be paired with ọjọ. An aberrant correspondence seems to be

\[
\begin{align*}
&dọ & "\text{forge}" & [dọ] & rọ & "\text{forge}" \\
\end{align*}
\]

We may summarize the probable correspondences between the voiced fortis and lenis consonants in Cama and Yoruba segments by saying that, in general, the fortis ones correspond with voiced stops in Yoruba and the lenis ones correspond with sonorants.

iii) Cama voiceless stops

Cama fortis voiceless stops clearly correspond with Yoruba voiceless stops, but the lenis ones proved difficult to find cognates for. One etymology, 'foot', seems to suggest that Cama lenis /t/ corresponds with Yoruba /s/.

Given that the number of segmental correspondences is sufficient for us to have confidence in them (and, considering the meagre sample of Cama available for comparison, the number is quite impressive and includes a number of very widely-attested Niger-Congo roots), we can consider the correlation of consonant type and tone. An interesting fact emerges: all the Yoruba forms cognate with Cama forms having a lenis consonant show either high or mid tone after it and not low tone, with the exception of the aberrant form èdè which of course has a consonant which normally corresponds to a fortis consonant in Cama. Similarly the Yoruba forms cognate with Cama forms having a fortis consonant show either a high or a low tone and not mid tone, except for the aberrant example of the mid-tone verb rọ, which has a consonant that would normally correspond with a lenis consonant in Cama. There is one further exception here; the verb bu "go mouldy".

In the smaller number of cases for which there is full tonal data and direct correspondence of tone can be investigated, we find that, with the lenis consonants, Cama high tone corresponds with Yoruba high tone four times, and Cama low tone corresponds with Yoruba mid tone twice.
Twice also Cama high tone corresponds with Yoruba mid tone, one of these cases being je (?<di>)}. With the fortis consonants, we have evidence only for one tonal correspondence, which is of Cama high with Yoruba low (if the "water, river" etymology is correct). These results show that there is a strong possibility that fortisness has acted historically as a depressor of tone7. Since this is so, it is worth considering the phonetic plausibility of such an effect.

6. **Explanation of the phenomenon**

Stewart (1970:8) suggests that the differing effects on tone of the voiced fortis and lenis stops in Cama arise because the fortis stops do act in the way described by Lea (i.e. the supraglottal obstruction produces an equalisation of the pressure drop across the glottis, with a consequent drop in the rate of air-flow through the glottis and therefore also a drop in pitch) but the lenis stops do not do so. He speculates that the heightened pressure in the oral cavity is avoided with the lenis stops "possibly by lowering the larynx, or by relaxing the walls of the oral cavity and allowing them to expand, or both". Since lowered larynx position and lowered pitch tend to correlate with each other (Vanderslice 1967), the larynx is probably not lowered, but Stewart is probably right in his suggestion that the walls of the oral cavity are not stiffened at all. In addition if the closure is held for a shorter duration and is a less extensive contact, then the opportunity for pressure to build up will not be there. Only if the articulation is 'fortis' (i.e. with stiffened cavity walls preventing expansion of the cavity size and with more extensive contact and/or longer duration) will voiced obstruents tend to depress pitch.

7. **Wider relevance**

The suggestion that differences in consonant tenency may be relevant for pitch variation has wider relevance than just for Southern Niger- Congo. Norman (1973) has suggested a need to reconstruct a six-way contrast between types of initial stops in Proto-Min Chinese. Beside plain (unaspirated) and aspirated series he proposes that a third set, which he describes as 'softened', must be posited to account for the correspondences between Min dialects. There are voiced and voiceless members of each of the three series, making a six-way distinction possible at one place of articulation. He does not speculate on the phonetic nature of the 'softened' stops but does suggest at least for the voiced softened series that they "underwent a process of lenition" perhaps because of the influence of some type of voiced segment prefixed to the
roots in question. His paper shows that in Amoy the descendants of the earlier tones can be accounted for by splits conditioned only by the difference between voiced and voiceless initials, but in some other dialects there are divergent developments after the softened series. In Kienow for example there is a reflex of original tone 2 (= shang) and tone 4 (= ru) after the voiced softened series, whereas following the other two voiced series there is a 44 reflex of these same two tones. More interestingly, in Shaowu there is a 55 reflex of tone 1 (= ping) after the voiceless softened series, whereas the other two series of voiceless initials are followed by a 11 reflex of the same tone. Perhaps in this case an original distinction of fortis and lenis stops conditioned a tone split along the same lines as is suggested in this paper for Yoruba, with a higher reflex after lenis stops than is found after fortis ones.

It may also be the case that, in the many cases in which it is found that there are lower tone reflexes after voiceless consonants than after voiced ones if the standard reconstructions are followed, the change can be understood if we see the distinctive feature that separates the series of consonants to be a fortis/lenis one rather than a voiced/voiceless one. In support of this speculation is the fact that many languages of the world, including English, have voiced obstruents which are less 'fortis' in nature than the corresponding voiceless ones (Gimson 1962). Although the tenisity feature in English is subordinate to the voicing feature and does not act to reverse the expected correlation of voicing with lower pitch, in other languages the voicing distinction could well be subordinate, and thus the reverse correlation is explained. The comparison of Yoruba and Cama has shown that the study of the possible effect on tone of an independent feature of tenisity is a worthwhile avenue to explore in the realm of consonant effects on tone and possible tone-splitting; fields which remain full of mysteries despite the increased attention devoted to them in recent years.

Footnotes

1 This work was in part supported by grant NSF GS31235X to the Phonetics Laboratory, University of California, Los Angeles.


3 See for example Williamson (1965:6) for Proto-Ijo and Proto-Lower-Niger (1973a:5), Heine (1968) for Proto-Togo-Remnant, Stewart (1966) for Proto-Volta-Comoe, Dwyer (1973) for Proto-Southwestern-Mande (cf also Welmers 1973), Long (1971) for Proto-Northern-Mande, Eluge (1973) for Proto-Edo, etc. On the other hand Proto-Yoruba-Igala, according to Williamson (n.d.) and Silverstein (1973), and Proto-Jukunoid according to Shimizu (1971) had three levels.
Stewart (1971) has more recently proposed that the three level system seen in Yoruba is more conservative than the two-level plus downstep system of languages like Akan. On this reading the downstep tone is the remnant of the formerly more widely distributed mid tone. The mechanism by which this is achieved is complex and the proposal seems to ignore the much greater frequency and wider distribution geographically of the two-level system.

The regular correspondence in Igala for Yoruba /s/ is the voiceless alveolar tap /t/, while Yoruba /t/ corresponds with Igala /t/ (Silverstein 1973). Obviously a lenis voiceless alveolar stop and a voiceless alveolar tap are similar segments, and probably Igala is conservative in retaining /t/ here rather than innovative as Silverstein suggests.

Where we find voiced stops in Yoruba corresponding with voiced fortis stops in Cama we also find voiced stops in Igala. Where Yoruba has /r/ (<d/>) Igala has /l/. Among the Cama voiced lenis stops, /r/ corresponds with Igala /w/ and occasionally /m/, and /d/ corresponds with Igala /n/, confirming the similarity of these stops to nasals. Except among noun prefixes, where Igala has high tone when Yoruba has mid, tones in Yoruba and Igala coincide. We may therefore state that correlations of tone and consonant type that hold between Cama and Yoruba hold between Cama and Proto-Yoruba-Igala (including Itsekiri).

Stewart (1972) has pointed out that the three groups of consonants that we need to distinguish in Ewe in order to formulate the tone rules can be distinguished by dividing the voiced category into fortis and lenis groups, and has suggested that this division is also a trace of the earlier wider distribution of the fortis/lenis contrast in Niger-Congo and its interaction with tone.
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Tone Patterns in Hausa: A Re-analysis of Hausa Downdrift

Laura Meyers
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Stanford, California]

This paper investigates the nature of Hausa tone patterns in utterances with downdrift.* The data given throughout the paper was analyzed in the following manner. A corpus was constructed with the aid and advice of my informant, Malam Abba Kano, a native Hausa speaker born and raised in Kano, Nigeria. We then taped him reading the data in the sound-proof room in the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory. The tape was processed through a pitch extraction device developed in the phonetics lab, resulting in Oscillograph recordings. These recordings were then measured with reference to a calibration taped at the same session.

0. Introduction

Hausa is a tone language. That is, it meets the criteria set up by Pike for tone languages in that it has "lexically significant, contrastive, relative pitch on each syllable" (1948). Hausa has two lexical tones: high and low. It also has a falling tone. In section two I will provide evidence that the falling tone should be analyzed as a sequence of two level tones, high followed by low, as suggested by Greenberg (1941). Hausa also has downdrift. Abraham was the first to point out that in Hausa "when a low tone occurs, a tone following it, whose tone is high, never quite reaches its high pitch, but stops short of it" (1941). Hodge and Hause, in a more detailed analysis of Hausa tone, claim that "every drop from high to low is two (steps) and every rise from low to

* It will be assumed that downdrift occurs in neutral declarative sentences. The patterns and rules discussed here are not assumed to occur in questions, imperatives etc.

My thanks go to Ian Maddieson, Peter Ladefoged, Paul Schachter, Vicki Fromkin and the other members of the tone group for interesting discussions during preparation of this paper. The work for this paper was supported by NSF Grant GS 37235X.
high, one (step)" (1941). Thus, a Hausa utterance consisting of several sequences of high-low tones is claimed to have the pattern in (1):

(1) [--- --- --- --- ---]

Even within the speech of a single speaker, pitch in Hausa is relative. As Pike points out, for Hausa and other similar languages, "the absolute pitch is not pertinent as such. Rather, the pitch of one syllable in contrast to the pitches of neighboring syllables constitutes the essence of tonemic distinctions"(1967). Thus, a high tone at the end of an utterance in Hausa, may be, and quite often is, lower in pitch than a low tone at the beginning of the same utterance.

Throughout the literature on Hausa tone, downdrift is described as a downward contour that results from the unequal distances between unlike tones. In the first section of this paper I will show that like tones also manifest a downward contour. Downdrift is also traditionally described as either an intonational phenomenon characterizing neutral intonation, as in Kraff (1968), Hodge and Hause (1944) and Ladefoged (1971) or as an assimilatory process where high tone following low tones are assimilated downward, as in Abraham (1941) and Hyman (1973), and Hyman and Schuh (1974)*. I will show that downdrift in Hausa is both intonational and assimilatory.

In this paper, I formulate a re-analysis of Hausa downdrift within the transformational model. I propose a set of phonological rules for Hausa which I claim explain what downdrift is in Hausa. I will assume that underlying forms will be specified for tone, with the exception of those few morphemes which have predictable polar tone. The morphemes will be specified in the lexicon as having one step between low tone and a following high tone, and two steps between high tone and a following low tone. An analysis which specified Hausa underlying morphemes as having equal distances between both types of sequences would be unnecessarily abstract in that it would allow underlying forms which are not possible morphemes in Hausa. Since the abstractness controversy is not crucial to this discussion I will not pursue it here. There must also be an obligatory rule, hereby dubbed the Traditional Pitch Distance Rule, which operates on derived forms, and across morpheme boundaries to maintain the lexical distance of one step between low and following high, and two steps between high and following low tones. This rule is a Vennemann-type anywhere rule which serves both to state a constraint on the language and to maintain the required distance between tones on the

* Hyman and Schuh (1974) claim that downdrift may also involve the raising of low tone between two high tones. See their paper for further discussion.
output of other rules. I will also assume that there are rules in Hausa which assign pitch 1 to an utterance initial high tone, and pitch 3 to an utterance initial low tone. The rules discussed so far are not new, but merely assign to Hausa utterances the traditional contour shown in (1). In this paper I present three new rules. The first rule that I will discuss lowers tones after like tones. The second, a rule of dissimilation of high tone before low tone, maximizes the distance between a high tone and a following low tone. The third, a rule of total assimilation of high tone to a preceding low tone, neutralizes the distance between a high tone and preceding low tones. These rules support my claim that downdrift in Hausa is both an intonational and an assimilatory phenomenon.

1. **Like-Tone Lowering: Intonational Downdrift**

Hodge and Hause claim that "a series of two or more phonemically like tones remain on the phonetic level of the first" (1944). That is, they and other subsequent Hausa-ists claim that when a Hausa utterance contains a sequence of like tones, either a sequence of all high tones, or a sequence of all low tones, these tones will all be realized on the same phonetic pitch as the first tone in the sequence. That this is not the case can be seen in figures I and II. Figure I is of a recording of a sentence composed of high tones only:

2) 'yā'yā sun dāwo*  'the children have arrived'

Each syllable is at least 5 hz lower than the preceding syllable, even though the sentence is composed of high tone morphemes only. The utterance begins at a pitch of 120 hz and ends at a pitch of 90 hz. Figure II is of the utterance:

3) inà dà àyàbà dà àkwàtì  'I have a banana and a box'

This sentence is composed of an initial high tone followed by all low tone syllables. The pitch level from the first low tone syllable to the last low tone syllable descends 88 hz. Figure II demonstrates that sequences of low tones also descend in pitch. Because of data such as that shown in Figures I and II, I suggest the following rule for Hausa:

4) **Like-Tone Lowering**

Tones are lowered after like tones.

This rule is not unusual. It is usually regarded as an intonational phenomenon.

To test this rule I taped data read by my informant and processed it as discussed in the introduction. From a corpus of 32 utterances where the structural description of the **Like-Tone Lowering** rule was met

* The transcription of sentences is based on the normal Hausa orthography in use in Nigeria with the addition of a macron (˘) to mark long vowels and a grave accent (´) to mark lexical low tones.
a total of ninety times, I obtained the following results:

5) total times rule applied: 75
    total exceptions: 15
    average Hz lowered: 5.6

All of the exceptions were cases where, in a sequence of more than two tones, the second like tone was not lowered, but lowering occurred on either the following like tone, i.e. the third like tone (6 cases) or on the fourth like tone. In five of the exceptions, with sequences of high tones, the first high tone was rising towards high, the second was higher, following high tones were lowered. In these cases it seems that the target high was not reached by completion of the first syllable, and the second syllable, therefore, continued higher to reach the target. From this data I concluded that Like-Tone Lowering is an optional but preferred rule in Hausa.

We have seen that a downward contour always occurs in Hausa declarative sentences — even in those sentences consisting of just like tones. The smooth gradual curve downward that results from Like-Tone Lowering will be called intonational downshift. It is a very natural process of lowering and probably results from a decrease in subglottal pressure as the utterance progresses. (This hypothesis is tentative — I don’t have experimental support.) Since this lowering occurs in the majority of languages it is a good candidate for a universal and perhaps should not be considered a rule of Hausa, but rather, an intonational universal stated a single time in the metatheory. If this lowering process is so natural why doesn’t it occur in all tone languages — why don’t Yoruba and other languages have Like-Tone Lowering?* The occurrence of Like-Tone Lowering in Hausa and the non-occurrence of Like-Tone Lowering in Yoruba probably can be explained in terms of phonological space. Hausa, with only two lexical tones, can allow sequential like tones to take up more "space," i.e. to descend throughout a certain range without the probability of confusion with the other lexical tone. In Yoruba, with high, mid, and low tones, if a high tone were lowered by the Like-Tone Lowering rule, the lowered tone could easily be confused with a mid tone. It is probable, for perceptual reasons, that Like-Tone Lowering will only occur in languages with few lexical tones.

2. High-Tone Raising: Dissimilation

We have already noted that, in traditional accounts of tone, Hausa is said to maintain a greater distance between high tones followed by low tones (2 steps) than it maintains between low tones and following high tones (1 step). This distance exists both within morphemes and across

* Carl Lavelle has found that Yoruba does not allow lowering of like tones.
morpheme boundaries (but see section 3 below). That Hausa maximizes the distance between high tones and following low tones is supported by my discovery of the following rule:

6) **High-Tone Raising**
   
   When a sequence of two or more high tones precedes a low tone, the last high tone before the low tone will be raised higher than the preceding high tone.

That this rule exists for Hausa can be seen by the pair of utterances (7) shown in Figure III.

7) a. sābon birni 'new city'
   b. sābon gārī 'new town'

The top graph in Figure III shows the adjective sābō(n) 'new', tone pattern HH, followed by the noun birni 'city' also HH. High Tone Raising has not applied since its structural description is not met, but Like-Tone Lowering has applied. The lower graph has the same high tone adjective, this time followed by the noun gārī 'town' which has a LH pattern. High Tone Raising has applied to the second syllable of sābon, the last high tone before the low tone, raising it 6 hz higher than the preceding high tone. Notice that the rule applied to the word sābon only when it's structural description was met. That the second syllable of sābon was not raised in (7a) shows that the raising in (7b) was due to the application of the High-Tone Raising rule and was not due to segmental influence, vowel length or anything peculiar to the particular lexical item.

Greenberg claims that the falling tone in Hausa is a sequence of two tones, high followed by low. It is of interest, therefore, to find out whether when a falling tone follows a high tone, the initial portion of the falling tone, i.e. the high part of the falling tone, is higher than the preceding high tone. If the falling tone is analyzed as a sequence of high followed by low, then a falling tone preceded by a high tone meets the structural description of the High-Tone Raising rule. In Figure IV we see that the initial portion of the falling tone is raised as is predicted by this general rule. Figure IV is an Oscillomink recording of (8) which has a high-falling-high tone pattern.

8) fitōwa 'coming out'

The second syllable begins 5 hz higher than the initial high tone. It is easy to find diachronic evidence to support Greenberg's hypothesis. The application of the High-Tone Raising rule to the initial portion of the falling tone provides evidence for a synchronic analysis of the falling tone as a sequence of two level tones, high followed by low.

The High-Tone Raising rule is found in other non-related languages
such as Xhosa. (Lanham, 1963). There is also evidence that it existed at a previous stage in Temne and Izi, and in Engenni. Meeussen and Pike claim that these languages have upstep, which results from the raising of a high tone before a low tone, with subsequent loss of the low tone. (Meeussen 1970, Pike 1970).

To test this rule I constructed a corpus where the structural description of the rule was met a total of 36 times. Taped data read by my informant was processed through the pitch extraction device. I obtained the following results:

9) total times rules applied: 33
   total exceptions: 3

In all three of the exceptions the high tone immediately preceding the low tone, although not raised, was equal in pitch to the preceding high tone. The Like-Tone-Lowering rule discussed in section (1) did not apply although its structural description was met. It is possible, though, that both Like-Tone-Lowering and High-Tone-Raising occurred. First, the lowering rule lowered the pitch below the pitch of the preceding high tone, then raising raised it back to the level of the preceding high tone. From the data just discussed I concluded that High-Tone-Raising is an optional but preferred rule in Hausa.

Hyman and Schuh suggest that dissimilation is rarely a natural diachronic rule, because "cases of assimilation far outnumber the cases of dissimilation" and they prefer to look for alternative explanations of apparent cases of dissimilation (1974). I would argue that just as assimilation is a natural process for articulatory reasons, dissimilation is natural for perceptual reasons, namely, dissimilation maximizes perceptual differences between two sounds. I would explain the non-occurrence of High-Tone-Raising in many languages again in terms of phonological space. Hausa with two lexical tones can allow such a rule because a high tone followed by a raised high tone cannot be misinterpreted as mid followed by high tone. Yoruba does not have a High-Tone Raising rule. If it did, there could be perceptual confusions between sequences of high tone followed by raised high tone, mid tone followed by high tone, and low tone followed by mid tone.

Finally, note that the High-Tone-Raising rule conspires with the Traditional Pitch Distance rule which maintains a two-step distance between high and following low tone, to maximize the distance between high tones and following low tones in Hausa.

3. High-Destruction: Assimilatory Downdrift in Hausa

We have seen that although Hausa maximizes the space between high tones and following low tones, traditional accounts of Hausa downdrift
claim that there is only one step between a low tone and a following high. I have found that Hausa in most cases totally assimilates a high tone to a preceding low tone, so that the assimilated tone is equal to the preceding low tone in pitch. I state this rule as follows:

10) **High-Destruction Rule**
A high tone following a low tone is lowered to the same pitch as the preceding low tone.

That this rule operates in Hausa can be shown by figures V and VI. Figure V is of the following word:

11) kujẽrã 'chair', HLH pattern.

As you can see, the High-Destruction rule has applied and the final underlyingly high syllable has been lowered to the same pitch as the preceding low tone. The Like-Tone Lowering rule has then applied lowering the final syllable to a pitch even lower than the preceding low tone. The High-Destruction rule applies whenever its structural description is met, and thus can apply across entire sentences as can be seen in Figure VI which shows the sentence (12).

12) Mâlâmînsù yanâ bã sù nâmã.

'Their teacher is giving them meat'

This sentence is composed of sequences of HL patterns. The High-Destruction rule applied to each high tone, while the distance between the lowered high tone and the following low tones was maintained by the Traditional Pitch Distance rule. As the end of the utterance gets

* A problem of rule ordering arises here. For the Like-Tone Lowering rule to apply to the output of High-Destruction rule the high which is lowered must be relabeled as low. It must also be relabeled as low in order to prevent the Traditional Pitch Distance rule from raising it back to the underlying distance of one stop higher than the preceding low tone. But if this lowered high tone is relabeled as low, the Traditional Pitch Distance rule will not apply to create the desired distance between the lowered high tone and any following low tones. It is obvious from my data that this distance is maintained. In some cases the distance between the lowered high and a following low tone is the same, say 5 herz, as would be the result if the Like-Tone Lowering rule had applied, but the slope of the output of the Traditional Pitch Distance rule is more extreme and (footnote continued on next page)
closer, the contrasts are lessened. The final two tones are below 70 hz and are not measurable with our pitch extraction device. The chunkier, less gradual pattern seen in Figure VI which results from High-Destruction will be called assimilatory downdrift.

To test the High Destruction rule I constructed a corpus where the environment was met a total of 47 times. I obtained the results shown in (13):

13) High-Destruction results:

group 1: words in isolation (utterance final or before pause)

    applied:  14
    exceptions:  0

group 2: before L (HLHL pattern):

    applied:  15
    exceptions:  4

(continued from previous page)

shorter than the slope which results from Like-Tone Lowering, it looks like (a) rather than (b):

a)  

b)  

One possible solution, suggested by Ian Maddieson, is to state that part of the Traditional Pitch Distance rule which maintains the distance between high tone and following low tone so that the distance is stated as a negative value of the previous pitch, i.e., the pitch is stated as the pitch of the preceding syllable (pitch₁) minus a certain number of steps, i.e., [pitch₁ -2 steps]. This distance would be maintained even after the high tone was lowered. Another possible solution is to claim that the part of the Traditional Pitch Distance rule that maintains the distance between high tones and following low tones is global, that it applies to any syllable whose underlying tone is high, regardless of what its specification is at the time the rule applies.
group 3: before H (HLHH pattern):

    applied: 8
    exceptions: 6

    total applications: 37
    total exceptions: 10

Because of this data I concluded that the **High-Destruction** rule applies as shown in (14):

14) *obligatory* with words in isolation, or utterance final or before pause.

*optional* but *preferred* if low tone follows (HLHL pattern)

*optional* before high tone. (HLHH pattern)

There is a natural explanation for this distribution. First, if the high tone which would be lowered by the preceding low tone is followed by a high tone, HLHL pattern, I would claim that this high tone is strengthened by the following high tone, and therefore, is not as susceptible to the assimilatory strength of the preceding low tone. Second, if another low follows the high tone, i.e. if the high is surrounded by low tones, it would be more susceptible. Finally, if the high tone occurs utterance finally, or before pause, it is pulled down by both the preceding low tone, and the strong lowering influence of the utterance boundary. The rule also did not apply to LLH words in isolation or in sentence. I claim that this is because if it did apply to these morphemes, it would create morphemes with a LLL pattern. This pattern, I claim, is not acceptable in Hausa; it occurs on a very few morphemes, most of them borrowings. The distribution of the application of the **High-Destruction** rule also explains the data in (11) as well as all other occurrences of HLH nouns. If underlying HLH nouns are always realized as HLL in isolation why posit them as being underlying HLH at all? The answer is found in the results shown in (14). HLH nouns undergo alternation, that is, before words beginning in high tones, the **High-Destruction** does not apply nearly 50% of the time.

This rule is also not unheard of. Meeussen (1970) claims that there is a phenomenon in Bwamu, Bamileke and Kaje which he calls total downstep, where a high tone is assimilated to the pitch of a preceding low tone, after which the conditioning low tone is lost. This rule of assimilation also probably has a natural phonetic explanation. The gesture required for making a high tone is more difficult, requires more effort, than the effort that would be required to maintain the low tone over another syllable. According to Ladefoged, a change from low pitch to high *always* requires a gesture of the cricothyroid muscles, but maintaining a low pitch
quite often requires no additional articulatory gestures (Peter Ladefoged, personal communication). It is also the case that if a high tone follows a low tone in Hausa it is usually realized phonetically as a rising tone. Ohala and Ewan (1973) found that rising pitches require a lot of "effort." Therefore, assimilation of high tones to preceding low would be preferred and more natural in Hausa than articulating a high tone after a low tone. I must stress here that I have no experimental evidence on muscular activity for Hausa.

Hyman and Schuh claim that there is an "assymetry in the tonal assimilations of lows and highs. It is often said that a high tone can raise a low tone to a high tone, but a low tone cannot lower a high tone to a low tone." (1974:96). That is, they claim that sequences of LHL cannot become LLL, and that sequences of HLH cannot become HLL. This is not the case in Hausa. Note that in Hausa it has been claimed that low tone is the marked tone. Therefore, assimilation to low tone in Hausa is assimilation to the marked tone, and thus is "natural assimilation" according to the claims made by Schachter (1969). We have also seen that assimilation of high tones to low tones is natural and expected. I would expect to find rules similar to High-Destruction in other languages with downdrift. However, I would claim that there is a restriction on the occurrence of such rules in many languages. In order to maintain any tonal contrasts in the language after the application of such a rule it is necessary that a low tone following a lowered high tone can be extended by the Traditional Pitch Distance rule to a pitch considerably lower than the preceding tones. Because of this, a rule like the High-Destruction rule could not exist in languages such as Yoruba, with more than two lexical tones. It would lead to perceptual confusions. If the rule applied in Yoruba to an underlying HLHL string, the resulting pattern could be confused with HML.

Leben (1971) claims that the following exceptionless rule occurs in Hausa:

15) **Low-Tone Raising**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \quad \text{L} \quad \# \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{L} \quad \text{H} \\
[+\text{long}] \\
[+\text{long}]
\end{array}
\]

He claims that "this rule converts a sequence of two low tones at the end of a word into a sequence of low tone plus high tone; when the final syllable contains a long vowel" (1971). The High-Destruction rule provides counterexamples to this rule, as can be seen in Figure V.*

---

* Thanks to Marian Bean for reminding me of this.
In that example the word ends in a long vowel but the final syllable is nevertheless low. It is obviously not the case that Hausa disallows this pattern, since the High-Destruction rule derives it.

4. Conclusion

Downdrift in Hausa has been shown to be the result of the application of a set of phonological rules. There are two different patterns of downdrift in Hausa. The first, intonational downdrift, is a smooth gradual curve, which results from Like-Tone Lowering and looks like (16):

(16)

This type of downdrift has a natural phonetic explanation and occurs in a majority of languages in the world. The second type of downdrift, assimilatory downdrift, is a chunkier less gradual curve, and results from High-Destruction and the Traditional Pitch Distance rule. It looks like (17):

(17)

Because of restrictions on phonological space High-Destruction does not occur in many tone languages. Finally, the High-Tone Raising rule and the Traditional Pitch Distance rule conspire to maintain distances between highs and following lows to help maintain tonal contrasts within the language. It will be interesting to find whether these rules are indeed restricted because of phonological space only to languages with few lexical tones.
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Tone Alternations in the Etsako Verb

Baruch Elimelech
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In this paper I shall attempt to provide a historical account for the various tense/aspect distinctions of the Etsako verb which are characterized by a complex set of tone alternations. Thus, an illustration of different tone alternations are given in (1).

(1) He + buy + ... (The verb is underlined.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOUN</th>
<th>PAST</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>CUSTOMARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. àkpà 'cup'</td>
<td>ọ dàkpà</td>
<td>ọ dàkpà</td>
<td>ọ dàkpà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. úkpò 'cloth'</td>
<td>ọ dúkpò</td>
<td>ọ dúkpò</td>
<td>ọ dúkpò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. átásà 'plate'</td>
<td>ọ dátásà</td>
<td>ọ dá'tásà</td>
<td>ọ dá'tásà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. élàmhì 'meat'</td>
<td>ọ dèlàmhì</td>
<td>ọ dèlàmhì</td>
<td>ọ dèlàmhì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. útékwi 'chair'</td>
<td>ọ dútékwi</td>
<td>ọ dútékwi</td>
<td>ọ dútékwi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While all verbs fall within one tone class, the exact phonological representation of this verb class is not obvious. For example, in (1a) the verb has a falling tone in the past tense and the customary tense but a low in the present tense. It has a high tone in (1b) in all constructions. It would be possible to provide a simple statement for each paradigm. However, such an analysis would make the claim that there is no generalization to be drawn from the data. Far from making this claim, I should like to explore various approaches to the problem at hand.

*Etsako is the name used for a group of Edo dialects spoken in Etsako Division, Mid-Western State, Nigeria. The dialect treated here is spoken in Ekpehì which has approximately 12,000 speakers. This study, however, is based solely on the speech of Mr. Omoh Tsatsako Ojior who served as the informant.
I have given all of the possible tone classes of bisyllabic and trisyllabic nouns for reference as in (2). It should be noted that all nouns end in a low tone in Etsako.

(2) Tone classes of bi- and tri-syllabic nouns:

- **H-L** : ùkpò 'cloth'
- **L-L** : àkpà 'cup'
- **H-H-L** : útkwì 'chair'
- **H-L-L** : èlàmhì 'meat'
- **L-L-L** : ègbàfè 'rice'
- **L-H-L** : àtàsà 'plate'

I. PAST TENSE CONSTRUCTION:

In Etsako, the sentence structure of the past tense consists of a pronoun, verb-stem, and a noun, as illustrated in (3) with the uncontracted and the contracted forms of the sentences.

(3) UNCONTRACTED  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. ɔ + dé + àkpà → ɔ dàkpà</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he buy cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he bought a cup'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b. ɔ + dé + ùkpò → ɔ dûkpò</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he buy cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he bought cloth'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c. ɔ + dé + àtàsà → ɔ dàtàsà</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he buy plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he bought a plate'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to explain the tone alternations in the past tense construction and how they came about, one must reconstruct the basic sentence structure of Proto-Etsako. In Proto-Etsako, the basic sentence structure was as in (4).
(4) Sentence structure (reconstructed):

\[
\text{PRO} + \text{Tense/Aspect} + \text{Verb Stem} + \text{Noun Marker}
\]

Thus, the Proto-form of the basic sentence structure of the past tense can be represented as in (5).

(5) Proto-form of the basic sentence structure of past tense:

\[
(C)\hat{\nu} + \hat{v} + \text{CV} + \text{VCV}
\]

Pron PAST verb noun

The pronoun consisted of either a V or a CV syllable, as seen in (6) below. The pronouns carried low tone. The tense/aspect marker carried high tone, and the verb carried high tone. The noun had various tone sequences after being contracted with the verb, although it must end with low tone, as pointed out.

(6) Etsako subject pronouns:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[i]} & \quad 'I' \quad \text{[mha]} \quad 'we' \\
\text{[u]} & \quad 'you (sg.)' \quad \text{[wa]} \quad 'you (pl.)' \\
\text{[o]} & \quad 'he, she, it' \text{[e]} \quad 'they'
\end{align*}
\]

We can assume that tonal alternations are due primarily to two processes: 1) tonal assimilations of various kinds; 2) loss of segmental information. Thus, tones frequently carry the distinctive mark of a lost syllable or morpheme. Both are involved in the history of Etsako. I suggest that the various tone differences found were at one time conditioned by tense/aspect markers which have since been lost. This is illustrated in (7) for the past tense:

(7) History of past tense construction:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad (C)\hat{\nu} + \hat{v} + \text{CV} + \text{VCV} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{(b)} & \quad (C)\hat{\nu} + ' + \text{CV} + \text{VCV} + \hat{v} + \text{CV} + \text{VCV} \\
\text{PAST} & \quad \text{PAST}
\end{align*}
\]
In stage (a) the tense/aspect marker consists of a segment and a high tone. In stage (b) the segment is lost, leaving a floating high tone. The floating high tone has now acquired the full burden of distinguishing the past tense from other constructions. Therefore, in order to maintain its grammatical effect, and not to be lost, it has to attach itself to a new syllable. Consequently, in stage (c) it shifts to the left causing the preceding low tone of the pronoun to become a rising tone. To further illustrate this change, a sample derivation is given in (8).

(8)  (a)         (b)         (c)
Š + ' + dē' + âkpâ → Š dē ' âkpâ → Š dâkpâ 'he bought a cup'
he PAST buy cup

In (8a) the floating high tone shifts to the left. In (8b) the low tone of the pronoun has become rising. In (8c) the vowel of the verb has been deleted but the tone of the verb remained causing the low tone of the initial syllable of the noun object to become falling.

On the other hand, if the floating high tone shifts to the right rather than to the left as in (9), it would be absorbed by the high tone of the verb-stem thereby losing its ability to distinguish the past tense construction from the customary, which is illustrated in (10).

(9) The avoided merger of past and customary tenses:

(a)         (b)
(C)\dot{V} + ' + CV + VCV → *(C)\dot{V} + CV + VCV (*= incorrect for past tense)
PAST

(10)

(a)         (b)
(C)\dot{V} + ø + CV + VCV → (C)\dot{V} + CV + VCV
CUST

In (9a) the floating high tone shifts to the right. In (9b) it has been absorbed by the high tone of the verb, therefore yielding (9b) to be the same as (10b). This point of tense merger is further illustrated in the sample derivation of (9') and (10').

(9') Past tense:

(a)         (b)
Š + ' + dē' + âkpâ → *Š dâkpâ (*= incorrect for past tense)
he PAST buy cup 'he bought a cup'
(10') Customary:

(a)  \( \ddot{o} + \emptyset + \ddot{d} + \dddot{\text{kpa}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ \text{dakpa} \)  'he buys cups'

(b)  he  CUST  buy  cup

As can be seen, in order to avoid such merging, the floating high tone of the past tense must shift to the left. As a result of this shift, the rising tone of the pronoun is now the only mark of the past tense construction.

II. THE PRESENT TENSE CONSTRUCTION:

The present tense construction is illustrated in (11) in its uncontracted and contracted forms:

(11) UNCONTRACTED  CONTRACTED:

a.  \( \ddot{o} + \ddot{d} + \dddot{\text{kpa}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ \text{dakpa} \)  'he is buying a cup'

he  buy  cup

b.  \( \ddot{o} + \ddot{d} + \dddot{\text{kpo}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ \text{dukpo} \)  'he is buying cloth'

he  buy  cloth

c.  \( \ddot{o} + \ddot{d} + \dddot{\text{tas}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ \text{datsa} \)  'he is buying a plate'

he  buy  plate

The tone alternations in the present tense construction are explained by reconstructing the Proto-forms of the basic sentence structure of the present tense, as seen in (12).

(12) Proto-Etsako:

\( (C)\ddot{V} + \ddot{V} + CV + VCV \)

pron  PRES  verb  noun

Again, the pronoun carried low tone, and the verb high tone, but this time the tense/aspect marker carried low tone.
We can assume again that the various tone differences found were at one time conditioned by a tense/aspect marker which has since been lost. This fact is revealed when we look at the history of the present tense construction which is represented schematically in (13), and is illustrated in (14).

(13) History of present tense construction:

(a) \( (\hat{\nu} + \hat{\nu} + \hat{C}' + \hat{VC}' + \hat{VC}' + \hat{C}' + \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)
   \( \text{PRES} \)

(b) \( (\hat{\nu} + \hat{nu} + \hat{C}' + \hat{VC}' + \hat{VC}' + \hat{C}' + \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)
   \( \text{PRES} \)

(c) \( (\hat{\nu} + \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)
(d) \( (\hat{\nu} + \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)
(e) \( (\hat{nu} + \hat{C}' \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)

(f) \( (\hat{nu} + \hat{C}' \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)
(g) \( (\hat{nu} + \hat{C}' \hat{VC}') \rightarrow \)

(14) Sample present tense derivation with tone absorption (Hyman and Schuh 1972):

\( \hat{\nu} H \rightarrow \hat{L} H \)

a. \( \hat{\nu} + \hat{nu} + \hat{dC'} + \hat{akp}' \) (by low tone spread) →
   he PRES buy cup

b. \( \hat{\nu} + \hat{dC'} + \hat{akp}' \) (by high tone spread) →

c. \( \hat{\nu} + \hat{dC'} + \hat{akp}' \) (by tone absorption) →

d. \( \hat{\nu} + \hat{dC'} + \hat{akp}' \) (by contraction) →

e. \( \hat{\nu} + \hat{dakp}' \) (by tone absorption) →

f. \( \hat{\nu} + \hat{dakp}' \) 'he is buying a cup'
In stage (a) in (14), the basic sentence structure of the present tense is reconstructed with a low tone pronoun, a floating low tone which carries tense, a high tone verb stem, and a low tone noun. In stage (b) the floating low tone shifts to the right causing a rising tone on the verb stem. In stage (c) the initial low tone of noun objects is raised after the rising tone of the verb stem. If the noun has all underlying low tones, then a high tone is spread throughout the noun. In the (d) stage the high portion of the rising tone is absorbed by the following high tone of the noun object. In stage (e) the verb and the noun object are contracted yielding another rising tone which is followed by a high tone. In stage (f) the high portion of the rising tone is absorbed by the following high tone. Thus, the verb stem that was once a high tone is now a low tone.

Now that we have seen what happens in this construction when we have low-low nouns, we should now consider what happens when we have high-low nouns, as seen in (15).

(15) Sample present tense derivation with tone simplification (Hyman and Schuh 1972):

\[
\hat{\text{LH}} \quad \text{L} \rightarrow \text{H} \quad \text{L}
\]

a. \(\hat{\partial} + \text{'} + \text{dɛ} + \text{ţi̇k̪o̩} \) (by low tone spread) \(\rightarrow\)
he PRES buy cloth
b. \(\hat{\partial} + \text{dɛ} + \text{ţi̇k̪o̩} \) (by tone absorption) \(\rightarrow\)
c. \(\hat{\partial} + \text{dɛ} + \text{ţi̇k̪o̩} \) (by contraction) \(\rightarrow\)
d. \(\hat{\partial} + \text{dû̂k̪o\text{'}o̩} \) (by tone simplification) \(\rightarrow\)
e. \(\hat{\partial} + \text{dû̂k̪o\text{'}o̩} \) 'he is buying cloth'

In stage (a) the reconstruction of the basic sentence structure is the same as stage (a) in (14) except for the fact that the noun object has a high-low sequence of tones. In stage (b) the floating low tone shifts to the right causing a rising tone on the verb stem. In the (c) stage, the high portion of the rising tone is absorbed by the following high tone of the noun object. In stage (d) the verb and the noun object are contracted yielding another rising tone, but this time the rising tone is followed by a low tone. If the rising tone of the verb stem is followed by a low tone, then the rising tone is simplified to a high tone, as seen in stage (f).
Thus, it seems to me that the surface realization of the floating low tone creates a polarization effect.

Notice that if this low tone were to shift to the left instead of the right, it would be lost and therefore have no effect in distinguishing any of the present tense forms from the customary, as seen in (16).

(16) The avoided merger of present and customary tenses:

Present: ɔ + ` + dɛ + ûtêkwî → ɔ dûtêkwî

CUSTOMARY: ɔ + ø + dɛ + ûtêkwî → ɔ dûtêkwî

Thus, in order to avoid merger in these cases, the floating low tone of the present tense shifts to the right yielding the polarization effect seen in (14) and (15) that will distinguish the present tense from the customary.

II. THE CUSTOMARY CONSTRUCTION:

The last basic sentence structure that I would like to mention is the customary. The customary, like the other two tenses, consists of a pronoun, verb-stem, and a noun, as can be seen in (17).

(17) UNCONTRACTED CONTRACTED

a. ɔ + dɛ + âkpa → ɔ dâkpa 'he buys cups'

he buy cup

b. ɔ + dɛ + ūkpo → ɔ dûkpo 'he buys cloth'

he buy cloth

c. ɔ + dɛ + âtasà → ɔ dá'tasà 'he buys plate'

he buy plate

The Proto-form of the basic sentence structure of the customary was as in (18).

(18) Proto-Etsako:

Customary: (C)̂V + ø + CV + VCV

pron CUST verb noun
The customary differs from the PAST and PRESENT in that its tense/aspect marker is zero. Since there was no tense/aspect marker to be lost and no floating tones to attach themselves to other syllables, the customary seems to be the least affected construction by tonal alternations. It, therefore, seems to me that the customary is the most basic of the three constructions presented and the least changed since Proto-Etsako. The other constructions, after having lost their tense markers, had to alter their tone structure in order not to merge with the customary, as seen in (19).

(19) Customary: ɔ dútékwì  
Past: ɔ dútékwì  
Present: ɔ dútékwì

(where the constructions differ is underlined)

One can clearly see the affects of the floating high tone and low tone in (19) in order to keep the past tense and present tense from merging with the customary.

IV. SUMMARY

As a summary, I would like to bring all the constructions together and compare them as in (20).

(20) a. Past: ɔ + ' + dë
    b. Present: ɔ + ' + dë
    c. Customary: ɔ + ø + dë

If the high tone of (a) moves to the right, then the past tense and the customary would merge, therefore, it moves to the left. If the low tone of (b) moves to the left, then the present tense and the customary would merge, therefore, it moves to the right.

There is, however, a potential merger of the present tense and the customary if a noun object has all underlying low tones, as in (21).

(21) a. [ákpa] 'cup'
    b. [ágbafé] 'rice'
If the floating low tone, however, moves to the right in the present tense, then compare the present tense and the customary in (22) and (23).

\begin{align*}
(22) & \ddot{\dot{o}} + \acute{\ddot{e}} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{\ddot{a}}}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{\ddot{a}}}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \text{ 'he is buying a cup'} \\
& \text{PRES}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(23) & \ddot{o} + \emptyset + \acute{\ddot{e}} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{a}}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}}} \text{ 'he buys cups'} \\
& \text{CUST}
\end{align*}

The language does not permit rising tones in lexical morphemes. Generally, when an intermediate rising tone is followed by a low tone, we get simplification of this rising tone to high, as we have seen in so many cases (cf. 15). This would however cause the output of (22) to merge with (23) as seen in (24).

\begin{align*}
(24) & \ddot{o} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}}} \rightarrow \ast \ddot{o} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}}} \text{ (if tone simplification applies)}
\end{align*}

It therefore became necessary for the language to spread the high tone of the verb over all the low tones of the noun, as in (25).

\begin{align*}
(25) & \text{High tone spread:} \\
& \ddot{o} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \\
& \ddot{o} + \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} + \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{b\ddot{a}}\ddot{f\ddot{e}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{b\ddot{a}}\ddot{f\ddot{e}}
\end{align*}

This is later modified by contraction and absorption as in (26).

\begin{align*}
(26) & \ddot{o} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{e}}} \ddot{\acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ddot{d} \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \rightarrow \ddot{o} \ddot{d} \ddot{a}\ddot{k\ddot{p\ddot{a}}} \text{ 'he is buying a cup'}
\end{align*}

The general rule is for the high tone to spread over all successive low tones of LL, LLL, LLLL, etc. as in (27).

\begin{align*}
(27) & \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \rightarrow \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{p\ddot{a}} \text{ 'cup'} \\
& \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{b\ddot{a}}\ddot{f\ddot{e}} \rightarrow \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{b\ddot{a}}\ddot{f\ddot{e}} \text{ 'rice'}
\end{align*}

The reason again could be interpreted as avoiding merger, as seen in (28).

\begin{align*}
(28) & \text{Possible mergers:} \\
& \text{a. } \ast \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{b\ddot{a}}\ddot{f\ddot{e}} \text{ (cf. } \acute{\ddot{e}}\ddot{l\ddot{a}}\ddot{m\ddot{h\ddot{l}}} \text{ 'meat'}) \\
& \text{b. } \ast \acute{\ddot{a}}\ddot{b\ddot{a}}\ddot{f\ddot{e}} \text{ (cf. } \acute{\ddot{u}}\ddot{t\ddot{e}}\ddot{k\ddot{w\ddot{l}}} \text{ 'chair'})
\end{align*}
If you get (28a) where the first low tone is raised to high, it would merge with nouns of the class like /ʃlumhl/. If you get (28b) where the first two low tones are raised to high, it would merge with nouns of the class like /u*tékwl/. Therefore, the only way to keep nouns with low tone throughout distinct is to raise them as a unit. Since no nouns have an underlying final high tone, no merger is possible.

At this point, a few remarks on tonal representation are appropriate. The above would seem to provide evidence for positing that low tone is assigned to the whole word in these cases rather than to each syllable. Further evidence for this suprasegmental representation of low tone is seen in (29).

(29) Initial raised low tone:

a. ̀atásà → ̀a'tásà (from intermediate ̀a tásà)

b. ̀ajàdècè → ̀ajàdècè, but not *̀ajàdècè 'banana'

In (29a) we have LHL → H'HL after raising the initial low tone of the noun. In (29b) we get LLHL → HLHL after raising the initial low tone of the noun, but we do not get HH'HL.

Therefore, it is not a question of high tone spreading until it is checked by another high. Rather, it simply means that the high spreads over one low tone only. In /ajàdècè/ (29b) this means that only [ɔ] is raised to [ɔ̃] because in the underlying representation, each syllable of this word must be marked for tone. But in /akpa/ or /agbafɛ/, there is only one low tone assigned to the whole word and when this one low tone is raised, the whole word goes up to high as a unit. Thus, Etsako appears to be a language in transition, one in which syllable tone is giving way to word tone.
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On the Reality of Underlying Contour Tones

Baruch Elimelech

[Paper presented at the 48th Annual Meeting of the
Linguistic Association of America, December 28-30, 1973, San Diego]

A currently discussed topic in the study of tone concerns the underlying representation of contour tones. For example, Wang argues that contour tones should be represented by phonological features such as Rising, Falling and Convex. He further proposes that tones should be represented phonologically as suprasegmental features with the syllable as their domain. Woo, on the other hand, claims that all contour tones should be underlyingly represented as sequences of level tones (high, low, etc.) and that the distinctive features of tone should exclude contour features.

While this difference in approach may be interpreted as merely a discussion of how to formally represent phonetic contours, the controversy in fact goes well beyond this. In this paper I should like to first address myself to the implications concerning the nature of tone systems inherent in each approach. It will be shown that languages are found which confirm the conflicting implications made by each approach and that consequently some languages will have to be analyzed with underlying contour tones, while others will have to be analyzed with underlying sequences of level tones.

By way of introduction, I shall mention briefly some of the arguments which support the notion that contour tones must be represented as sequences of level tones. The evidence shows that unless this is the case, generalizations would not be revealed in a well-motivated way.

There are many African languages which are basically level tone languages (for example, with High and Low). These languages frequently have rules of tone spreading (as discussed by Hyman and Schuh), whereby contour tones are derived from sequences of level tones on different syllables. As seen in (1).
(1) /mọtọ/* 'car' [−\ ə]  
/lwé/ 'book' [− ə]  
/Adé kò ròkọ/ 'Ade did not see a vehicle' [−\ ə ə ə]

Yoruba converts underlying Low-High to Low-Rising and underlying High-Low to High-Falling. The question is whether this process should be conceptualized as in (2), where rising and falling tones result from a change in features, or as in (3), where contour tones are derived by a process of tone feature spreading onto a single vowel:

(2) [+L] [+H] → [+L] [+R] (or) [+H] → [+R]/[+L]—

(3) L H → L \H
     H L → H \L

Such assimilatory rules have been handled both in terms of contour features as well as in terms of sequences.

Leben has demonstrated that such contours must be represented as a sequence of level tones in languages characterized by the process of down-drift. Many African languages have a rule by which successive high tones are lowered when preceded by intervening low tones, as seen in (4):

(4) H L H L H

\[\begin{array}{c}
  \_ \\
  \_ \\
  \_ \\
  \_ \\
\end{array}\]

In (4) the second and third high tones are realized as progressively lower than the preceding highs, because of the intervening low tones. (I shall not address myself to the lowering of low tones in such cases).

The point that Leben makes is that if rising and falling are analyzed respectively as low-high and high-low on one vowel, then they should be expected to take part in this process of downdrift. In particular, as seen in (5a),

\*\('\) = high tone, ( ) = mid tone, ('') = low tone, ('') = rising tone, ('') = falling tone, ('') = downstepped high tone.
we should expect that a rising tone will not rise as high as a preceding High, because the Low part of the Low-High tone will pull it down--by downdrift. Similarly, as seen in (5b), we should expect that a High tone following a Falling tone should not be realized as high in pitch as the High part of the Falling tone. The Low part of the High-Low tone has lowered it, just as High is lowered when preceded by High-Low on two separate syllables. Thus, in such languages rising tones function as if they were a combination of Low followed by High on one vowel, just as falling tones function as if they were a combination of High followed by Low. Not to recognize this fact would cause the downdrift rule to become complex and ad hoc, since it would be necessary to somehow incorporate notions of rising and falling tones into downdrift rules—whereas the sequence analysis would allow one to show this process to be part of the general downdrift phenomenon.

Leben further provides examples from Maninka to show not only that contour tones must be analyzed as sequences of level tones, but also that theses tones must be features on morphemes, represented in a suprasegmental matrix. He proposes a phonological process of "tone mapping" which assigns the appropriate tone to individual vowels, as seen in (6):

(6)  
\[ \text{LH}/sa/ \quad \rightarrow \quad [\sim] \]
\[ \text{LH}/\text{muso}/ \quad \rightarrow \quad [\sim] \]

In (6) the underlying form is to the left of the phonetic pitches represented in brackets. Thus, the tone mapping rule will map the suprasegmental representation of Low-High which is assigned to underlying morphemes as in (7):

(7)  
\[ [\text{sa}] \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{snake} \quad [\text{muso}] \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{woman} \]
\[ \begin{array}{l}
\text{LH} \\
\text{LH}
\end{array} \quad \rightarrow \quad \begin{array}{l}
\text{snake} \\
\text{woman}
\end{array} \]

If a Maninka morpheme has an underlying LH representation, and consists of only one syllable, this underlying Low-High will be realized as a phonetic Rising tone. On the other hand, if such a morpheme consists of two syllables, the phonetic form will have the Low part of the Rising tone on the first syllable, and the High part of the rising tone on the second syllable. This analysis accounts for tonal constraints on mono- and polysyllabic morphemes in a principled fashion.
There seems then to be clear evidence for both the sequential analysis of contour tones and the suprasegmental representation of tones, at least in some languages. I would like to present arguments in favor of the opposite analysis, that is, the use of contour features in lexical representation.

Consider a language with a High and a Low tone and a rising tone. What kind of evidence may be decisive in support of representing the Low to High rise by simply a contour rising feature?

We might tentatively hypothesize that if the beginning and end points of a rise or fall are both sequences of level tones at the phonological level, then these tones could be decomposed into the individual level tones as noted in the examples already cited. If, on the other hand, the starting and finishing points of the contours have no independent existence, then no such decomposition should be permitted in the grammar.

This second approach makes the claim that units represented by the feature Rise or Fall will not participate in tone processes otherwise applicable to sequences of level tones. Let me outline a hypothetical language which should be possible if contours are single features, but impossible if contours are analyzed as sequences.

A language has a rule of the form in (8):

(8) A /R/ is realized as beginning at the phonetic end-point of the preceding tone. A rising tone is realized as beginning at the phonetic end-point of the preceding tone.

Examples of how this would work are given in (9):

(9) \begin{align*}
  \text{ba} & \quad \text{ba} & \quad [\cdot \uparrow] \\
  \text{L} & \quad \text{R} \\
  \text{ba} & \quad \text{ba} & \quad [\cdot \downarrow] \\
  \text{H} & \quad \text{R} \\
  \text{ba} & \quad \text{ba} & \quad [\cdot \uparrow] \\
  \text{R} & \quad \text{R}
\end{align*}

The second tones in the above three hypothetical forms are realized, then, as a rise from Low to High, a rise from High to Superhigh and a rise from the highest point of a downdrifted high rise.
Typically, African languages do not reveal this. Instead, the phonetic realizations are found as seen in (10a):

(10) a. \[ \begin{array}{ll} 
\text{ba} & \text{ba} \ [\_\_\_] \\
L & R \\
\text{ba} & \text{ba} \ [\_\_\_] \\
H & R \\
\text{ba} & \text{ba} \ [\_\_\_] \\
R & R \\
\end{array} \] 

b. \[ \begin{array}{ll} 
\text{ba} & \text{ba} \ [\_\_\_] \\
L & L \\
\text{ba} & \text{ba} \ [\_\_\_] \\
H & L \\
\text{baba} & \text{baba} \ [\_\_\_] \\
L & H & L & H \\
\end{array} \] 

In (10a) we find that in each instance of the rising tone, the starting point is at the pitch identical to that of a low tone, as shown in (10b), and the end point is identical with the expected downdrifted high tone.

A situation which is similar to the hypothetical language in (9) exists in Kru*. In this language there is a High, a Low, a Rising and a Falling tone. (shall not be concerned here with the details of falling tones in this paper). Downdrift also exists in Kru. What is of interest here is that the rising tone in citation forms is realized as a rise from a High to a Superhigh pitch, as seen in (11):

(11) \[ \begin{array}{ll} 
\text{j\u00fdu} & \text{'child'} \ [\_\_] \\
R \\
\text{cf. b\u00e2} & \text{'pepper'} \ [\_\_] \\
H \\
\end{array} \] 

Second, in slow speech, each rising tone is realized as starting no lower than a High (which is downdrifted after Low, of course), but is progressively higher and higher after every other Rising tone, as seen in the example in (12):

(12) \[ \begin{array}{llllll} 
\text{k\u00fdo n\u00e2 n\u00e9 \u00e9 \u00f0 } & \text{t\u00e0bl\u00e9 } & \text{kp\u00f9} & \text{'the rice is on the table'} \\
L & R & H & R & H & H & R \\
\end{array} \] 

* Kru is spoken in Liberia, Ivory Coast and Sierra Leone. The dialect treated here is Nana Kru. This study is based solely on the speech of Mr. Sayon Jackson who served as the informant.
However, it should be pointed out that there is a general simplification rule which is of the form in (13):

\[(13) \; R + R \rightarrow H \; R \; (or) \; R \rightarrow H / \rightarrow R\]

Any rising tone followed by another rising tone is simplified to a High in normal speech. Thus, a sequence of rising tones as represented in (14)

\[(14) \; jǔ \; nā \; jē \; nǐ \; nā \; 'the \; child \; saw \; the \; water' \]
\[R \; R \; R \; R \; R \; \]
child \; the \; saw \; water \; the

is realized normally as in (15a), not as in (15b):

\[(15) \; a. \; [\ldots] \]
\[\ldots \]
\[b. \; [\ldots] \]

It is, I believe, significant, however, that when Kru speakers slowly emphasize sequences of rising tones as in (14), the result is that of (15b), and not that of (15c):

\[(15) \; c. \; *[\ldots] \]

If we represented the rising tone as a sequence of Low followed by High, an ad hoc rule would have to be added to the grammar stating that only in the case where the sequence Low-High occurs on a single vowel, is this sequence realized as a glide from the pitch of the previous level tone to a super high tone.

Note that the representation of the rise as a Low followed by a High would force a different rule for such tones than for those where similar sequences are found. Thus, in (16),

\[(16) \; ñ \; tê \; bá \; [- \; -] \; 'he \; buys \; pepper' \; (not \; *[- \; -]) \]
\[H \; L \; H \]

the sequence Low-High is not realized as a rise from High to superhigh.

A second argument for the use of a contour feature rise in Kru comes from the nature of underlying tone in Kru. There are four contrasting tones on monosyllabic words, exemplified in (17):
Similarly, there are four contrasting tone patterns on bisyllabic words, as seen in (18):

(18)  tapə  'cup'  [ - - ]
      L L

numo  'wine'  [ - - ]
      H H

kele  'inside'  [ - ]
      H R

kita  'coconut'  [ - \ ]
      H F

We may summarize these patterns as (19).

(19)  Monosyllabic              Bisyllabic
      L                        L-L
      H                        H-H
      R                        H-R
      F                        H-F

Since there are only four possible tone patterns on bisyllabic words, corresponding exactly to the four tone patterns on monosyllabic words, we can assume that tone is a feature assigned to words (or morphemes) in this language and not to segments or syllables. For to assign the four tones found in monosyllabic words to either syllabic segments or syllables would make the false prediction that there would be 16 tone patterns in bisyllabic words in Kru, as in (20):
Thus, we may conclude that tone is a property of words in Kru and must therefore be represented by a suprasegmental matrix. The representations of the bisyllabic words in (19) would therefore be as shown in (21):

(21) $L/\text{tapɛ}/$ 'cup' $R/\text{kele}/$ 'inside

$H/\text{numo}/$ 'wine' $F/\text{kita}/$ 'coconut'

These suprasegmental tones are assigned to segmental vowels via the kind of mapping rules discussed by Leben.

Those who would not want to abandon the sequential analysis might suggest that the Rising tone should be represented as a sequence of a High tone followed by Super high tone. One problem which arises from such an analysis is that we would be forced to include an additional tone which occurs only after High, only when the High and Super high fall on the same vowel.

In addition, if, for example, the rising tone of the word 'inside' given in (21) were to be represented in this way, similar to the representation of the rising tone of Maninka as a sequence of a Low tone followed by a High, we could expect the following phonetic realization of 'inside' to be that as given in (22):

(22) $[^\text{kele}]$ 'inside' $[^\text{--}]$

That is, just as the underlying Low-High of $^{\text{LH}}/\text{sa}/$ 'snake' in Maninka was distributed over the two syllables of $^{\text{LH}}/\text{muso}/$ 'woman', we should expect a proposed High-Superhigh of $^{\text{LH}}/\text{ju}/$ 'child' in Kru to be distributed over the two syllables of $^{\text{LH}}/\text{kele}/$ 'inside'. This, however, does not happen. Instead, the first syllable is realized on a high pitch, while the second manifests the typical High to Superhigh rising tone. Thus, this further suggests that the rising tone is not decomposable, that is, not capable of being distributed over two vowels.
Instead, if the Rising tone is in fact a single feature, and if the underlying representation of 'inside' is as indicated in (21), then what we expect is that this underlying Rising tone will be mapped over the two syllables, just as an underlying Low or High is mapped over the two syllables of 'cup' and 'wine', respectively, as seen in (23):

(23) Underlying representation: $\text{L}_{\text{tape}} \quad \text{H}_{\text{numo}} \quad \text{R}_{\text{kele}}$

After tone-mapping : tape numo kele
L L H H R R

We have already cited a tone simplification rule in (13), whereby a sequence of two rising tones is simplified into a High followed by a Rising tone. This same rule, as predicted by this analysis, is applicable to the post-tone-mapping form of 'inside' in (23), as shown in the derivation in (24):

(24) Underlying representation: $\text{R}_{\text{kele}} \quad \text{cf.} \quad \text{R}_{\text{ju}} \quad \text{R}_{\text{na}}$ 'the child'

After tone-mapping : kele ju na
R R R R

After tone simplification: kele ju na
H R H R

Phonetic form : [−′] [−′]

Thus, the phonetic realization High-Rising follows automatically from the principle of tone mapping outlined by Leben, and the operation of the tone simplification rule in (13). The sequence analysis would not be able to yield the correct phonetic output without adding some ad hoc adjustment, since it predicts, as argued in (22), that the first tone will be High and the second Superhigh.

Furthermore, if the rise is represented by underlying High and Superhigh (or Extreme) level tones, with the glide derived by a phonetic rule, one must explain why an underlying Low followed by High is not realized phonetically as a Low-High glide or contour. That is, one would expect, as pointed out by Hyman and Schuh that the more natural phonetic gliding effect would occur between the two tones maximally distinct. Yet this does not occur in Kru if this alternative solution is adopted.

We can therefore conclude that rising tones are necessary in the underlying representation of at least one language.
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The Glottal Stop in Siamese: Predictability in Phonological Description

Jack Gandour

0. INTRODUCTION

According to the 'standard theory' of generative phonology (Chomsky and Halle 1968), segments that are predictable must be derived by phonological rule; such segments are not allowed in underlying forms. The glottal stop in Thai, however, suggests that this proposed constraint on a theory of phonology is too strong. In this paper I will attempt to show that even though the glottal stop could be derived by phonological rule, it must still be present in underlying forms; otherwise linguistically significant generalizations are either obscured or left totally unexpressed.

There has been much disagreement among Thai linguists over whether the glottal stop is present in underlying forms (or their equivalent) or not. Those who have assumed the former include Henderson (1949), Hass (1964), Warotamasikkhadit (1967), and Surintramont (1973); those who have assumed the latter include Gedney (1947), Gillette (1955), Abramson (1962), Noss (1964), and Warutamasintop (1973).

In section 1 of the paper I present the facts and compare two alternative solutions to the problem of the glottal stop. One solution omits the glottal stop from underlying forms; the other solution includes it. In section 2, I give internal linguistic evidence that supports the solution that includes the glottal stop in underlying forms.

1. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

In monosyllabic forms like those in (1), the glottal stop occurs phonetically in both initial and final position.

* Thanks to Ian Maddieson, Vicki Fromkin, and Peter Ladefoged for many helpful comments and suggestions on this paper.

Work supported by NSF Grant GS37235.
(1) Initial Position  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Position</th>
<th>Final Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baw 'be light'</td>
<td>phut 'to emerge'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?aw 'to take'</td>
<td>phu? 'be rotten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fay 'fire'</td>
<td>sap 'vocabulary'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ay 'stream'</td>
<td>sa? 'to shampoo'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tok 'to fall'</td>
<td>lak 'to steal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ok 'breast'</td>
<td>la? 'to abandon'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The glottal stop could be inserted in final position after a single vowel when no other final segment is present, and in initial position before a vowel when no other initial segment is present.

(2) $\emptyset \rightarrow ? / \#\_\_V$

(3) $\emptyset \rightarrow ? / CV \_\_\#$

In the polysyllabic forms in (4) the glottal stop occurs in medial position in citation forms only. (The citation form is used when speaking in a slow deliberate style of speech or when carefully pronouncing the word in isolation; the surface form is used when speaking in a normal conversational style of speech.)

(4) Citation Form  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation Form</th>
<th>Surface Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kawii 'poet'</td>
<td>kawii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sataaq 'Thai monetary unit'</td>
<td>sataaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma?la?koc 'papaya'</td>
<td>malakoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?anuyaat 'to allow'</td>
<td>?anuyaat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maphraaw 'coconut'</td>
<td>maphraaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takray 'scissors'</td>
<td>takray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The citation forms could be derived by inserting the glottal stop after short open syllables.

(5) $\emptyset \rightarrow ? / V\_\_C \left\{ \begin{array}{l} 1 \\ r \\ w \end{array} \right\} \_\_V$
In other polysyllabic forms such as those in (6) the glottal stop also occurs in medial position in surface forms.

(6) Citation Form    Surface Form
    `sá??aa[t    'be clean'    sa??aa[t
    la??i`at    'be detailed'   la??i`at
    cha??ocn    'to coax'      cha??ocn
    sa??ew      'waist'       sa??ew

The surface forms could be derived by inserting a glottal stop after a short open syllable followed by a vowel.

(7) $\phi \rightarrow ? / CV__V$

Still another rule would be required to geminate the glottal stop in this environment in citation forms.

On the other hand, if the input forms to the above-mentioned rules contain a syllable boundary, we can reformulate rules (2) and (3) as (8) and eliminate rules (5) and (7).

(8) $\phi \rightarrow ? / \$__V$  (i)
       CV__$\$  (ii)

Sample derivations for the citation forms are given in (9) (a morpheme boundary (+) includes a syllable boundary ($\$), see Hooper 1972).

(9) Underlying    +a`an+    +sa+    +a$nu$yaat+    +sa$`aat+
    Form:  'to read'  'to shampoo'  'to allow'  'be clean'

Rule 8 (i) +a`an+  --  +a$nu$yaat+  +sa$`aat+
Rule 8 (ii) --  +sa+  +a$nu$yaat+  +sa$`aat+

Citation Form:    ?a`an    sa?    ?a$nu$yaat    sa??aa[t

To derive the correct surface forms (11), however, another rule (10) is required that deletes word-medial occurrences of the glottal stop.

(10) ? $\rightarrow \phi / CV___C \{r\} V$
(11) Surface Form:    ?a`an    sa?    ?anuyaat    sa??aa[t
So far, I have shown that it is possible to predict the occurrences of the glottal stop with a syllable boundary and two phonological rules—the glottal stop insertion rule (8) and the glottal stop deletion rule (10).

Next I want to consider an alternative solution that assumes the glottal stop is present in underlying forms. This solution requires only one rule (12) that deletes word-medial occurrences of the glottal stop in the derivation of surface forms.

(12) ? → ∅ / ___C

Sample derivations are given in (13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citation Form:</td>
<td>?aan</td>
<td>sa?</td>
<td>?a?nu?yaat</td>
<td>sa?at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule (12)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>?anuyaat</td>
<td>sa?at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The polysyllabic forms in (14) that contain internal morpheme boundaries show clearly that rule (12) also applies across morpheme boundaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citation Form:</td>
<td>phonla?maay</td>
<td>rattha?saat</td>
<td>ma?nuta?ya?chaat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form:</td>
<td>phonlamaay</td>
<td>ratthasaaat</td>
<td>manutsayachaat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have now presented two alternative solutions to the problem of the glottal stop in Thai. One solution excludes the glottal stop from underlying forms, the other solution includes it in underlying forms. Both solutions can account for the same data. In the next section, I will show, however, that the internal linguistic evidence supports the latter solution.

2. EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF AN UNDERLYING GLOTTAL STOP

In this section five arguments are given in favor of the solution that includes the glottal stop in underlying forms.

(a) To select the glottal stop as the segment to be inserted by rule is totally arbitrary. One could just as easily have chosen to insert one of the other segments that occurs in syllable-initial or syllable-final position. For example, among the obstruents only /p t k/ occur in syllable-final position. If /p/ were selected as the segment to be inserted by rule, one
could say that /p/ occurs in syllable-final position after a single vowel when no other final segment is present.

(b) If a glottal stop is present in underlying forms, the statement of distribution of the five lexical tones in Thai can be simplified.

All five tones - mid, low, falling, high, rising - may occur on a syllable that ends in a vowel, nasal, or semivowel. Only a low or high tone may occur on a syllable that ends in a stop (p t k ?) preceded by a short vowel; only a low or falling tone may occur on a syllable that ends in a stop (p t k) preceded by a long vowel or diphthong.

A summary of the restrictions on the distribution of the five lexical tones and examples is presented in Table I ( '+' indicates that the tone (column) may occur on the syllable structure (row); '-' indicates that the tone may not occur.) Examples are given in Table II.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Falling</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Rising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVV</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(V)N</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(V)G</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV ?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = m n ι  S = p t k
G = w y

Note that the tonal restriction on a syllable that ends in a glottal stop preceded by a single vowel is identical to the restriction on a syllable that ends in /p t k/ preceded by a single vowel. If the glottal stop is present in syllable-final position in underlying forms, then the tonal restriction can be stated in a straightforward manner: only low or high tone may occur on a syllable that contains a single vowel followed by a stop. If the glottal stop is not present in syllable-final position in underlying forms, then we are left to explain the peculiar distribution of the low and high tone. Why should a CV syllable carry only a low or high tone, while other syllables that end in a sonorant segment carry all five tones? Moreover, why should a CV syllable have the same restriction on tones as a CVS syllable? These anomalous restrictions disappear if the glottal stop is present in underlying forms.
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Falling</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Rising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maa</td>
<td>'to come'</td>
<td>khäa 'galangal'</td>
<td>khäa 'to kill'</td>
<td>ruu 'to know'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pen</td>
<td>'to be'</td>
<td>saa 'to vibrate'</td>
<td>Ton 'to breast'</td>
<td>naa'm 'water'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fay</td>
<td>'fire'</td>
<td>kay 'chicken'</td>
<td>law 'liquor'</td>
<td>raay 'be evil'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| sap  | 'vocabulary' | rap 'to receive' |
| sat  | 'animal'     | rat 'state'      |
| phak | 'vegetable'  | lak 'to steal'   |
| te?  | 'to kick'    | la? 'to abandon' |

| baap | 'sin'       | ruup 'picture' |
| baat | 'Thai'      | riit 'to iron' |
|      | monetary     | unit'          |
| dòk  | 'flower'    | phaak 'region' |

(c) In citation form there are a large number of disyllabic morphemes in which the initial syllable has the shape CV? and carries low tone, and the final syllable begins in a sonorant segment. In this environment, the final syllable carries rising tone if it ends in a sonorant segment, low tone if it ends in /p t k ?/. This morpheme structure condition does not apply if either the initial syllable carries high tone or the final syllable begins in a nonsonorant segment. Examples are given in (15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation Form</th>
<th>Surface Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa?wan</td>
<td>sawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tha?non</td>
<td>thanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cha?lèey</td>
<td>chalèey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa?mut</td>
<td>samut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca?rit</td>
<td>carit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa?nuk</td>
<td>sanuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa?rä?</td>
<td>sara?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa?phaaa</td>
<td>saphaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa?kun</td>
<td>sakun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phä?laŋ</td>
<td>phalaŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cha?lèey</td>
<td>chalèey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most of the exceptions are non-Indic loanwords. Gedney (1947:59) notes one word of Pali-Sanskrit origin that violates this constraint - samaakhom 'club' /sàməkəm + khom/. 

If no syllable-final glottal stop is present in underlying forms, then the morpheme structure condition would have to be complicated in order to handle forms like [sārə?] 'vowel'. Rather than simply saying that a low tone accompanies a final syllable that ends in a stop consonant, the morpheme structure condition would have to say that a low tone accompanies a final syllable that ends in a stop consonant or a single vowel. Why should this be so? Once again, the presence of the glottal stop in the underlying form permits a phonetically-motivated, economical generalization.

(d) Co-occurrence restrictions that obtain between tone and syllable-initial consonants also point to a glottal stop in the underlying form.

No high or rising tone occurs on a syllable that begins in an unaspirated stop consonant (p b t d c k ?). Forms such as *táa *báa *kúú are not allowed. The exceptions to this restriction fall into well-defined morpho-syntactic classes: non-Indic loanwords, onomatopoeic words, and exclamations.

(16) ?eksicen 'oxygen'
kuuk 'call of a nightbird'
baa 'bah!'

The glottal stop then behaves like other syllable-initial consonants of the same type. With a glottal stop present in the underlying form, the environment for this tonal restriction is simply \( \{ -\text{sonorant} \} \); otherwise, the environment would also have to include a vowel. We are then left to explain why a syllable that begins in either a vowel or an unaspirated stop should have the same effect on tone.

(e) With a glottal stop present in the underlying form, every syllable on the phonological level of representation begins with a consonant and every short syllable ends with a consonant. The structure of the phonological syllable may be symbolized as (17).

(17) \( \$ C (C) \left\{ \begin{array}{l} VC \\ VV(C) \end{array} \right\} $ $

Without a glottal stop present in the underlying form, syllables that begin and end in a vowel would also have to be allowed for. A CV syllable does of course occur on the phonetic level of representation.
3. CONCLUSION

Whether a segment should be present in the underlying form or not depends on more than one part of the grammar. A segment that can be derived by phonological rule must not necessarily be abstracted out of the underlying form. The Thai glottal stop is just such a segment. Unless it is present in the underlying form, certain linguistically significant generalizations are either obscured or lost altogether.
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Consonant Types and Tone In Siamese*

Jack Candour

0. INTRODUCTION


To help resolve these theoretical issues, detailed phonetic information about the interaction between various consonant types and tone studies have been done (Lehiste and Peterson 1961, Mohr 1971, Lea 1973). All of these earlier studies deal primarily with the influences of preceding and following consonants on pitch. All of them are based on nonsense syllables from languages that do not have lexically contrastive pitch.

This paper presents the results of an investigation of the effects of preceding consonants on tone in Siamese, a language that has lexically contrastive pitch on individual syllables.

Of previous instrumental studies of tones in Siamese, none of them deal with consonantal influences on pitch. Abramson (1962) presents average fundamental frequency contours of tones on monosyllabic citation forms; Palmer (1969) gives the phonetic shapes of tones in a specified phonological environment in connected speech; Hiranburana (1971) analyses the phonetic shapes of tones in fast, casual speech.

The paper is divided into 4 major sections. In Section 1, the materials and methods employed in the study are presented. The results

*I want to thank all the members of the Tone Group at UCLA for many helpful comments and suggestions on this paper, especially Peter Ladefoged and Ian Maddieson. The work on this paper was supported by NSF grant GS37235X.
of the investigation are given in Section 2. In Section 3, some relevant theoretical issues are discussed. Further discussion of more speculative issues is presented in Section 4.

1. PROCEDURE

1.1 Eight consonant segments from Siamese were chosen for investigation:

\[ \begin{align*}
& p \quad t \\
& p^h \quad t^h \\
& b \quad d \\
& s \\
& n
\end{align*} \]

The test material consisted of nonsense syllables of the shape \( CV_1^T V_2 \)
where \( C = [p \quad p^h \quad b \quad t \quad t^h \quad d \quad s \quad n] \), \( V_1 = V_2 = [a \quad i \quad u] \), \( T = (1) \) mid-level (2) low-level (3) high-rising-falling (4) high-rising (5) low-rising, hereafter MID ( ), LOW ( )', FALLING (')', HIGH (')', RISING (')', respectively.

A reading list was prepared containing 360 nonsense syllables (8 consonants x 3 vowels x 5 tones x 3 tokens).

\[ \begin{align*}
& Caa \quad Cii \quad Cuu \\
& Caa \quad Cii \quad Cuu \\
& Caa \quad Cii \quad Cuu \\
& Caa \quad Cii \quad Cuu \\
& Caa \quad Cii \quad Cuu
\end{align*} \]

This list contained 15 tokens of each consonant, all placed in utterance-medial position in the frame

\[ \text{mil ___ 'Here is/are______'} \]

and written in the Siamese alphabet, which indicates tonal differences.

Some of the syllables used as test material were not meaningless, and actually occur in the language.
The reading list was arranged in random order and then read by a male (24 years old) native speaker of Siamese. The speaker was instructed to read the list at normal speed. The recording was made at a single session under laboratory conditions.

The tapes were then analyzed using the Pitch Extraction System at the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory. A Siemens Oscillograph paper recording device registered the fundamental frequency curves continuously, and, on separate channels, a continuous oscillogram of the waveform and amplitude.

A phonetic transcription from the tapes was added to the oscillogram. Segmentation was based on characteristic features of the recorded wave forms and fundamental frequency curves.

Frequency values were read off the oscillogram with a pitch scale (0.5 mm = 2.5 hz) prepared from the calibration curves of the instruments.

1.2 The fundamental frequency contour from immediately before (for voiced consonants) or after (for voiceless consonants) the release of the preceding consonant to the end of the nonsense syllable was divided into (1) CC ('consonantal contour') - that stretch of the pitch curve affected by preceding consonants and (2) TC ('tonal contour') - that stretch of the pitch curve not affected by preceding consonants. In Figure 1 below, the part of the chart to the left of the dashed line represents CC, the part of the chart to the right of the dashed line TC.

Four fundamental frequency parameters were defined - (1) F (closure), (2) F (onset), (3) F (peak), (4) F (tone), as illustrated in Figure 1.

(1) F(closure) - lowest fundamental frequency value before release of voiced consonant
(2) F(onset) - initial fundamental frequency value after release of consonant
(3) F(peak) - highest fundamental frequency value after release of voiced consonant
(4) F(tone) - fundamental frequency value at beginning of stretch of pitch curve not affected by preceding consonant

In Figure 2, the F parameters are illustrated on pitch curves from actual oscillograms.

The location of each point was determined by visual inspection of the pitch curve for MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tones preceded by each consonant segment. That stretch of the pitch curve that did not vary with different types of preceding consonants was taken to be TC, its beginning point F(tone). Tracings from oscillograms of the pitch curve
Figure 1. Pitch curves illustrating definitions of F parameters for (a) voiceless and (b) voiced consonants.
Figure 2. Oscillograms illustrating definitions of F parameters for (a) voiceless and (b) voiced consonants.
Figure 2. Oscillograms illustrating definitions of F parameters for (a) voiceless and (b) voiced consonants.
Figure 3. Fundamental frequency contours for MID tone.
Figure 4. Fundamental frequency contours for RISING tone.
for MID tone and RISING tone preceded by different consonant types, presented in Figures 3 and 4, illustrate how this was done. The dashed line represents F(tone). It may be seen that the shape of the curve to the right of the dashed line is very similar in all these utterances. There are differences in absolute level from utterance to utterance which will be discussed later. The two different kinds of aspirated stops will also be discussed later in the paper.

The extent of influence of preceding consonants on tone (in percentage), for each consonant type-tone group, was determined by calculating the average percentage of duration of CC to that of CC + TC. TC was measured from F(tone) to the end of the nonsense syllable for all consonant types; CC was measured from F(onset) to F(tone) for voiceless consonants, from F(closure) to F(tone) for voiced consonants. Six tokens of each member of a consonant type-tone group were selected for measurement – 2 tokens for each of the 3 vowels [a i u]. Due to artifacts introduced by the Pitch Extraction System, not all nine tokens for each consonant type-tone group could be used for measurement. In addition, the average duration (in milliseconds) of CC was calculated.

2. RESULTS

2.1 The selection of the F(tone) point appears to be valid. No strict measurement beyond F(tone) is found to be necessary for determining consonantal influences on pitch.

Visual inspection of the TC contours indicates that they are uniform and consistent for each tone (i.e., MID LOW FALLING HIGH RISING) irrespective of preceding consonant type.

More importantly, if one can show that there is no significant difference in pitch at F(tone) for a given tone when preceded by different consonant types, then it follows that no point beyond F(tone) is significantly affected by different types of preceding consonants.

The results of a grouped data T Test, presented in Table I, show that there is no significant difference in F(tone) values on any of the tones for voiceless [p t] and voiced [b d] consonants.

Due to the splitting of the voiceless aspirated consonants into two groups (cf. Section 2.2) with an uneven distribution depending on the tone and following vowel, it is not possible to show that there is no statistical difference for any class of consonants.

The average F(tone) values for tones preceded by alveolar consonants are given in Table II. Again, due to the uneven distribution of the two
TABLE I

Results of Grouped Data T Test for F(tone) values of Voiceless Unaspirated and Voiced Stops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>T Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>117.08</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>122.08</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>-0.9204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>108.33</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>106.11</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>0.3478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING</td>
<td>131.15</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>138.07</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>-1.8292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>132.91</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>125.83</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>1.3091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING</td>
<td>115.00</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>109.28</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>1.3333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

Average F(tone) Values For Alveolar Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MID</th>
<th>LOW</th>
<th>FALLING</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>RISING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Combined Avg. | 123 | 116 | 139 | 136 | 113 |
TABLE III
Average F(onset) Values For Stops,
F(peak) Values For Voiced Stops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[p t]</th>
<th>[pʰ tʰ] (1)</th>
<th>[pʰ tʰ] (2)</th>
<th>[b d]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F(onset)</td>
<td>F(onset)</td>
<td>F(onset)</td>
<td>F(onset)</td>
<td>F(peak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
Average Duration of CC For Voiceless and Voiced Consonants
In Percentage of Duration of Total Contour and
Actual Number of Milliseconds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[p t]</th>
<th>[s]</th>
<th>[b d]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance From F(onset) To F(tone)</td>
<td>Distance From F(onset) To F(tone)</td>
<td>Distance From F(closure) To F(tone)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Msec</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
groups of aspirated consonants, these average F(tone) values are based on only two tokens for each consonant, both tokens followed by either [i] or [u]. No tokens of [th] occur before a HIGH tone.

2.2 The Average F(onset) values for stops and F(peak) values for voiced stops are given in Table III. For the aspirated stops, two qualitatively different consonantal contours were observed - (1) high-falling slope into the vowel (2) low-rising-(falling) slope into the vowel. The latter contour accompanies a 'breathy' pronunciation of the aspirated stops. Throughout the paper, it will be necessary to treat the 'plain' and 'breathy' allophones of the Siamese aspirated stops as separate consonant types.

The average F(onset) value for voiceless unaspirated stops is 15% higher than for voiced stops, 13% higher than for the 'breathy' aspirated stops, 8% higher than for the 'plain' aspirated stops. The average F(onset) value for voiceless unaspirated stops is 10% higher than the F(peak) value for voiced stops.

2.3 Immediately after voiceless consonants, the fundamental frequency contour is high and falling. The distance of the fall in pitch, however, varies depending on the initial pitch height on the following vowel. The longer falls in pitch tend to occur before lower pitch heights, the shorter falls in pitch before higher pitch heights. The average falls in pitch for voiceless unaspirated stops, 'plain' aspirated stops, and voiceless alveolar fricative are presented in Figure 5. No occurrences of 'plain' aspirated stops before HIGH tone were found in the data.

The greatest fall in pitch accompanies voiceless unaspirated consonants. Note especially that the fall in pitch is greater for voiceless unaspirated consonants than for 'plain' aspirated stops.

2.4 Immediately after the release of voiced stops, the fundamental frequency contour is rising-falling. The longer rises in pitch tend to occur before higher pitch heights, the shorter rises in pitch before lower pitch heights. The average rises in pitch for voiced stops are given in Figure 6. The fall in pitch from F(peak) to F(tone) averages 6 hz across all tones.

2.5 Average fundamental frequency contours for voiceless unaspirated stops [p t] and voiced stops [b d] followed by MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tones are represented in Figure 7(a-j).

Unlike Lea's (1973:35) findings, a slight rise before the fall in slope after voiceless consonants was not evident for any of the voiceless consonants investigated.
Figure 5. Average fall in pitch between $F(\text{onset})$ and $F(\text{tone})$ for voiceless consonants. [p,t] - solid line, [ph, th] - dashed line, [s] - dotted line.

Figure 6. Average rise in pitch between $F(\text{closure})$ and $F(\text{peak})$ for voiced stops.
Figure 7. Average pitch curves for voiceless unaspirated stops (a c e g i) and voiced stops (b d f h j) preceding MID LOW FALLING HIGH RISING tones.
2.6 Average fundamental frequency contours for voiceless alveolar fricative [s] followed by MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tones are represented in Figure 8.

2.7 The voiced nasal [n] has no noticeable effect preceding MID, FALLING, and HIGH tones, i.e. for these tones F(onset) and F(tone) are coterminous. When it precedes LOW and RISING tones, [n] shows a falling slope into the vowel. The average fundamental frequency contours for [n] preceding LOW and RISING tones are represented in Figure 9 (cf. Abramson 1962:127).

2.8 Fundamental frequency contours for 'plain' aspirated stops are similar to those for voiceless alveolar fricatives on MID, LOW, FALLING, and RISING tones (cf. Figure 8, Section 2.6). An average pitch curve for the 'breathy' allophone preceding HIGH tone is provided in Figure 10 below for comparison with Figures 7g-h (cf. Section 2.5) and Figure 8d (cf. Section 2.6).

2.9 As pointed out in Section 2.2, Siamese has a 'breathy' allophone of the aspirated stops. Its distribution, as compared to the 'plain' allophone, on MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tones is given in Figure 11.

The 'breathy' allophone occurs more frequently before tones that start at higher pitch heights. The higher the tone, the more likely is to occur. Ranking the tones of Siamese - RISING LOW MID HIGH FALLING - in order from lowest to highest initial pitch height (cf. Table II, Section 2.1 - see also Abramson 1962:127) agrees closely with a ranking of the tones in order from lowest to highest percentage of 'breathy' allophones of the aspirated stops.

2.10 Since Siamese has lexically contrastive pitch, it is possible to see clearly the extent of influence of preceding consonants on pitch. Table IV presents the results of measurements of CC relative to TC for voiceless unaspirated and voiced stops, and the voiceless alveolar fricative.

For [p t] the average number of milliseconds for CC is 24.2, for [s] 19.6, for [b d] 35.4.
Figure 8. Average pitch curves for voiceless alveolar fricative preceding
(a) MID (b) LOW (c) FALLING (d) HIGH (e) RISING tones
Figure 9. Average pitch curves for voiced alveolar nasal preceding (a) LOW and (b) RISING tones.
Figure 10. Average pitch curve for 'breathy' allophone of aspirated stops preceding HIGH tone.
Figure 11. Distribution of breathy variant of aspirated stops by tone.
3. DISCUSSION

3.1 The F(onset) values given in Table I (Section 2.1) more or less agree with earlier studies. Lea (1973;43), using a larger set of consonants from English, found that F(onset) values are about 20% higher when the preceding consonant is voiceless, as compared to when the consonant is voiced, and that peak fundamental frequency values (F(onset) for voiceless consonants, F(peak) for voiced consonants) in stressed vowels are about 10% higher when preceded by voiceless consonants than when preceded by voiced consonants. Lehiste and Peterson (1961) also using a set of consonants from English, likewise found that higher fundamental frequencies occurred after a voiceless consonant and considerably lower fundamental frequencies occurred after a voiced consonant.

These F(onset) values would seem to support the hypothesis that voiceless consonants are associated with high pitch, voiced consonants with low pitch (Halle and Stevens 1971). But when one considers the shortness of the consonantally perturbed portion of the fundamental frequency contour, the Halle-Steven's hypothesis that the same articulatory gesture produces high tones and voiceless consonants, low tones and voiced consonants, appears less plausible.

Their hypothesis predicts an absence of effect when voiced consonants are followed by a low tone or voiceless consonants are followed by a high tone. The results of this experiment, however, show that a fall in pitch after the release of voiceless consonants and a rise-fall in pitch after the release of voiced obstruents is still evident when followed by a high tone and a low tone, respectively.

3.2 Immediately after the release of voiced obstruents, the fundamental frequency rises from the low values it has within the consonant, to yield rising-falling fundamental frequency contours at the boundaries between voiced obstruents and the following vowel. This rising-falling contour occurs with voiced obstruents regardless of the tone on the following vowel. Thus, it is to be considered the 'intrinsic' fundamental frequency contour for voiced obstruents.
Lea (1973) found that the fundamental frequency contour was simply rising for voiced obstruents. However, in his investigation the consonants preceded a stressed vowel in final position which invariably yielded a falling contour. Since the falling contour was constant for all the test items, it was not possible to decide nonarbitrarily whether to attribute part of the falling contour to the voiced obstruent or not.

3.3 As shown in Figure 5 (Section 2.3) the fall in pitch after the release of voiceless consonants is related to the initial pitch level of the TC of the following vowel. The shorter falls in pitch occur when the voiceless consonant is followed by a vowel that has a higher initial pitch level; the longer falls in pitch occur when the voiceless consonant is followed by a vowel that has a lower initial pitch level. Indeed, the order of the voiceless consonants ranked from greatest to least fall in pitch, corresponds closely to the order of the Siamese tones ranked from lowest to highest initial pitch level (cf. Abramson 1962:127).

I appears that there is a target laryngeal configuration for a given type of consonant which remains constant regardless of the pitch level on the following vowel. This target for each type of consonant is a pitch determinant.

Surprisingly, the fall in pitch after voiceless unaspirated stops is greater than after the 'plain' aspirated stops. The unaspirated stops have higher F(onset) values than the aspirated ones. Why this is so is not entirely clear. We would expect the airflow to be greater for the 'plain' aspirated stops, and consequently expect them to have a greater tone raising effect than corresponding voiceless unaspirated stops (cf. Ladefoged 1973, Hyman and Schuh 1974).

3.4 Precise measurements of average fundamental frequency contours for the tones of Siamese pronounced on monosyllabic citation forms are presented in Abramson (1962). The TC presented in this paper mostly agree with Abramson's but do not show an initial drop in pitch on the LOW and RISING tones or the final fall in pitch on the MID and HIGH tones. That Abramson found a fall at the beginning of LOW and RISING tones can now be seen to be due to the influence of a preceding nasal consonant (cf. Figure 9 (a-b), Section 2.7) in the forms that Abramson used. The fall after MID and HIGH tones in Abramson's examples can be attributed to the environment before pause since it does not appear when these tones occur in non-final position.

4. FURTHER DISCUSSION

4.1 In historical-comparative studies of Tai languages and dialects, modern p and pʰ that show one series of tone reflexes from earlier voiced consonants have been commonly assumed to come from *b (Li 1954,
Gedney 1973, Sarawit 1973). Similarly, for t and tʰ, k and kʰ. They are assumed to come from *d and *g, respectively. Instead of *b *d *g, I propose murmured stops *b *d *g (see also Egerod 1960:76-7).

Instrumental data on aspirated stops in Siamese (cf. Sections 2.2, 2.8, 2.9) clearly suggest vestigial traces of breathy voiced stops. These 'breathy' allophones of aspirated stops have also been found in other Tai dialects, particularly among those dialects spoken in southern Thailand (Egerod 1960:66, f.n. 17).

If we reconstruct *b, then it becomes possible to posit the following natural line of phonetic development - *b → pʰ → pʰ → p. If, on the other hand, we reconstruct *b, we must allow for the highly unnatural sound change *b → pʰ.

Most Tai languages and dialects have traveled the complete route, i.e. they show voiceless unaspirated stops as reflexes of earlier breathy voiced stops. Out of 18 representative Tai dialects, 14 dialects have p as the modern reflex, only 4 dialects have pʰ (data taken from Sarawit 1973).

Interestingly, a similar kind of breathy aspirated sound is reported to occur in Wu dialects of Chinese (Egerod 1960:66, f.n. 17), which led Karlgren to reconstruct "voiced aspirated" sounds for Ancient Chinese (Karlgren 1954:220).

4.2 In the historical development of tone languages much evidence has been given (Haudricourt 1961, Li 1966, Matisoff 1973) in support of the hypothesis that higher tonal reflexes more often follow original voiceless consonants than voiced consonants. This hypothesis assumes that, at an earlier stage of a language, a higher pitch and a lower pitch redundantly mark voiceless and voiced consonants, respectively. These differences in pitch become contrastive just in case the distinction in voicing between the consonants is lost.

It is necessary then to state explicitly what part of the fundamental frequency contour associated with voiceless and voiced consonants could lead to an interpretation of the tone on the following vowel as high and low, respectively. As shown in Figure 1 (cf. Section 1.2), the typical slope into the vowel is falling for voiceless consonants, rising-falling for voiced consonants.

Lea (173:64) suggests that perception of high versus low tone cannot depend on the relative fundamental frequency values of the preceding slope into the vowel, but instead must depend on relative values within the vowel. Results of measurements of F(tone) values (cf. Table II, Section 2.1) and CC durations (cf. Table IV, Section 2.10) for voiceless and voiced consonants, however, makes Lea's hypothesis implausible. If Lea's hypothesis were
correct, we would expect to find a significant difference in \( F(\text{tone}) \) values for voiceless and voiced consonants on MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tones. The results of measurements of \( F(\text{tone}) \) values as presented in Tables I and II (cf. Section 2.1), however, suggest that this is not always the case.

Thus, we must look at the relative fundamental frequency values of the preceding slope into the vowel after voiceless and voiced consonants for possible perceptual cues for high and low tone, respectively. It is unlikely that the speaker cues on the rise of the slope (from \( F(\text{closure}) \) to \( F(\text{peak}) \)) in voiced consonants and the fall of the slope (from \( F(\text{onset}) \) to \( F(\text{tone}) \)) in voiceless consonants. Otherwise, we would expect voiced consonants to lead to high tone, voiceless consonants to low tone.

It is more likely that a speaker of a non-tonal language, that is a potential candidate for developing into a tonal language, cues on either (1) the \( F(\text{onset}) \) values associated with voiceless and voiced consonants or (2) the \( F(\text{onset}) \) values of the voiceless consonants versus \( F(\text{peak}) \) values of voiced consonants (cf. Table III, Section 2.2) for the interpretation of high and low tone, respectively.

4.3 It is interesting to speculate on the development of falling and rising contour tones. Lea (1973:65-6) hypothesizes that it is an extension of the preceding slope into the vowel that could lead to the development of falling and rising tones. Thus, we would expect falling tones to develop from earlier voiceless consonants and rising tones from earlier voiced consonants.

A cursory examination of the distribution of falling and rising contour tones in modern Tai dialects (Haudricourt 1961, Brown 1965, Sarawit 1973), however, makes Lea's suggestion implausible as an explanation for the origin of contour tones in Tai languages and dialects. One does not find a correlation between falling and rising tones in modern Tai dialects and Proto-Tai voiceless and voiced initials (Li 1954, Gedney 1967, Sarawit 1973), respectively.

A more plausible hypothesis, for the Tai language family at least, is that lexical contour tones develop from already existing level tones in order to maximize perceptual distance in the tone system. Tonal systems that contain lexical contour tones normally have 4 or more contrastive tones. Practically all Tai languages and dialects have lexical contour tones. Thus, it is not at all surprising that Gedney (1973:424) reports that "no Tai dialect has been found with fewer than than 5...contrastive tones..." It is surely not accidental that lexical contour tones are found most frequently in tonal systems with a greater number of contrastive tones.

A mechanism for the development of falling contour tones that immediately suggests itself is based on the observation that all tones tend to fall in
pitch before pause. Suppose then, at an earlier stage, a language had 4 contrastive tones. In order to maximize perceptual distance, the fall in pitch is exaggerated on one or more of the level tones, later becoming a contrastive falling tone.

This mechanism would not account for the development of rising contour tones. Rising tones appear to be secondary developments in a further attempt at maximizing perceptual distance. Their 'marked' status as compared to falling tones is suggested by the following: falling tones far outnumber rising tones (Ohala 1973), falling tones may require less physiological effort (Ohala and Ewan 1973).

Although the above remarks have been mostly speculative, they clearly suggest a number of tone perception experiments involving discrimination of level versus contour tones (cf. Gandour 1974b).
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Introduction

It has recently been suggested for Siamese (or Standard Thai, the national language of Thailand) that phonological tone be represented as a feature on segments (Hiranburana 1971, Leben 1971a, 1971b, 1973a, 1973b) and that phonological contour tones be represented with sequences of level tone features.

Unfortunately, the facts upon which both authors base their arguments are incorrect. Their arguments depend crucially on the simplification of contour tones to level tones in certain positions in fast, casual speech. The results of acoustical measurements of tones in these positions in fast, casual speech (cf. Section 2), however, indicate that the contour tones do not change to level tones, thus making their arguments unacceptable. Nonetheless, there are other facts in the language that do lend support to their position (cf. Section 3). This paper will argue for treating tones segmentally in Siamese and contour tones as sequences of level tones on the phonological level of representation.

There are 4 main sections in this paper. In Section 1, facts on the phonetic shapes of tones on monosyllabic citation forms are presented. In Section 2, the results of acoustical investigation of tones in certain positions in fast, casual speech are discussed. In Section 3, the other facts are cited that do support a segmental analysis of tone in Siamese, and a sequential analysis of contour tones. In Section 4, a case of tone neutralization is examined in view of different proposed sets of distinctive features of tone.

* Many thanks go to the members of the Tone Group - especially Peter Ladefoged, Ian Maddieson, and Vicki Fromkin - for helpful comments and suggestions on earlier versions of this paper. I also want to thank my Siamese informants - Smornrat Bhukkarat, Phon Khampang, and Pruk Chatprachai - whose kind assistance made the study possible. This work was supported by grant NSF GS 37235X.
1. Phonetic shapes of tones in slow, deliberate speech

Siamese has 5 contrastive tones on 'smooth' syllables (i.e., those syllables ending in a nasal, glide, or vowel): (1) mid-level MID ( ), (2) low-level LOW ('), (3) high-rising-falling FALLING ("'), (4) high-rising HIGH ("'), (5) low-rising RISING(').

(1) khâa 'be stuck'
(2) khâa 'a kind of spice'
(3) khâa 'to kill'
(4) khâa 'to engage in trade'
(5) khâa 'leg'

The average fundamental frequency contours for these 5 contrastive tones pronounced on monosyllabic citation forms containing double vowels are represented graphically in Figure 1 (adapted from Abramson 1962: 127).

![Figure 1. Average Fundamental Frequency Contours for Tones on Double Vowels.](image)

For a discussion of consonantant influences on these fundamental frequency contours, see Gandour (1974a).

On 'checked' syllables (i.e., those syllables ending in p t k ?) there are only 3 contrastive tones. For 'short' checked syllables (i.e., those checked syllables containing a short vowel) a low-level tone contrasts with a high-level tone; for 'long' checked syllables (i.e., those syllables containing a long vowel or diphthong), a low-level tone contrasts with a high-rising-falling tone. The tones on these checked syllables may be regarded as phonetic variants of the contrastive tones on the smooth syllables - the low-level tone being associated with (2)
LOW, the high-level tone being associated with (4) HIGH, the high-rising-falling tone being associated with (3) FALLING.

(2) phit 'be wrong'
(4) phit 'poison'
(2) yâk 'to want'
(3) yâk 'be difficult'

Interestingly enough, such an analysis based on the principles of phonetic similarity and complementary distribution agrees with the 'traditional' numbering of tones in Siamese (Gedney 1969: 424). However, whether or not one chooses to identify the tones on the checked syllables with those that occur on smooth syllables is not relevant to the theoretical questions raised in this paper.

The MID and RISING tones never occur on checked syllables. The FALLING tone occurs on short checked syllables in only a few words, e.g., khlâk 'be crowded'; the HIGH tone occurs on long checked syllables in only onomatopoetic and non-Indic loanwords, e.g. kuûk 'call of a nightbird', kaât 'gas'.

2. Phonetic shapes of tones in fast, casual speech

2.1 Conflicting presentations of the facts

The facts concerning the phonetic shapes of tones in fast, casual speech have been disputed by Siamese scholars. The disagreement revolves around the number and type (level or contour) of contrastive tones possible in certain unstressed positions. No less than four different presentations of the facts have appeared in the literature (Henderson 1949, Noss 1964, Hiranburana 1971, Surinramont 1973, among others).

Table I below gives a summary of the four different presentations. The tones listed in the leftmost column are the lexical tones (i.e. those tones that occur on monosyllabic citation forms); the tones listed in columns (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are the sandhi tones (i.e. those tones that are reported to occur in certain positions in connected speech). At the intersection of a given column and row is the sandhi tone corresponding to the lexical tone in the same row.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH FALLING</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING</td>
<td>MID</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>FALLING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>MID</td>
<td>NONHIGH</td>
<td>MID</td>
<td>RISING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>NONHIGH</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>MID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sandhi tones in fast casual speech: four presentations

Analyses of tone sandhi phenomena in Siamese have differed considerably depending on which account of the facts the author accepts. Henderson (1949) and Leben (1971a, 1971b, 1973a, 1973b) base their analysis on (i), Gillette (1955) and Noss (1964) on (ii), Hiranburana (1971) on (iii) and Warotamasikkhat (1967) and Surintramont (1973) on (iv).

(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) represent different claims about the number and type of sandhi tones that contrast in fast, casual speech. (i) claims that three level sandhi tones contrast - HIGH, MID, and LOW with the FALLING and RISING contour tones changing to the MID level tone; (ii) claims that only 2 level sandhi tones contrast - HIGH and NONHIGH, with FALLING and RISING contour tones changing to HIGH level tone and LOW and MID merging into NONHIGH; (iii) claims that three level sandhi tones contrast - HIGH, MID, and LOW, with the FALLING contour tone changing to a HIGH level tone, the RISING contour tone changing to a HIGH level tone on syllables that begin with a voiced consonant and a LOW level tone on syllables that begin with a voiceless consonant; (iv) claims that the contrast between all five lexical tones is maintained in fast, casual speech.

All the authors mentioned above who accept (i), (ii), or (iii) agree that the neutralization of contour tones in fast casual speech takes place on the unstressed initial syllable (containing a long vowel) of bi-syllabic noun compounds. The list of minimal/near-minimal pairs of noun compounds in Table II illustrates the different claims made by (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). The tones in the numbered column are the sandhi tones that are supposed to occur on the first member of the noun compound in fast, casual speech according to the different analyses.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEXICAL</th>
<th>TONES</th>
<th>SANDHI</th>
<th>TONES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Grandfather Naa'</td>
<td>LOW (i)</td>
<td>NONHIGH (ii)</td>
<td>LOW (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'landcrab'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>NONHIGH (ii)</td>
<td>MID (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'medicine pot'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'doctor'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'joint'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'neck'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>NONHIGH (ii)</td>
<td>MID (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'riverbank'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Aunt/Uncle Nam'</td>
<td>HIGH (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dry foodstuffs'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>LOW (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'gold ingots'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>NONHIGH (ii)</td>
<td>MID (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'race dog'</td>
<td>MID (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'racehorse'</td>
<td>HIGH (i)</td>
<td>HIGH (ii)</td>
<td>HIGH (iii)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Sandhi tones on the first member of bisyllabic noun compounds according to (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv).
2.2 Methods and materials: acoustical investigation of tones in fast, casual speech

In order to test which one of the 4 accounts is correct, pairs of bisyllabic noun compounds distinguished minimally or near-minimally by the lexical tone that occurs on the initial syllable were selected as test material. For each compound, the initial syllable contained a long vowel.

The list included as many pairs of noun compounds that could be found with a minimal contrast in lexical tones on the first member followed by a MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tone on the second member of the compound. 45 such pairs of bisyllabic noun compounds are possible; 29 were found. Only words that actually occur were used in the study. They are given in Table III. Parenthesized numbers indicate that no actually occurring minimal pair of noun compounds could be found with that particular combination of tones.

Each pair of noun compounds was placed in an identical sentence context, for example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{chan} & \quad \text{ch\textsuperscript{o}p} \\
'I' & \quad 'like' \\
\text{kha\textsuperscript{aw}thay} & \quad \{ \\
'Thai rice' & \\
\text{cha\textsuperscript{aw}thay} & \quad 'Thai people' \\
\text{man} & \quad \text{pen} \\
'it' & \quad 'is' \\
\text{kho\textsuperscript{ot}\text{\textcircled{o}}} & \quad \{ \\
'joint' & \\
\text{kho\textsuperscript{ot}\text{\textcircled{o}}} & \quad 'nape of neck'
\end{align*}
\]

A reading list was prepared containing 164 sentences (3 tokens of each of the 58 members of 29 pairs of noun compounds) and written in the Siamese alphabet.

The reading list was arranged in random order and then read by the speaker, first at a slow speech tempo, and then at a fast speech tempo. For the former, the speaker was told to "speak in a slow, deliberate speech style"; for the latter, the speaker was told to "speak as fast as you can while maintaining a natural speech rhythm".
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Member of Noun Compound</th>
<th>2nd Member of Noun Compound</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW/MID</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH/MID</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING/HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING/MID</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING/LOW</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(22)</td>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLING/RISING</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING/HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td>(31)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING/MID</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>(39)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISING/LOW</td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>(45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. púmāna 'Grandfather Naa'
   yunāna 'landcrab'

2. mānya 'medicine pot'
   mo'yan 'doctor'

3. pūmšak 'pot for eggs'
   mūmšak 'Dr. Khaaw'

4. poýmšak 'hollow log'
   poýmšak 'wooden bell'

5. mūmšak 'rice pot'
   mūmšak 'Dr. Khaaw'

6. mūmšak 'Dr. Khaaw'
   mūmšak 'ankle'

7. māpā 'wild horse'
   māpā 'cultivable land'

8. chāpā 'domesticated elephant'
   thāpā 'person(s) at home'

9. mākha 'racedog'
   mākha 'racehorse'

10. nātā 'looks'
    nātā 'Aunt/Uncle Tsa'

11. mākha 'domesticated horse'
    mākha 'a kind of squirrel'

12. nātā 'Aunt/Uncle Tsa'
    mākha 'domesticated horse'

13. nātā 'Aunt/Uncle May'
    mākha 'Aunt/Uncle May'

14. nātā 'crossbow'
    thāpā 'gold'

15. nātā 'wolf'
    māpā 'cultivable land'

16. khāvthay 'Thai rice'
    chāvthay 'Thai people'

17. khōtōo 'Joint'
    khōtōo 'nape'

18. nūbān 'front of house'
    nūbān 'live'

19. nūbān 'riverbank'
    nūbān 'waterfield'

20. khōlā 'charge'
    khōlā 'throst'

21. nūbān 'Aunt Rang'
    nūbān 'deciduous forest'

22. khōlā 'a kind of spice'
    nūbān 'domesticated pig'

23. mūbān 'village'

24. khōlā 'a kind of spice'
    nūbān 'domesticated pig'

25. khōlā 'husked rice'
    khaaw 'news'

Table III. List of noun compounds used as test material according to tonal combinations on first and second member of compound.
Recordings were made from the speech of 3 Thai nationals speaking Siamese – 2 male (24 and 34 years old) and 1 female (28 years old). The female subject and the younger male subject were born and raised in the capital city of Bangkok. The older of the male subjects came from Nakhon Phanom province in the northeastern part of Thailand.

The tapes were then analyzed by the pitch extraction system at the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory. A Siemens Oscillosink paper recording device registered the fundamental frequency curves continuously and, on a separate channel, a continuous oscillogram of the wave form. A phonetic transcription from the tapes was added to the oscillogram. Segmentation was based on characteristic features of the recorded wave forms and fundamental frequency curves. Frequency values were read off the oscillogram with a pitch scale (0.5 mm = 2.5 hz) prepared from a tape with pure tones of known frequency.

Measurements of duration of the initial syllable in the noun compounds were made from oscillograms as well as narrow-band spectrograms (made from a Kay Sound Spectrograph). Only those fast speech tokens whose durations were less than or equal to half of the average duration of the 3 slow speech tokens were selected for pitch measurements. By this procedure, fast speech was operationally defined as being at least twice as fast as slow speech. Both oscillograms and narrow-band spectrograms were used for comparing the pitch curves of the slow and fast speech tokens of each member of a pair of noun compounds.

2.3 Results: Acoustical investigation of tones in fast, casual speech

Acoustical measurements of tones on the first syllable in bisyllabic noun compounds show that none of the tone neutralizations implied in (i), (ii), or (iii) ever occur, i.e. the contrast between all 5 lexical tones is maintained in fast, casual speech. In other words, (iv) is correct.

In particular, the FALLING and RISING contour tones do not neutralize to MID level tone. They simply become progressively shorter in shorter stretches of time.

Oscillograms and narrowband spectrograms of representative fast speech tokens for a few pairs of noun compounds are given in Figure 2 below. The number accompanying each pair corresponds to the number of the noun compound pair in the list given in Table III.
Figure 2. Narrowband spectrograms (a) and oscillograms (b-f) of representative fast speech tokens of pairs of noun compounds.
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2.4 Discussion: acoustical investigation of tones in fast casual speech

Earlier investigations of sandhi tones in fast, casual speech apparently were not carried out with the use of systematically controlled sentence frames. Thus, we find enormous discrepancies in the presentation of the facts from author to author.

With the aid of reliable instruments, however, we see that the tonal distinctions are preserved in the fast style of speech, as correctly observed by native Thai scholars like Warotamasikkhadit (1967) and Suriniramont (1973). No instruments had been used in the earlier investigations.

Some might object that the subjects simply were not speaking at a rate that would normally be associated with the fast, casual speech style. The operational definition of fast speech 'twice as fast as slow speech', however, seems quite reasonable. In a study of English diphthongs, Gay (1968) found the same order of magnitude between the mean diphthong durations for slow speech and fast speech, i.e. the diphthongs in slow speech are approximately twice as long (in msec) as in fast speech.

3. Theoretical issues regarding tone in Siamese

In this section, various theoretical issues currently being debated on the role of tone in a generative phonology (Woo 1969, Maddieson 1970; Halle and Stevens 1971, Fromkin 1972, Leben 1973, among others) are discussed. In Section 3.1, the arguments advanced by Leben (1971a, 1971b, 1973a, 1973b) and Hiranburana (1971) for a segmental representation of tone in Siamese are shown to be inadequate, since they depend crucially on the simplification of contour tones in fast casual speech (cf. Section 2.3). Nevertheless, other arguments for a segmental representation of tone in Siamese can be made. These arguments are presented as well as arguments for representing contour tones as sequences of level tone features in Section 3.2.

3.1 Previous arguments for segmental tone features in Siamese

Traditionally, tone in Siamese has been considered to be a property of the syllable. More recently, it has been proposed (Leben 1971a, 1971b, 1973a, 1973b, Hiranburana 1971) that tone is a property of an individual voiced segment, not the syllable.
According to Leben (1973b) tone must be analyzed as a feature on segments if and only if at some point in the derivation it is sensitive to phonological rules that either (1) contain information about surrounding segments or (2) collapse two or more segments into one.

Regarding the second type of phonological rule, the collapsed segment is in some sense to be interpreted as a "compromise" (Leben's term) between the original underlying segments, i.e., the collapsed segment is composed of some of the features of each of the original underlying segments. Leben cites nasalized vowels in French as an example of a collapsed segment that results from a compromise between a vowel and a following nasal consonant. A schematic representation of such a vowel nasalization rule is given below:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{segments} & V & + & N & \rightarrow & \tilde{V} \\
\text{features} & +\text{vocalic} & -\text{vocalic} & +\text{nasal} & \Rightarrow & +\text{vocalic} \\
& -\text{nasal} & +\text{nasal} & & & +\text{nasal} \\
\end{array}
\]

The collapsed segment that results from the application of this rule - the nasalized vowel - has inherited the +vocalic feature of the \( V \), the +nasal feature of the \( N \), thus is a compromise between the underlying segments \( V \) and \( N \).

A more familiar example to which Leben's compromise convention would apply is the contraction of ai to \( ë \) in Sanskrit where the collapsed segment keeps the lowness of the first vowel and the backness of the second vowel.

Xhosa is cited as an example of a tone language where tone behaves segmentally according to his first criterion. Leben (1973b, 23) gives the following description of a phonological rule: "a high tone is realized as rising when preceded by a depressor consonant, such as bh, mbh, mb, v, h, but not when preceded by consonants like p, ph, t, ë, m, f, h...a falling tone...is realized as rising-falling...when preceded by a number of this same class of depressor consonants".

Siamese is cited as an example of a tone language where tone behaves segmentally according to the second criterion. Before looking at the particular rule Leben proposes, however, let us first consider the data and assumptions on which the rule depends.
Leben's data, taken from Henderson (1949), includes so-called 'compound' forms pronounced in a slow deliberate speech style and a fast casual speech style. They are listed below - the (a) forms occurring in slow speech, the (b) forms occurring in fast speech (examples taken from Leben 1971a).

1. (a) thîi nãy 'where?' (b) thi nãy
   HL LH M LH
2. (a) si khaaw 'white' (b) si khaaw
   LH LH M LH
3. (a) waan waan 'at your leisure' (b) waan waan
   HL HL M HL
4. (a) saaw saaw 'young girls' (b) saw saaw
   LH LH M LH
5. (a) naam chaa 'tea' (b) nam chaa
   H M H M
6. (a) tông kaan 'want' (b) tông kaan
   HL M HL L
7. (a) thaw ray 'how much' (b) thaw ray
   HL M HL L

A few remarks must be made about these data. First, even though Leben (1973b: 20) acknowledges that some length is retained on vowels not followed by a consonant or glide in forms (1b) and (2b) as indicated in the original phonetic transcription (Henderson 1949: 97), he goes on to assume without any justification that the vowel is simply equivalent to a short vowel. Secondly, the indicated change from a M to L tone in forms (6b) and (7b) should probably be attributed to phrase final lowering of MID. A final LOW tone is also lowered. The presence of a falling tone preceding is not required for the lowering to occur. Thirdly, these data are incorrect as shown by the results of acoustical measurements of tones in fast casual speech (cf. Section 2.3).

Nonetheless, it is still instructive to consider the type of argument he presents. Leben's assumptions include:

(a) tone features are assigned to individual voiced segments in the syllable,
(b) long vowels are represented as sequences of two identical vowels,
(c) contour tones are represented as a sequence of level tone features,
(d) phonological tones are M L HL H LH for tone numbers 1 2 3
4 5, respectively (cf. Section 1), and

(e) the (a) forms above are underlying, the (b) forms are de-

With this set of assumptions and the above set of data, Leben formulates
a phonological rule that effects a compromise between a HL or LH sequence
of tones when they occur on short vowels in fast casual speech.

(Vowel shortening) \( VV \rightarrow V \)

This rule simply reduces a double vowel to a single vowel. Implicit
to its operation, however, is a 'compromise convention' that produces
a MID tone as the 'normal' result of a collapsing of a sequence of HL
or LH tones.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{segments} & V & + & V & \rightarrow \ V \\
\text{features} & \begin{bmatrix}
 & +H \\
- & L
\end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix}
 & -H \\
+ & L
\end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix}
 & -H \\
- & L
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{array}
\]

Consider now how the rule applies to forms (1) through (7). It
simplifies the underlying contour tones to MID in derived forms (1b), (2b),
(3b), and (4b). Because the underlying tone is level, no simplification
occurs in derived form (5b). The underlying contour tones do not simplify
in derived forms (6b) and (7b) because they do not occur on double vowels.
If tones are assigned to segments and if the normal result of compromise
between a sequence of HL or LH is M, then the simplification of contour
tones follows automatically from the reduction of a double vowel to a
single vowel. Even assuming the correctness of Leben's data, his explana-
tion is still unsatisfactory.

First, there is evidence from other tone languages (cf. Maddieson
1972) as well as Siamese that the result of a compromise of a LH or HL
sequence of vowels is more often H or L than M. In Siamese, a common
variant pronunciation of the question particle r$\#$ is r, not *r$\#$.
The normally unstressed personal pronouns ךך 'I', ךך 'I (male)', and ךך '3rd person' are pronounced ךך, ךך, and ךך, respectively. The word for 'city hall,' however, would conform to Leben's compromise convention for sequences of level tone features. It is written in the Siamese alphabet with a RISING tone on the first syllable ךךךךךך but normally pronounced with a MID tone on the first syllable [ךךךךךך]. In this case, it does appear that a LH sequence has been restructured as a MID according to Leben's convention. But what about the word for 'book'? It is written in the Siamese alphabet as ךךךךךך, but pronounced as either [ךךךךךך] or [ךךךךךך].

Second, no formal definition of the compromise convention is provided by Leben, a conspicuous omission in view of his emphasis on formalism in grammar (Leben 1973b: 19). What are the constraints on its application? What types of segments and features may be compromised? How many features may be compromised?...

As stated, the compromise convention does not make a unique prediction. For example, in Ogoja Yala, a West African tone language, the compromise between a high tone followed by a low tone separated by a word boundary is a high tone, not a mid tone as Leben's convention would predict (data taken from Maddieson 1972: 958).

\[
H \# L (H) + H (H) \quad \text{e.g., má 'čhi, móčhi 'see tree'}
\]

Maddieson (1972) gives numerous examples like the one from Ogoja Yala that strongly suggest that tones are arranged in a hierarchy of dominance. The dominance relationship between tones then determines which tone will appear in the contracted syllable. Until Leben states some such principles to motivate the output of his convention, it is not of any theoretical interest.

As extralinguistic evidence in favor of a segmental analysis, Leben (1973a, 1973b) cites one example taken from Haas (1969) from the Siamese word game khampačan 'word-reversal,' in which the syllable finals of adjacent words or syllables are interchanged.

 regular form: \( k \rightarrow [\text{όn}] \quad y \rightarrow [\text{άy}] \) 'big bottom'

game form: \( k \rightarrow [\text{άy}] \quad y \rightarrow [\text{όn}] \)

In this particular example, note that the tones move along with the segments. This is just what we would expect, according to Leben, if tone is a property of segments in Siamese.
Unfortunately, the one example cited by Leben is not representative of the game rules. Many examples can be found where the tone does not move with the shifted syllable-final segments (cf. Gandour, 1974c). For more examples from khamphuan where the tone does not move along with the shifted syllable-final segments, see Surintramont (1973).

So, the word game data from Siamese is inconclusive. It neither argues for nor against a segmental analysis of tone. The cases where the segments shift independently of the tone demonstrate that tone features may behave differently from other segmental features. But it does not necessarily follow that just because tone features exhibit properties not shared by some of the other segmental features that tone must be established as a suprasegmental phenomenon.

Next let us consider the arguments advanced by Hiranburana (1971) in support of a segmental analysis of tone in Siamese. Based on data obtained from her own instrumental study of the phonetic shapes of tones in non-phrase-final positions (including initial syllables of bisyllabic noun compounds) in fast casual speech, Hiranburana, like Leben, cites putative neutralizations of contour tones as evidence is support of a segmental representation of tone in Siamese. Unlike Leben, however, she claims that the FALLING contour tone simplifies to HIGH level tone and the RISING contour tone simplifies to a HIGH or LOW level tone depending on the syllable-initial consonant.

Unfortunately, the results of her instrumental study are at best inconclusive. Six supposed examples illustrating the simplification of FALLING to HIGH (Hiranburana 1971: 181-84) are given. In 5 out of the 6 examples, the oscillograms do not support her point; the falling contour is clearly evident. The remaining example is the negative morpheme mà that is often realized phonetically as mà in unstressed positions. This is correct, but in no way represents an example of a regular productive phonological rule of the language. Eight supposed examples illustrating the simplification of RISING to either HIGH or LOW level tones (Hiranburana 1971: 185-89) are given. None, however, are instances of a regular rule. Two of her examples are nàg′sā̀ 'book' and the 3rd person pronoun khā̀w (cf. above). Another example nàw nàw yû I'm cold is an instance of an emphatic reduplication rule (cf. Abramson 1962: 16), not a regular tone simplification rule. In 3 of the 8 examples, the oscillograms fail to support her point; the rising contour is clearly present.
Her claim that the RISING tone is realized as LOW after voiceless consonants and HIGH after voiced consonants is immediately suspect based on results of instrumental investigations of the effect of preceding consonant types on pitch which indicate that voiceless and voiced consonants tend to raise and lower pitch, respectively (Lehiste and Peterson 1961, Lea 1973, Gandour 1974b). In particular, the first part of the RISING tone becomes higher not lower after voiceless consonants in Siamese (Gandour 1974b). Furthermore, the examples cited occur in totally different syntactic and prosodic contexts.

More examples of deficiencies in her experimental design could be pointed out, but suffice it to say that no conclusions can be drawn from her data.

Next consider her analysis itself. The notion 'optional pitch height' plays a crucial role. Optional pitch heights are "those which do not apply when the lexical item concerned does not contain the maximum number of sonorant segments" (Hiranburana 1971: 149). This is the way she tries to account for the restrictions on the distribution of MID, LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING tones (cf. Section 1.1). Her lexical tones for Siamese are shown in Table IV below. The distinctive features for tone are adopted from Woo (1969); the optional pitch heights are enclosed in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MID</th>
<th>LOW</th>
<th>FALLING</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>RISING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(+-)</td>
<td>(++)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++\</td>
<td>(-+)</td>
<td>(++)</td>
<td>++\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIFY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Lexical tones in Siamese (Hiranburana 1971)

The optional pitch heights are supposed to explain why the FALLING tone occurs on syllables that contain either 2 or 3 sonorant segments, but not on syllables that contain only 1 sonorant segment (for example, khàa 'to kill,' khàaw 'rice,' but not *khàp), and similarly why LOW or HIGH tones occur on syllables containing 1, 2, or 3 sonorant segments (for example, phàk 'vegetable', màak 'betel', khàaw 'news', nòk 'bird', màa 'horse,' and chaàp 'elephant'). For the MID and RISING tones, on the other hand, all 3 pitch heights are obligatory. This is necessary in order to rule out the possibility of a MID or RISING tone occurring on a long checked syllable.
Such an analysis has undesirable consequences, however. It forces one to represent 2-sonorant segment syllables carrying a MID or RISING tone with an underlying string of 3 sonorant segments since all 3 pitch heights are obligatory for the MID and RISING tones, resulting in hypothetical lexical entries that never surface phonetically.

/"khaa/  'a kind of grass'  [kha:]  
     MMM

/"khaa/  'leg'  [khǎ:]  
     LLH

/"khaw/  'mountain'  [khǎu]  
     LLH

/khaaw/  'white'  [khaːu]  
     LLH

Implicit in this analysis is a contrast between long and short glides as well as long and short vowels. This is clearly an unnecessary artifact of the segmental analysis.

Neither of the two earlier proposed segmental analyses of tone in Siamese can be accepted. Both fail to reach even the level of observational adequacy and both crucially depend on an ad-hoc contrivance - the "compromise convention" for Leben, the "optional pitch height" for Hiranburana. Despite their failure to do so, it is still possible to justify a segmental representation of tone in Siamese (cf. Section 3.2).

3.2 On the segmental nature of tone in Siamese

This section deals primarily with the question of whether tone features in Siamese are to be assigned to the segment or to some larger linguistic unit, such as the syllable, morpheme, word, etc.

Restrictions on the distribution of tones in Siamese indicate that tone is a property of the segment. If the domain of phonological tone is the segment and if the FALLING and RISING contour tones are analyzed as sequences of level tones, then we have a principled reason for excluding contour tones on syllables containing a single vowel followed by a voiceless stop p t k ?. A summary of the distribution of tones on various types of syllable structures in Siamese is presented in Table V. below. An 'X' indicates that the lexical tone at the top of the column may occur on the syllable structure in that same row; a 'O' indicates that the tone may not occur. Syllable structures (1) and (2) are the smooth syllables, (3) and (4) the checked syllables (cf. Section 1.1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYLLABLE STRUCTURES</th>
<th>MID</th>
<th>LOW</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>FALLING</th>
<th>RISING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) CVV</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) CV(v)c$_f$</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) CVVC$_f$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) CVC$_f$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V. Distribution of lexical tones in different types of syllable structures in Siamese.

The absence of a RISING tone on long checked syllables (3) is considered to be a language-specific fact about Siamese. But this is not surprising. Statistically, falling tones outnumber rising tones (Ohala 1973: 3). A higher incidence of falling tones over rising tones is reported for Chinese (Cheng 1973). Furthermore, it has been suggested (Ohala and Ewan 1973) that more physiological effort is required for the production of RISING tones as compared to FALLING tones. They report that for a given pitch interval a subject could execute a falling pitch faster than a rising pitch. Accordingly, the absence of a RISING tone does not argue against a segmental analysis of tone in Siamese. On the other hand, if tones in Siamese are assigned to a larger unit than the segment (the only plausible candidate is the syllable), then the absence of a FALLING contour tone on short checked syllables (4) appears to be purely accidental.

In the Indic (Pali-Sanskrit) portion (approx. 60%) of the Siamese lexicon, a noninitial syllable (in polysyllabic morphemes) beginning with a sonorant segment and following a short checked syllable carrying LOW tone, carries LOW tone if it ends in a stop, otherwise RISING tone. This generalization has to be stated at the lexical level of representation because HIGH and LOW tones on short checked syllables are neutralized to MID tone in this position in everyday speech (cf. Section 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Siamese</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Siamese</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sà?wàn</td>
<td>'heaven'</td>
<td>sà?mùt</td>
<td>'ocean'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sà?mày</td>
<td>'period, age'</td>
<td>sà?lèet</td>
<td>'phlegm'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khà?nôm</td>
<td>'candy'</td>
<td>khà?nôt</td>
<td>'coils (of a snake)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thà?nôm</td>
<td>'road'</td>
<td>cà?rit</td>
<td>'conduct'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thà?nôm</td>
<td>'to cherish'</td>
<td>cà?ruát</td>
<td>'rocket'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chà?lôm</td>
<td>'to celebrate'</td>
<td>sà?nük</td>
<td>'to be amusing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chà?lèsy</td>
<td>'to answer'</td>
<td>sà?rà?</td>
<td>'vowel'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These polysyllabic morphemes clearly show that tone in Siamese is sensitive to surrounding segments (Leben's (1) criterion for segmental tone, cf. Section 3.1), thus evidence in support of a segmental representation of tone in Siamese.

There is additional evidence for Leben's (1) criterion for segmental tone in Siamese. No HIGH or RISING tone occurs on syllables that begin with p t c k ?. Thus, syllables like *páa *kā *táam *ʔaʔw are not permitted, once again illustrating the close interaction between tones and segments in Siamese. The only exceptions that I know of are non-Indic loanwords, onomatopoeic words, exclamatory expressions, and a few intensifying 'particles', egs. pūy 'fertilizer (Chinese)', ?óok 'oak (English)', kúuk 'call of a nightbird' bāa 'bاه!', dampi 'coal-black'.

As shown above in Table V (cf. Section 3.1), a syllable in Siamese may consist of 1, 2, or 3 tone-bearing segments. If tones are assigned to segments, then it is necessary to state restrictions on the permitted sequences of tones. This can be done easily for syllables containing 1 or 2 sonorant segments, but not for syllables containing 3 sonorant segments.

I know of no crucial evidence that would force us to choose between a solution (a) that required identity between the first and second segments or a solution (b) that required identity between the second and third segments in a string of 3 sonorant segments (the underlined tones are considered to be redundant)

(a) M M M
    L L L
    H H H
    H H L
    L L H

(b) M M M
    L L L
    H H H
    H L L
    L H H

Perhaps in favor of solution (a) is the fact that the phonetic pitch change on contour tones is concentrated at the end. Whether solution (a) or (b) turns out to be correct, we can see that it would be relatively easy to state permitted tone sequences in a segmental analysis of tone in Siamese without resorting to an ad-hoc contrivance like "optional pitch height" (cf. Section 3.1).
As far as I know, there are no tone sandhi rules in Siamese that require information about surrounding segments. Mohr (1973) uses the absence of such rules as a criterion for establishing tone as a suprasegmental phenomenon in a particular language. But this appears to be a pseudo-issue regarding the segmental or suprasegmental nature of tone. Other things being equal, one could just as easily formulate conventions for application of phonological rules that ignore extraneous intervening material in the domain of the rule.

3.3 On the sequential nature of contour tones in Siamese

This section is concerned with the phonological representation of the FALLING and RISING contour tones. Are they best represented with unit contour tone features or sequences of level tone features?

If the domain of phonological tone is the segment, the absence of FALLING and RISING contour tones in short checked syllables is automatically accounted for if they are represented as sequences of level tones (cf. also Section 3.2). This generalization is missed if they are represented with unit contour tone features. Only if we assign tones to segments do we have a principled reason for excluding contour tones on syllables containing a single vowel. For instance, syllables like *phâk or *phâk are excluded because RISING (=LH) and FALLING (=HL) tones require a sequence of 2 vowels on the phonological level of representation. If tones are not assigned to segments in Siamese, we are left with no principled explanation for the distributional restrictions on contour tones. Other minor points that might be made in favor of a sequential analysis of contour tones are given below.

Other things being equal, a solution that makes use of fewer features is to be preferred. If the FALLING and RISING contour tones are analyzed as sequences of independently-motivated level tone features HL and LH, respectively, then there is no need to introduce additional unit contour tone features.

I know of no productive phonological rules in Siamese that require decomposition of the FALLING and RISING contour tones into sequences of level tone features. In particular, there are no tone copying rules of the kind reported for numerous African tone languages (Leben 1973, Fromkin 1972, Hyman and Schuh 1972) where the sequential nature of the contour tones becomes immediately apparent.
A few shreds of morphological evidence suggest a sequential analysis of contour tones: nǐ 'this' / nǐ 'this one,' nān 'that' / nān 'that one,' nōn 'that farther away' / nōn 'that one farther away'.

I know of no cases where contour tones cross a morpheme or even a syllable boundary. Some might argue that this testifies to the unitary nature of the contour tones. To the contrary, it is exactly what one might expect in a language that has no derivational morphology and no vowel-initial syllables. Again, lack of evidence neither argues for or against a sequential analysis of contour tones in Siamese.

4. A case of tone neutralization in Siamese

The HIGH and LOW tones are neutralized to MID on unstressed short checked syllables (those ending in a glottal stop only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>underlying form</th>
<th>citation form</th>
<th>derived form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tháʔhāan 'soldier'</td>
<td>tháʔhāan</td>
<td>tháʔhāan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tháʔnōn 'road'</td>
<td>tháʔnōn</td>
<td>tháʔnōn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section, arguments are presented against Whitaker's (1969) solution. Another solution is proposed based on Fromkin's (1972) set of tone features.

Adopting Wang's (1967) set of tone features - High Mid Central Falling Rising Convex Contour - Whitaker (1969: 194–5) argues for (1) as the optimal representation of lexical tones in Siamese on the basis of the formal statements (irrelevant details omitted) of the tone neutralization rules (2) and (3)

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccccc}
 & \text{MID} & \text{LOW} & \text{FALLING} & \text{HIGH} & \text{RISING} \\
\hline
\text{high} & - & - & + & + & - \\
\text{rise} & - & - & + & + & + \\
\text{fall} & - & + & + & - & - \\
\end{array}
\]

\[(2) [+\text{fall}] \rightarrow [-\text{fall}] /_{\text{env.}}\]

\[(3) [+\text{high}] \rightarrow [-\text{high}] /_{-\text{rise}}\]

The two separate rules (2) and (3) fail to reveal what is actually a single phonological generalization. Note what happens when we try to collapse (2) and (3) into a single rule:
(4) \( [\text{ahigh}] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \text{-high} \\ \text{rise} \\ \text{-fall} \end{array} \) / env.

In the structural change of the rule, \([-\text{high}]\) and \([-\text{rise}]\) are required just in case the input tone is \(\text{HIGH}\), \([-\text{fall}]\) just in case the input tone is \(\text{LOW}\). A collapsed rule for (2) and (3), then, cannot be written without including redundant features in the structural change of the rule.

Implicit also in (1) is the claim that Siamese has 4 underlying contour tones - LOW, FALLING, HIGH, RISING and 1 underlying level tone - MID. Such an analysis gives us no principled reason for permitting LOW and HIGH but not FALLING and RISING tones on short checked syllables.

I propose an alternative solution based on Fromkin's (1972) set of tone features - \(\text{High Mid Low}\). Using this set of features, the level lexical tones of Siamese could be represented as either.

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccc}
\text{HIGH} & \text{MID} & \text{LOW} \\
\hline
\text{high} & + & - & - \\
\text{low} & - & - & + \\
\end{array}
\]

or

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccc}
\text{HIGH} & \text{MID} & \text{LOW} \\
\hline
\text{high} & + & - & - \\
\text{mid} & - & + & - \\
\end{array}
\]

Formal statements of the tone neutralization rules (7) and (8), based on (5) and (6), respectively, indicate that (6) is to be preferred.

(7) \( [\text{ahigh}] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \text{-high} \\ \text{-low} \end{array} \) / env.

(8) \( [-\text{mid}] \rightarrow [+\text{mid}] \) / env.

Rule (7) abbreviates the two subrules (9a) and (9b) (parenthesized features in structural change of rule are redundant):

(9) (a) \( [+\text{high}] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \text{-high} \\ \text{-low} \end{array} \)

(b) \( [-\text{high}] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \text{(-high)} \\ \text{-low} \end{array} \) / env.
The fact that one cannot write the tone neutralization rule based on (5), without specifying redundant features in the structural change of the rule, leads us to choose (6).

Note, however, that (6) implies that the MID tone is closer to LOW than HIGH, MID differs from LOW by 1 feature, from HIGH by 2 features. I do not know of any phonological evidence to support this claim. Note also that (8) requires the application of the sequence structure condition - IF [+mid] THEN [-high] - in order to derive the correct surface forms. Nonetheless, this solution is to be preferred because it permits us to state a single phonological generalization in a single rule.


5. Summary

An argument that has been advanced in favor of analyzing tone segmentally in Siamese - namely, the neutralization of contour tones in fast, casual speech - is untenable. A systematic acoustic investigation of these putative cases of tone neutralization shows that RISING and FALLING contour tones are not neutralized to level tones in fast, casual speech. Other arguments, however, can be given in favor of assigning tones to segments on the phonological level of representation as well as analyzing contour tones as sequences of level tones. Further, a solution is proposed for a real case of tone neutralization - HIGH and LOW tones neutralize to MID on short checked syllables - and this is shown to be preferred over competing alternative solutions.
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The Features of the Larynx: N-ary or Binary?

Jack Gandour

[Paper presented at the Fourth California Linguistics Conference, University of Southern California]

0. Introduction

According to the theory of generative phonology as presented in The Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky and Halle 1968), all phonetic features are binary on the classificatory level of representation. Only on the phonetic level of representation may these features be specified with more than two values. In this paper, I will attempt to show that phonological theory must necessarily permit n-ary features on the classificatory level of representation as well.

As to whether some classificatory features are n-ary or not, it is important to keep in mind what the empirical issues are. Ladefoged (1971: 98) has said:

"The issue of whether classificatory features should be binary...or multivalued...is not in itself very relevant to a choice between feature systems. Any multivalued feature can be reinterpreted in terms of a number of binary features; and any binary system can be supplied with marking conventions so that it acts as if it contained multivalued features.

* Many thanks to the Tone Group — especially Peter Ladefoged, Ian Maddieson, and Vicki Fromkin — for helpful comments and suggestions on this paper. I also want to thank Dr. William J. Gedney (University of Michigan) for helpful discussions on tonal development in the Tai language family during the summer of 1973. The work for this paper was supported by grant NSF GS 37235X.
What is far more relevant to a comparison is the difference in the claims that each system makes both about the phonological relations between sounds and the phonetic facts."

An exclusively binary system makes the claim that linearly-ordered sets of speech sounds along a single continuum do not exist in language. Much evidence (Ladefoged 1971), however, has already been given that points to the need for multivalued classificatory features for 'vowel height' and 'place of articulation' for consonants. Evidence will be given in this paper that points to the need for a multivalued classificatory feature for 'width of the glottal aperture.'

The evidence has to do with the historical development of tone in languages and dialects of the Tai language family of Southeast Asia - in particular, tonal splitting conditioned by the phonation type of initial consonants. Two earlier proposed sets of laryngeal features - one by Halle and Stevens (1971), the other by Ladefoged (1973) - will be tested against this evidence and shown to be inadequate. Two new laryngeal features will be proposed that enable us to provide a descriptively adequate account of the Tai data. One, a feature vibrating with two values; the other, a multivalued feature glottal width. Moreover, these features will be justified by phonetic principles independent of the data in question.

1. Overview of tonal development in the Tai language family

First, let us begin with an overview of the historical development of tone in the Tai language family.

The parent language, Proto-Tai, has been commonly assumed to have had three tones on non-stopped syllables and a fourth noncontrastive tone on stopped syllables. The three tones on nonstopped syllables have been reconstructed simply as the tonal categories A, B, and C; similarly, the fourth tone on stopped syllables is reconstructed simply as the tonal category D. As of yet, none of the phonetic or phonological shapes for these tonal categories have been reconstructed. The D tonal category is not relevant to the questions dealt with in this paper and will be omitted from further discussion.
The sound changes that are believed to have taken place from Proto-Tai to the modern Tai languages and dialects are described by Gedney (1969: 428):

"At some time after the period of Proto-Tai unity... a wave of drastic sound changes...swept most of Southeast Asia...In tonal languages such as those of the Tai family, these sound changes involved splits in the tonal system, with the splits conditioned by the phonetic nature of initial consonants of the syllables...in general what happened was that each of the original tones...split into two or more tones..."

The phonetic classes of reconstructed initial consonants that are commonly assumed (Haas 1958, Li 1966, Gedney 1969, Sarawit 1973) to be necessary to account for the different kinds of tone splits are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>consonant class</th>
<th>mnemonic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) voiceless aspirated stops + h</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) voiceless fricatives and voiceless sonorants</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) voiceless unaspirated stops</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) glottal stop + preglottalized stops and</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preglottalized glides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) voiced obstruents and sonorants</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When they are arranged in this particular order, it will be shown that the classes of consonants needed to account for the tone splits consist of only adjacent subclasses. The phonetic principles that appear to motivate this linear order will be taken up later in the paper.

2. Tone splits in Tai

Tone splits reported for the Tai language family (Brown 1965, Li 1966, Gedney 1970, Sarawit 1973) include three cases involving a split of the original Proto-Tai tone(s) into two tones (hereafter called 'binary splits'), two cases involving a split of the original Proto-Tai tone(s) into three tones (hereafter called 'ternary splits'). No cases of tone splits have yet been reported in which four or more tonal reflexes result from the splitting of the Proto-Tai tones. One representative Tai language or dialect has been selected to illustrate each case.
White Tai, a Tai dialect spoken in the western part of North Vietnam, illustrates the most common binary split. The historical sources of the White Tai tonal reflexes and the classes of initial consonants that figured in the tone split are given below (data taken from Sarwit 1973).

**White Tai**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At Time</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Tone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splits</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proto-Tai Tones</strong></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These diagrams (developed by Gedney 1969) provide a convenient way of organizing the data on tone splits. At the head of each column are given the Proto-Tai tonal categories A, B, and C; to the left of each row are given the numbered subclasses of initial consonants that lead to the series of tonal reflexes appearing in that row; at the intersection of a given row and column, then, is the tonal reflex that developed from the Proto-Tai tonal category when preceded by that particular class of initial consonants. The tonal reflexes themselves are represented in the Chao (1930) tone-letter notation, in which the normal pitch range of a speaker's voice is plotted on the vertical axis from 5 (the highest pitch) to 1 (the lowest pitch); the changes in pitch level throughout the duration of the tone are plotted on the horizontal axis.

Note that in White Tai one of the classes of consonants that leads to the same series of tonal reflexes is composed of the phonetic subclasses represented by the symbols ph, f, p, and ?.

The Tai dialect, Lung Ming – spoken in the southwestern part of Kwangsi province, China – illustrates another way the original Proto-Tai tones split into two modern tonal reflexes. The historical sources of the Lung Ming tones are given below (data taken from Sarwit 1973).
Lung Ming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At Time</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Tone</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splits</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of special interest here is the binary split of the A tone. Note that the subclasses represented by ph, f, and p fall into one class, whereas the subclasses represented by ? and b fall into another. The binary split of the B and C tones, on the other hand, is based on the same classes of initials as in White Tai. Again, the linear order of these classes of initials is confirmed; under the A tone, phonetic subclasses (1)-(3) yield one tonal reflex and subclasses (4) and (5) another.

Siamese, the national language of Thailand, illustrates yet another kind of binary split. The historical sources of the Siamese tones are given below (data taken from Sarwit 1973).

Siamese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At Time</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Tone</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splits</td>
<td></td>
<td>453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the A tone, the phonetic subclasses represented by ph and f fall together into one class; those represented by p, ?, and b fall into another. The binary split of the B and C tones is based on the same class of initials as in White Tai and Lung Ming. Again, the linear order of the initials is confirmed; under the A tone, phonetic subclasses (1) and (2) make up one class, subclasses (3) - (5) another.
Under the A tone, the phonetic subclasses represented by ph and f fall together into one class; those represented by p, ?, and b fall into another. The binary split of the B and C tones is based on the same class of initials as in White Tai and Lung Ming. Again, the linear order of the initials is confirmed; under the A tone, phonetic subclasses (1) and (2) make up one class, subclasses (3) - (5) another.

Ternary splits, although less common than binary splits, have occurred frequently throughout the Tai-speaking domain, particularly among those Tai dialects spoken in the southern peninsula of Thailand. The Songkhla dialect of southern Thailand illustrates a common ternary split across all tonal categories. The historical sources of the Songkhla tones are given below (data taken from Brown 1965).

**Songkhla**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>Proto-Tai Tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Tone Splits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we find it necessary to set up the same classes of initial consonants as in Siamese, the difference being that each class leads to different tonal reflexes under each of the Proto-Tai tones A, B, and C. Once again the linear order of the phonetic classes of initials is confirmed.

The Tai dialect of Nung, spoken at the village of Bac Va in northeastern North Vietnam, illustrates another kind of ternary split. The historical sources of the Nung tones are given below (data taken from Gedney 1970).
Nung, Bac Va

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Tai Tones</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Time Of Tone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splits</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the A tone, we can see that it is now necessary to treat the voiceless aspirated stops and h as a separate class and those phonetic subclasses represented by f, p, and ? as another class. The binary split of the B and C tones is again based on the same classes of initials as found in White Tai. Of particular interest is the fact that the linear order of the phonetic classes yet remains intact.

A description of tone splitting in Tai, then, must reveal the generalization that the classes of initial consonants that conditioned the tone splits form a linearly-ordered set. Let us next test earlier proposed sets of laryngeal features against the Tai data.

3. Halle and Stevens' (1971) proposal

Halle and Stevens (1971) have proposed four binary laryngeal features, shown below, that represent two variables - (1) degree of stiffness of the vocal cords, and (2) degree of constriction of the glottis, with a convention that neither [+stiff, +slack] nor [+spread, +constricted] can occur.

(1)  [+stiff]  (2)  [+spread]
     [+slack]     [+constricted]

The same pair of features - stiff and slack - are claimed to govern both pitch levels in vowels and voicing in obstruents. Accordingly, three types of obstruents are claimed to occur in language: "voiceless, voiced, and intermediate; the first corresponding to the high pitch vowels, the second to the low pitch vowels, and the third to vowels with mid pitch" (Halle 1972: 181). Vowels and obstruents, then, would be specified as shown below.
In favor of their features, Halle (1972: 182-3) points to historical development of tonal systems in Far Eastern languages which purportedly shows a direct correlation between pitch levels in vowels and voicing in obstruents. This correlation, however, is not as straightforward as Halle would lead us to believe. True, one can find numerous cases among these languages where a low pitch is the reflex of earlier voiced consonants and a high pitch is the reflex of earlier voiceless consonants. But, for the Tai language family at least, one can find just as many cases where this prediction is not borne out (Brown 1965, Li 1966, Sarawit 1973). Tonal reflexes like we find in Siamese and Nung are not all uncommon. To the extent that tonal systems do not reflect the correspondence of voiceless, voiced and intermediate obstruents with high, low and mid tones Halle's (1972 182) characterization of tonal development as an instance of assimilation in which the feature stiff or slack in the consonant is assimilated by the following vowel is inadequate.

Somewhat puzzling, too, is Halle's (1972: 183) reference to Haudricourt's oft-cited paper on tone splitting in Far Eastern languages, in which Halle claims to have found considerable support for his framework. My own inspection of Haudricourt's data would lead me to just the opposite conclusion.

Another claim made by their feature framework, that is not borne out by historical development of tonal systems in the Tai family, is that the features spread and constricted are irrelevant to tonal processes. Take the case of tone-splitting in Nung under the A tone where it becomes necessary to separate out the class (1) initials. As shown below, the only way this can be done in Halle and Stevens' theoretical framework is to refer to the feature spread. But their system predicts that the feature spread is irrelevant to tonal phenomena.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ph</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spread</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stiff</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indeed, of all the cases of tone splitting in the Tai language family, the features stiff and slack can divide the classes of initials correctly only for the simplest case - that exemplified in White Tai. Notice, however, that even here the correlation between tonal reflexes and consonant types is opposite to Halle and Stevens' prediction.
In addition, and more significantly for the Tai data under discussion, the generalization that the classes of initials form a linearly-ordered set is, in principle, ruled out in Halle and Stevens' binary system.

Other serious problems with Halle and Stevens' set of laryngeal features - both phonetic and phonological - have already been pointed out (Lisker and Abramson 1971, Fromkin 1972, Ladefoged 1973). For the purposes of this paper, suffice it to say that tonal development in Far Eastern languages cannot be used to support their features.

4. Ladefoged's (1973) proposal

Ladefoged (1973) has proposed a set of laryngeal features that includes 3 n-ary features - *glottalization, voice onset*, and *glottal stricture*, and additional pitch features. Of these laryngeal features, it is the n-ary feature *glottal stricture* that we are mainly interested in.

First, it should be pointed out that the lack of a single correlation between pitch in vowels and voicing in obstruents in the development of tonal systems in Far Eastern languages is correctly predicted by Ladefoged's feature framework in which pitch and glottal stricture are set up as independent features - a clear advantage over the Halle-Steven's feature framework. This is not to say that there is no relationship between the degree of stiffness of the vocal cords and pitch, but that other factors are involved as well. Experimentally, it has been shown that a rise in pitch may result from either an increase in the tension of the vocal cords or an increase in the air pressure below them (Ladefoged 1963, 1967, 1971) or an increase of medial compression of the vocal cords (Van den Berg 1960).

Ladefoged's feature that is of immediate relevance - *glottal stricture* - is given below.

**Glottal Stricture**

1. spread
2. voiceless
3. murmur
4. slack (=lax voice)
5. voice
6. stiff (=tense voice)
7. creaky
8. closed
It is a multivalued scalar feature that consists of a linearly-ordered set of states of the glottis. It is supposed to constitute a single physical scale, making the claim that there is a continuum extending from the most closed position, a glottal stop, to the most open position observed in speech, that in voiceless aspirated sounds.

This feature predicts that sets of speech sounds can be classified by glottal stricture only by collapsing adjacent members of the set of terms within this feature. For example, it predicts that natural phonological rules would not refer to a class of speech sounds that included terms 1 and 8 on this scale without including any of the intervening terms if they occurred in the language.

Let us now see how this prediction is borne out by the Tai data. From the cases of tone splitting presented earlier, it is clear that we must be able to arrange the classes of initial consonants in the order shown below, if only adjacent subclasses of initials are to be grouped together:

\[ \text{ph} \]
\[ \text{f} \]
\[ \text{p} \]
\[ \text{?} \]
\[ \text{b} \]

When we do this, however, it becomes immediately apparent that Ladefoged's proposed linear order of the states of the glottis is incorrect. To account for the Tai data, it would be necessary to reverse terms 5 and 8 on Ladefoged's scale.

One obvious attempt to salvage the feature glottal stricture would be to simply rearrange the linear order of the states of the glottis so that we obtain the correct results for the Tai data. This could be done, but it would be a purely ad-hoc nonexplanatory solution (cf. Gedney 1970). We would no longer be able to claim that the feature constitutes a single physical scale, i.e. we would no longer have a principled reason for the proposed linear order.

Having shown that neither the Halle-Steven's feature framework nor Ladefoged's can adequately handle the Tai data, let us now consider an alternative hypothesis.
5. An alternative proposal

I would like to propose 2 laryngeal features that could easily be incorporated into a theoretical framework that permitted n-ary valued classificatory features – (1) a binary feature *vibrating* and (2) an n-ary feature *glottal width*.

(1) \([+\text{vibrating}]\)

(2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glottal Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. voiceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. tightened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These features are hierarchically-ordered. The n-ary feature *glottal width* is relevant only to the nonvibrating state of the vocal cords.

Those speech sounds that have fundamental frequency are classified [+vibrating], those that do not [-vibrating]. For the former set of speech sounds, some portion of the vocal cords is vibrating; for the latter set, no portion of the vocal cords is vibrating. This is an inherently binary distinction and is not open to scalar quantification.

The n-ary feature *glottal width* is a multivalued scalar feature that consists of a linearly-ordered set of terms along a single physical scale. The continuum extends from the widest open position of the glottis, that associated with voiceless aspirated stops (Kim 1970, Ladefoged 1973), to the fully closed position, that associated with the glottal stop. That such a physical continuum exists receives support from photographs that have been taken of various states of the glottis (Ladefoged 1973).

The third term - 'tightened' - on the *glottal width* scale gains independent support from Kim's (1970) cineradiographic study of the three types of Korean stops - unaspirated, slightly aspirated, heavily aspirated. In this study Kim found a direct correlation between degree of glottal opening at time of release and degree of aspiration, i.e. the wider the glottal opening, the greater the amount of aspiration. To account for the three Korean stops, then, it is necessary to specify three degrees of glottal width - the unaspirated stops being specified 'tightened'. The Tai unaspirated stops would be similarly specified.
As presented earlier, the Tai data indicates that it is frequently necessary to divide initials between phonetic subclasses (4) and (5). The binary feature vibrating easily accounts for that division, i.e. between speech sounds that are classified [-vibrating] as opposed to those classified [+vibrating].

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
ph f p ? b
[-vibrating] [+vibrating]

When we arrange the classes of initials (1) through (4) along the glottal width scale, as shown below, the linear order of the classes, evident in the tone splits, is correctly predicted.

(1) ph - spread
(2) f - voiceless
(3) p - tightened
(4) ? - closed

The feature glottal width makes interesting predictions about what to expect in both diachronic and synchronic phonology. To the extent that other evidence confirms the linear order proposed here, it must be taken as support for n-ary features on the classificatory level of representation.
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An Experimental Study of Yoruba Tone
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1. Introduction

This paper reports on the preliminary results of an ongoing experimental study of tonal phenomena in Yoruba. This study provides new information as to how phonological tone is realized phonetically. In the course of the acoustic analysis a number of theoretical questions are posed which relate not only to Yoruba but to more general aspects of tone systems.

One such question concerns the phenomenon of downshift. Numerous linguists have observed that in many African languages there is a continual lowering of high tones after low tones; it has also been suggested that there is a general lowering of low tones after high. (Schachter and Fromkin, 1968, Courtenay 1971, et alia). Others have suggested that in some languages only the high tones show this lowering with the low tones remaining on a relatively fixed pitch.

At the present time there is no agreed on explanation for this phenomenon; one view holds that downdrifting is a universal phonetic phenomenon which requires no preprogrammed commands to the laryngeal muscles; others hold that while this may be a phonetic tendency, the lowering of subsequent tones must be the result of specific motor commands. What is clear, however, is that downdrifting may be phonologized (Hyman 1972) and that in certain languages, rules specifying the pitch lowering must occur prior to other phonological rules like vowel deletion in order to account for the downstep tones which occur in these cases (Schachter and Fromkin 1968).
Courtenay (1971) has suggested that in Yoruba downdrift does affect both high and low tones. My acoustical analysis, however, shows that in Yoruba the successive lowering of contiguous low tones is apparently not an unrestricted process. Therefore, it may be that some constraint operates to alter the natural processes of tone lowering in Yoruba. Thus, if downdrift is caused solely by phonetic factors, this may be countered phonologically to prevent the lowering of low tones in certain phonological environments.

2. Low tone behavior

There has been little discussion in the literature concerning the lowering of a low tone after a low tone. In Yoruba, however, my data show that this does occur in two identifiable positions. The pitch of a low differs from an immediately preceding low in:

(1) a. phrase final position, and
b. when the first low tone is immediately preceded by a contrastively higher tone

In other words, given a sequence of contiguous low tones which is not preceded by a non-low tone, a lowered low tone will always occur in phrase final position, and, given a contiguous sequence of two lows which is immediately preceded by a contrastive non-low level tone, the second low is realized on a lower pitch level. In addition, the third and subsequent of any occurring contiguous lows may also differ in pitch with one another. The pitch of the first low after a non-low tone is always realized higher than that of the second low. It might be more plausible to view (b) as resulting from the phonetic assimilation of the first low tone to the immediately preceding non-low. Viewed in this more concrete fashion, (b) predicts that a low tone is raised when immediately preceded by a contrastive higher tone.

3. Phonetic data

Evidence is offered in 2 and 3 for claim 1a.

(2) | L    | L    | H    |
    | iyawo| 94Hz | 92Hz | rise | 'wife' |
    | irọlẹ| 89Hz | 81Hz | rise | 'evening' |
    | ọṣu kpá| 78Hz | 77Hz | rise | 'moon' |
In (2) the data show the average pitch\(^5\) of two contiguous low tones immediately preceding a final high tone. The data show that the two low tones are more or less equal in fundamental frequency.

\[(3)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ìlásà</td>
<td>106Hz</td>
<td>102Hz</td>
<td>105Hz+93Hz+85Hz</td>
<td>'illness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìòyà</td>
<td>94Hz</td>
<td>91Hz</td>
<td>92Hz 81Hz 72Hz</td>
<td>'comb'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìàbò</td>
<td>83Hz</td>
<td>85Hz</td>
<td>95Hz 90Hz 72Hz</td>
<td>'half'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìëjà</td>
<td>92Hz</td>
<td>91Hz</td>
<td>90Hz 88Hz 73Hz</td>
<td>'parson'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìòòdë</td>
<td>93Hz</td>
<td>90Hz</td>
<td>92Hz 90Hz 72Hz</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìsàlè</td>
<td>95Hz</td>
<td>92Hz</td>
<td>91Hz 85Hz 68Hz</td>
<td>'lower part'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìròwò</td>
<td>92Hz</td>
<td>92Hz</td>
<td>91Hz 91Hz 71Hz</td>
<td>'star'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìkòkò</td>
<td>90Hz</td>
<td>90Hz</td>
<td>91Hz 91Hz 71Hz</td>
<td>'pot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìbàdà</td>
<td>88Hz</td>
<td>90Hz</td>
<td>90Hz 91Hz 70Hz</td>
<td>'Ibadan'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìròhì</td>
<td>96Hz</td>
<td>100Hz</td>
<td>99Hz 90Hz 67Hz</td>
<td>'news'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìgùtà</td>
<td>88Hz</td>
<td>94Hz</td>
<td>100Hz 90Hz 70Hz</td>
<td>'sheep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>92Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (3) it is shown that the pitch of two contiguous lows immediately preceding a final low tone is stable, whereas, the low tone in final position shows a lowering.

The data in (4) show that in addition to the claim of 1b, a mid tone may also be lower than the end point of an immediately preceding low tone, which has been realized as a falling glide due to the preceding high tone. To my knowledge this surprising information has never been pointed out in the literature. I am currently evaluating more data on
this point to determine the generality of this phenomenon. In (4) and (5), the pitch difference column, which expresses the difference between the end point of the fall and average pitch of the following tone, is important.

(4) L M preceded by H

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Pitch Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. omidɔ́̃ sɔ̀ lo...</td>
<td>134Hz±81Hz</td>
<td>87Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. àrà nàà ma kpa...</td>
<td>126Hz 101Hz</td>
<td>96Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. a máa bori àwɔ...</td>
<td>124Hz 91Hz</td>
<td>80Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ǹdzé ḥka tó...</td>
<td>139Hz 111Hz</td>
<td>97Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. išé nàà ma kpa...</td>
<td>135Hz 101Hz</td>
<td>100Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. ...ègbé òkù...</td>
<td>100Hz 91Hz</td>
<td>86Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the data in 4, it is obvious that the low tone relationship expressed by claim 1b is most crucial when the contrastively higher tone is high.

(5) L L preceded by H

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pitch Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ...fù iyàwó ê</td>
<td>120Hz±90Hz</td>
<td>73Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ...àrò ọla</td>
<td>142Hz 100Hz</td>
<td>80Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. àwɔ ilélkawé...</td>
<td>168Hz 147Hz</td>
<td>89Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ...lásìkò yè</td>
<td>140Hz 127Hz</td>
<td>93Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ...sí ilélkawé</td>
<td>160Hz 130Hz</td>
<td>70Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. ńfìlèdèbàdà</td>
<td>124Hz 102Hz</td>
<td>74Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the data of 5 show, the pitch difference between the contiguous lows is quite substantial by comparison to the low-mid tone pitch relationship in 4. If this were not the case, perceptual difficulties could arise in distinguishing /H L M/ from /H L L/ utterances.
4. Phrase final lowering

The fact that one finds a lowering of a low tone in phrase final position (as shown in 3) may be related to the phenomenon observed in both tone and non-tone languages of a pitch fall at the end of utterances. (Lieberman 1967). It has long been observed that words uttered in citation form reveal intonation contours similar to full phrases and sentences. One would therefore expect that the pitch fall observed in sentences would also occur in words uttered in isolation. This study therefore has relevance to the universality of this intonation phenomenon.

The instrumental analysis of Yoruba minimal pairs distinguished by tone alone (e.g., /L L/ vs. /M M/) provides some interesting data. It was found that in the low tone words (i.e., words in which both the first and last syllables are phonologically low tone) the average pitch difference between the initial and final low tone syllable was about 12Hz, while in the mid tone words, the pitch difference was on the average less than 5Hz. If the lowering of the final low tone is the result of the natural tendency to lower the pitch in phrase final position, then we must explain why mid and high tones do not undergo a similar process.

It should be pointed out that, while an all low tone utterance shows phrase final lowering of low tone as a phonetic fall, it is not clear whether it is the contour itself or the end point of the contour that is the important perceptual cue. However, for the present, I will continue to assume that, perceptually, the importance of the final low resides primarily in the fact that it is lowered.

Each table, 6, 7, and 8, contains the data from one recording session by a Yoruba speaker. The structure of the examples cited is V C V. The column, tone bearing segments, shows the tone of the initial and final segments of the disyllabic nouns. The column, number, refers to the number of utterances analyzed. Under, average fundamental frequency, the 3rd column refers to the pitch difference between the average reading of the initial and final tone bearing segments. As the data of these tables show, a final low tone is significantly lower when preceded by an identical tone. No such comparable relation is evident among disyllabic mid or high tone forms.
(6) Tone Bearing Segments | Average Fundamental Frequency | Pitch Difference
---|---|---
| Initial | Final | Nbr. | Initial | Final |  
L | L | 3 | 104Hz | 89Hz | -15Hz  
M | M | 5 | 138Hz | 140Hz | +2Hz  

(7) Tone Bearing Segments | Average Fundamental Frequency | Pitch Difference
---|---|---
| Initial | Final | Nbr. | Initial | Final |  
L | L | 26 | 98Hz | 89Hz | -9Hz  
H | H | 4 | 156Hz | 155Hz | -1Hz  

(8) Tone Bearing Segments | Average Fundamental Frequency | Pitch Difference
---|---|---
| Initial | Final | Nbr. | Initial | Final |  
L | L | 8 | 114Hz | 94Hz | -20Hz  
M | M | 6 | 116Hz | 113Hz | -3Hz  

I would like to suggest that this asymmetry may be accounted for by a linguistic constraint which applies to maintain maximal perceptual distinctiveness. If such a constraint on lowering of a second high or mid tone did not operate then a /H H/ realized as high downstepped-high, as shown in (9), could lead to perceptual confusion between /H H/ and /H M/ utterances.
(9) /H M/ → *[- -] could be confused with /H M/ → [- -]. Also, if /M M/ were realized as mid followed by a lowered-mid, as shown in 10, then /M M/ and /M L/ utterances could be confused.

(10) /M M/ → *[- -] could be confused with /M L/ → [- -]

Alternatively, it is possible that were the second mid tone lowered, a /M M/ realized as a mid lowered-mid could be confused with a /L L/ realized as a low lowered-low as shown in (11). (In the summary, I will elaborate on these conflicting explanations).

(11) /M M/ → *[- -] could be confused with /L L/ → [- -]

In other words I am claiming that the force working to maintain contrast in the language imposed a constraint on the expected lowering of a tone in phrase final position. If this explanation is correct, then it should be the case that given a pitch value on a word such as is shown in (12), where the second low is not lowered, a native Yoruba would perceive it as the /M M/ disyllabic noun meaning 'husband', or reject it as a possible Yoruba utterance.

(12) [- -] as the pitch value of Ọkọ

5. Perceptual experiment

To test this hypothesis, the following pretest was conducted: A native Yoruba speaker was asked to give the English gloss for each word presented in (13), with the indicated phonetic representations in the column, stimuli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimuli</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Ọkọ [- -]</td>
<td>/M M/ noun 'husband'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Ọkọ [- -]</td>
<td>/L L/ &quot; 'spear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Ọkọ [- -]</td>
<td>/M M/ &quot; 'husband'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ago [- -]</td>
<td>/M M/ &quot; 'cup'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ago [- -]</td>
<td>/L L/ &quot; 'fowl-coop'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. ago [- -]</td>
<td>/M M/ &quot; 'cup'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in the response column in 13, (a) and (f) were identified as /M M/ nouns; (b) and (e) as /L L/ nouns. But what is interesting is that (c) and (d) were identified as /M M/ nouns. This evidence suggests that the phonetic tendency of final lowering has become phonologized in final low tones in Yoruba. Additionally, this pilot experiment provides tentative support for the explanation of why /H H/ and /M M/ sequences do not undergo phrase final lowering.

(6) **Summary**

At this point it seems reasonable to ask which of the two explanations are to be adopted to account for the constraints on final high and mid tones. Clearly, it is the case that in one sense the proposed explanations do conflict, in the sense that one predicts that if the natural tendency of lowering were realized in, say, /M M/ nouns, the resulting pitch configuration would be confused with /M L/; while the other says that /M M/ would be confused with /L L/.

I have argued that it is the natural tendency to lower in final position that is constrained in high and mid tones. Therefore, if it is assumed that the only phonetic difference between the tonal pattern of /L L/ and /M L/ utterances is one of degree of pitch difference then one would be forced to conclude that /M M/ realized as mid lowered-mid would be confused with /L L/ tone patterns. The final mid tone would be undergoing the natural tendency to lower. Therefore, it seems correct that a naturally lowered final mid tone, of a /M M/ utterance, would result in an overall pitch configuration closely resembling the pattern /L L/, where the final low undergoes the natural tendency to lower. Although we may correctly expect that the natural tendency would produce a pitch pattern in the final mid, similar to that in the final low, there might always be some overall pitch difference. Nevertheless, I feel that most such differences would tend to be negated by the perceptual similarity of such phonetic manifestations. I.e., if speakers of tone languages rely primarily on pitch context to process pitch phenomena, then it is more likely that mid lowered-mid would be confused with low lowered-low. If the lowering process continued in the final tone of /M M/, only then would it become likely that the resulting pitch pattern would be confused with /M L/.

However, the data show that other than a mere pitch difference exists between /L L/ and /M L/ phonetic representations. The relevant evidence is that initial mid tones show an average rise in pitch from voice onset to end point of production, as shown in (14).
(14) \[ M \rightarrow [131 \rightarrow 146] / _L \] 5 utterances

\[ M \rightarrow [111 \rightarrow 123] / _L \] 21 "

\[ M \rightarrow [119 \rightarrow 126] / _L \] 6 "

Normally, initial low tones fall in pitch as in (15).

(15) \[ L \rightarrow [110 \rightarrow 96] / _L \] 3 utterances

\[ L \rightarrow [120 \rightarrow 109] / _L \] 8 "

Those lows which do rise in initial position as shown in 16, do so only under abnormal conditions.

(16) \[ L \rightarrow [95 \rightarrow 101] / _L \] 26 utterances

The /L L/ nouns of 16 were grouped together for the recording, and, consequently, the additional strategy of initial low-fall, which is used in 15, was not needed to avoid possible confusion. Therefore, I conclude that if /M M/ were realized as mid lowered-mid, the likely result would be a loss of distinctiveness brought about by the phonetic merger of /M M/ and /M L/ tone manifestations.

(7) **Conclusions**

In the first part of this paper, I suggested that the final low of a /H L L/ sequence undergoes lowering. However, as mentioned, the correct generalization may be that the end point of the first low tone is raised. While either explanation accounts for the data, I prefer the latter because it is simpler.

I have also presented evidence showing that while the expected phrase final pitch lowering occurs with a sequence of two or three low tones, this does not occur with a sequence of two high or mid tones. To account for this difference I suggested that to avoid or prevent perceptual confusion, the 2nd of two high or mid tones are constrained from the phonetically conditioned lowering. A pretest was conducted which supports this hypothesis.

I wish to point out that the two types of low tone behavior, as predicted by claims 1a and 1b are phonetically quite dissimilar. The former is adequately characterized as resulting from a natural tendency, while the latter predicts an output which is satisfactorily accounted for by a
progressive assimilation rule. Apparently, these rules share nothing structurally. However, by not showing the relationship between these rules, the nature and fact of their functional similarity will not be expressed.

In an article, Kisseberth (1970) discusses phonological rules which share a functional similarity. It seems that this is the case in Yoruba. The two rules and the proposed linguistic constraint conspire against low-mid tone confusion. However, this rule conspiracy is, functionally, unlike the one in Yawelmani. In Yoruba, the functional nature of the tonal conspiracy is perceptual. It appears to operate to avoid confusion which could arise from the phonetic merger of low and mid tones.

Clearly, further experimentation is required to substantiate the importance of perceptual constraints and tonal conspiracies as influences in the grammar.

Footnotes

1 This study began under the guidance of Breyne Moskowitz. I initiated this tone study as a special project for her Introduction to General Phonetics Class in Fall 1972. Without the aid and encouragement of both Victoria Fromkin and Breyne Moskowitz, this paper would not have been written. I would like to thank them both for helping me revise versions of this paper. In addition, I want to thank Ron Carlson, Willie Martin and Lloyd Rice for their help and understanding.

2 The data presented in this report were recorded in three separate sessions at the UCLA phonetics lab. They were produced in a soundproof booth using an Ampex recorder at 7.5 ips. The subjects are native speakers of Yoruba. Two recordings were made by Yemisi Olusola in November and December of 1972. One recording was made by Andrew Medugbon in January 1973. In order to obtain hard copies of the fundamental frequency, a pitch extractor and oscillograph were utilized. The former extracted the fundamental frequency from the recorded data and the latter provided a printed record of the wave form. Immediately upon completion, a calibration of various frequencies was performed in order to provide a means by which to measure the pitch wave form.

3 The Yoruba language is spoken mainly in the Western Region of Nigeria. It belongs to the Kwa branch of the Niger Kordofanian family. It is a tone language with three level tones: low, mid and high. At the phonetic level,
allotones of low and high tones occur in certain environments. A low
tone is realized as a high falling glide when immediately preceded by a
high tone. It falls from the level of high towards the level of low tone.
A high tone has rising pitch when a low tone immediately precedes. It
rises from the level of low towards the level of high tone.

4 In this report L or \( \dot{v} \) = low tone; M or \( v \) = mid tone; H or \( \ddot{v} \) = high
tone, and \( \dddot{v} \) = lowered mid tone.

5 In the data a series of figures connected by arrows represents the
pitch of one tone. E.g., 105Hz→93Hz→85Hz represents the pitch of voice
onset, mid and end positions of tone production. 124Hz→102Hz represents
the pitch of voice onset and end positions of tone production. 94Hz re-
presents the average pitch of voice onset, mid and end positions of the
tone.

6 This explanation was suggested to me by Theo Vennemann.

7 Only one subject was used in this perceptual test. The stimuli were
produced by the author. The subject gave his indicated responses to oral
stimuli.
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